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Abstract

Modem engineering design optimization, scheduling in industrial engineering featuri'g

combinatorial optimization, and appoint'rent optimization in healthcare share some

comrìon challenges, i.e., they all demand methods that can handle often expensive black-

box objective functions, work without function gradients, and locate the optima

efficìently and robustly. Meta-modeling techniques arise frorn the field of design

optimization, as well as meta-heuristics or stochastic search approaches in co¡.rbinatorial

optimìzation are non-gradient methodorogies that have been deveroped to solve

simulation (black-box)-based optimization proble'.rs. There racks ol a methodology,

however, that is capable of efficiently solving problerns of no-gradient and (expensive)

black-box functions originated from above-mentioned diffèrent areas. This thesis

proposes such a methodology that consists of a series of n.rethods rooted in ModE

Pursuing Sanrpli'g (MPS) (wang er ar. (2004a)). In its original fonn, MpS only sorves

continuous global optirnization proble'rs. In this work, Mps has been extended to design

problems involving discrcte varìables, as well as combinatorial problerns with a large

search space. correspondingly four variants of algorithms have been devcloped, na'rery,

D-MPS for discrete-vanable global optimization, co-MpS for cornbinatorial optirnization,

TSP-MPS for the well-known Traveling Salesrnan problem, and AS_MpS for

appoinhnent scheduling in healthcare. All of the algonthrns have achieved better or

comparable results with the state-of-the-art. The work contrìbutes signifìcantly by

bringing the co¡e concept of MpS into the discrete and colnbinational optimìzatìon

domains, and by developing a novel Doubre sphere Method that is common in alr the

algorithms' The developed methods have high potential to be used in industrial practice.
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. Chapter 3

./: Expensive black-box function to be optimized by D_MpS methocl.
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irnprovement.

À.,¡r,,,.. Radius of hypersphere S at lteratron l/er.
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o Chapter 4

p¡: Processing time for each operation L
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s and B: The controlle¡s that define the domain of the new neighborhood solutions.



ZS: Component of the local memory of each agent. It is a ',2*m,*n', matrix composed of
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neighborhood solutions of o"- which are based on .,inscfi,, moves and ..m.,,
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Introduction

1.1 Motivetions

In today's world, cefiain types of optimization cl.rallenges arise in several industries. In

the field of n.rechanical design, one of the main challenges is to develop rnethodologies

which can be applied to expensive black-box objective functions which include

computation intensive slmulation models such as finite elerrent analysis (FEA) and

computational fluid dynamics (cFD). Gradient inf'onnation from these models are ofien

expensive to obtain or un-reliable due to noises. In order to approach these types of

optirnization ploblems, direct and non-gradient optirrization methodologies need to be

developed.

In the field ofproduction scheduling, the n.rain challenge is to develop algorithrns that can

practically find the optirnal or ncar-optimal solutions in a huge combinatorial solution

space. Generally efficient lneta-heuristic approaches that do not depcnd on the nulnerical

propertìes of the objective function need to be developed for colnbìnatonal optirnization

problems.

in the field of liealthcare scheduling or healthcare re-engincering, which has drawn

intenslve attention from operation researchers during past rlecades, one of the main

challenges is to develop optimization methodologies which can be adapted to any

complex system or subsystem of a healthcare organization. Developing simulatjon-base<l



optinrization methods that treat a healthcare system as a black-box function can be a

significant contnbution to the field ofhealthcare optimization.

All in all, in the three above mentioned industries, mechantcal design optimization, and

scheduling in production and healthcare, developing direct, non-gradient, and simulation-

based optin-rization methodologies which approach the objective function or a simulation

rnodel as a black-box function is needed.

From the literature, meta-modeling, stochastic search algorithms, meta-heuristics, or

simulation-based optimization methods are sorÌe of the solution methodologies that have

received numeroùs thoughts and may suit lor the complex systern optinrization. In fact,

all these methods treat the objective function of an optimization model as an extemal

procedure or black-box function and search for the optimal solutìon inside a solution

space. Howeve¡, there lacks of a methodology that is capable of efficiently solving

problems of non-gradient and expensive simulation (black-box) basecl optimization

problerns arise frorn diffèrent fields.

1.2 Objectives

In this research, a series of optirnization methodologres that do not use gradient-based

infon¡ation and efficiently solve simulation-based optimization problems are to be

developcd to tackles various challenges in the fields ofproduct design and scheduling in

production and healthcare.



1.3 Thesis Outline

ln this work, four difïerent versions of Mode Samphng Pursuing (MPS) algonthrns have

been developed for the above-rnentioned challenges in real-world apphcations. These

four optimization nrethodologies provide solutions to the optimization problems in

mechanical design optimization, single combinatorial sequencing problems, and

healthcare optimization problen.rs. All of the rnethods are rooted in a previously

developed MPS method by Wang et al. (2004a) for optimization of black-box design

problems with continuous variables ('C-MPS'). All of the methods developed ìn this

work are dìrect search n.rethods wíthout using gradient infclrmation, and targeted f'or

simul ation-based problerns.

Chapter 2 provides a literature revie\¡/ on related studies that include optimization

algonthrns in gencral, classical optìlnization algorithn-rs, stochastjc optirnization

algorithms (meta-heuristics), metamodeling algonthrns, and simulation-lrased

optimization algorithrns. ln Chapter 3, a'D-MPS'(Discrete Mode Pursuing Sampling)

method will be elaborated for product design with discrete variables or mixed discrete

and continuous variables. Results of the 'D-MPS' for several test cases rvìll be discussed

and compared to other algorithms. Based on 'D-MPS', a 'Co-MPS' (Cornbinatorial-

MPS) algorithrn is developed and applied to solve the single machine rotal tardiness

problem, which is describcd in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 will discuss the 'TSP-MpS'

(Traveling Salesman Problem-MPS) algorithm, which is a natural extension ol'Co-MPS'

to solve tl.re well-known scheduling problern, the Traveling Salesrnan Problem. The

results of TSP-MPS will be cornpared to other methods in the literature. In Chapter 6, a



variation of Co-MPS for appointmer.rt scheduling, namely 'AS-MpS' (Appointment

Scheduling-MPS), will be introduced. Conceptual result of this approach f'or pre-

adrnission clinic in Health Science center (HSC) in winnipeg will bc discussed. Finally,

Chapter 7 will conclude the ove¡all research and discuss about future research.



Chapter 2

Literature Review

As discussed in Chapter l, a new non-gradient optimization methodology has been

proposed in this thesis, which has application in mechanical design (D-MpS, Chapter 3),

combinatorial optimìzation problenrs, narrely single machine sequencing (Co-MpS,

Chapter 4) and Traveling salesman problern (TSP-MPS, Chapter 5) in adclition to

appoinhnent soheduling in healthcare system (AS-MPS, Chapter 6). The main concept of

all the proposed algorithrns is rooted in Mode Pursuing Sampling (MPS) rnethod, which

was previously developed by Wang et a1. (2004a).

All of the proposed methods in this thesis are meta¡¡odel based or meta-heuristic

optimization algorithrns, and are non-gradient methods. In fact, classical approaches ol

non-gradient optimization o¡ djrect search methods establish a basis for the optimization

algorithrns developed in this thesis. Therefore approaches of direct search methods of

optimization will be brìefly reviewed in Section 2. l.

MPS on continuous variables (C-MPS) was introduced for n-rechanjcal design problems

by Wang et al. (2004). ln Chapter 3, a generalization of C-MpS has been propose<i for

disc¡ete dornain mechanical design optirnization problerns. The so called D-MpS lnethod

can be classified as a meta¡nodel based design optirnization (MBDO) algorithm. MBDO

is a new category of non-gradient optimization methods, which are different f¡oln direct



search mcthods. In this sense, I will discuss the litcrature on MBDO techniques in

Section 2.2.

ln Chapter 4 and 5, the concept of MPS will be generalized for combinatoria) problems,

and Co-MPS and TSP-MPS are developed, respectively. Although the key concepts of

the two algorithms are similar to MPS, co-MPS and rSp-MpS have more similarities

rvilh meta-heuristic approaches rather than meta-rnodeling approaches. Meta-heuristic

approaches are often called stochastic search methods, and are part of non-gradrent

optimization methods. Hence, I will discuss the literature review on meta-heuristic

approaches in Section 2.3.

In Chaptcr 6, a new version of MPS-based optimization algonthm has been proposed,

which has an application to clinic scheduling. The AS-MPS algorithm uses discrete-event

silnulation as a black-box for its objective function evaluation. Sir¡ulation-based

optimization algorithms can be approached by all the non-gradient optimization

techniqucs which include direct search methods, MBDO methods. and meta-heuristics.

Hence, I will describe the literature review on sir¡ulation-based objective function with a

f'ocus on discrete-cvent simulation in Section 2.4.

As discussed earlier, the MPS-based optimìzation algoritlms have been tested on several

applications: mechanical design problerrs, Single Machine Total rardiness Scheduling

problem, Traveling salesman problern, and appointr-nent scheduling. The literature review

ofevery application rvill be discussed in each chapter.



2.1 Direct search optimization algoríthms

ln sonre cases of an unconstrained optimizatjon probJerr over /(l), derivatives of /(;r) are

unavailable or untrustworthy. Although a necessary condition for a minimizer or

maxjnrizer is that the gradient equals to zero, there are many optimization n.rethods that

do not explicrtly usc derivatives. Direct search methods are one of the basic groups of

non-gradient optimization methods. In this section, I will give a brief review of direct

search methods. In Section 2.1.1, I will describe direct search methods with a review of

the backgrounds of some of these rnethods. Section 2.1.2 is a discussion of the

practicality ofdirect search methods. Section 2.1.3 discusses the convergcnce analysis of

the direct search methods.

2.1,1 Direct search metltotls: Background revíew

Since 1950s, direct search rnethods have been known (Lewis et al. (2000)) gives a

detailed historical review on dlrect search rnethods). However, by the early 1970s, these

methods rvere ignored by the n-rathematical optimization community and disappeared

from its literature for reasons summarized in Swann's (1971):

". ldirect search] rnelhods have been developed heuristically, no proofs of

convergence have been derived for them, . . . [and] sornetirnes the rate of convergence

can be very slolv."

As described in Rosenbrock (1960), early direct search r¡ethods were based on heuristics

often derivcd fiom cxarnples drawn in two dimensions. ln addition, as discussed in Gill et



al- ( I 98 I ), rnany users preferred not to involve in the calculatlon of gradients, whicl.r for a

long tirne has becn the biggest source oferor in applying optimization sofìware libraries.

In 1991, direct search methods again became an interesting topic in research, especially

in the context ofparallel computing and an accompanying convergence analysis (Troczon

(1991)). Since then, two things have become clear:

L Direct search methods remain an cffective option, and sometimcs the only optìon, for

several varieties ofdifficult optimization problens, e.g., thc pattem search algoritllns by

Torczon (1997) and gdd-based framewo¡k ofCoope et al. (2000).

2. For a large number of direct scarch methods, it is possible to provide rigorous

guarantee of convergence, e.g., the convergence analysis of grid based rnethods in Coope

et al. (2001), convergence analysìs of pattem search algorithrns in Torczon (1997), and

convergence analysis of the class ofdirect search methods in Kolda et al. (2003).

Here, I will rnention one of the earliest examples of a direct search method as described

by Davidon ( 1959):

"Enrico Femi and Nicholas Metropolis used one of the fìrst digital computers, the Los

Alamos Maniac, to dctennine which values of certain theoretical parameters (phase

shifts) best fìt experimental data (scattering cross sections). They varìed one theoretical

parameter at a time by steps of the same magnrtude, and when no such increase or

decrease in any one parameter furlher ilnproved the fit to the experinental data, they

halved the step size and repeated the process until the steps were deerned sufficiently

small. Their sirnple procedure was slow but sure, and several ofus used it on the Avidac

computer at the Argonnc National Laboratory for adjusting six theoret:ical parameters to



fit the pion-proton scattering data '"ve had gathered using the university of chicago

synchrocyclotron."

2.1.2 Direct seurclt ntetltod in praúíce

As mentioned carlier, direct methods have been usetl during 1950-1970 due to their

sirlplicity in implementation. In today's situation, complicated use of derivative based

rnethods and existence of options to generate approxirnations to the gradient (the vector

of first parlial derivatives) and/or the Hessian (the matrix of second partial

derivatives)help users to use derivative-based methods. As discussed in Bischof et al.

(1996), Bischof et al. (1992) and Griewank (1989) automatic differentiation tools are now

widely available.

The irnportant question in today's optinlization communities is when should we use the

direct search methods? As will be described in next chapters of this thesis, for expensive

black-box functions whose derivatives can not be obtained, or the objective value is

based on tlie sir.nulation software, or one is dealing with discrete or even combinatorial

domain with a huge solution space and a NP-hard proven problern, the direct search

mcthod or the variation oftheses methods is the best choice.

Although there are several definitions ofdirect search methods that can be found in the

literature, most of theln are close to each other. I will bring the rnore generalized

definition ofdirect search rnethods as follows:



In Gìll, Munay, and Wnght ( I 98 1 ), the authors rernarked that, ,.Methods based on

function comparìson are often called dit-ect search nterhods." Likewise, Trosset (1997)

gavc the definition, "A direct search method for numerical optirnization is any algorithm

that depends on the objective function only through the ranks of a countable set of

function values."

2.1.3 AnalyTing convergence of direct search methods

In the classical line search l.nethods such as steepest descent, Newton, or quasi Newton

methods, it is impossible to prove second-order convergcnce results (i.e. convergence to â

minimizer (Hessian matrix being positive or semi definite)). Linc search methods are

considered as first-order methods, while direct search n.rethods are zeroth-order methods.

Although in practice, fìrst-order methods, reliably find local n.rinimizers, the global

convergence analysis of such methods only establishes first-order convergence. (First

order convergence of an optimization method means that tlìe solution f'ound in any

iteration will converge to a local optirra ofl).

ln a review of Kolda et al. (2003), the authors have given theorems for first-order

convergence results for a particular class of zeroth-order methods . Kolda et al. (2003)

generalized and illustratcd a fiamework in which some other rlirect methods could be

classified into one category: generaring seÍ sear-cñ (GSS). GSS includes the generalized

pattern search methods previously analyzed by Torczon (199i)1, which cover special

cases of the pattern search algorithm ofHooke and Jeeves (1961), rnultidirectional search

vanants of the EVoP technique introduced by Box (1957), cornpass search (Described
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from Davidon (1959) as well as the extensions introduced by Lewis and rorczon (1996)

to handle positive bases. Additionally, GSS includes a subset of the algorithms

encapsulated in the grid-based framework ofCoope and pnce (2000, 2001).

Kolda et al. (2003) proved that within a certain assurnptionJ âny convergent sequence of

unsuccessful iterates must converge to a point whcre the gradient vanishes (or equals to

zero). In fact, they showed that even though there was no cxplicit knowledge of the

gradient, at atl t- ursuccessfitl iterarion there was an implicit bound on the nom of the

gradient in terms of the step-length control parameter aÊ (where,1Â is the step size at any

iteration).

It should be notcd that all the direct search methods can be uscd as a domain controller

fbr other search strategies such as stochastic or r¡eta-heuristic searches, MBDO, etc.

one of the rnain contributions of this thesis is the DSM (Double Sphere Method), which

has been used jn all ofthe algorithms pro¡roscd in chapters 3-ó. This method incorporates

two hyper-spheres that enlarge and shrink thc search space based on successful or

unsuccessful (improving or non-irnproving) iterations in the past. It brings a new

perspective to direct sea¡ch methods. Although I haven't proved its convcrgence, future

studies can be directed toward giving the proof of DSM convergence under the Lipchitz

condition for lts derivative and on a continuous function rvhich is differentíable on its

domain.
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In the next section, I will describe another class of non-gradient optimization methods,

called as meta-model based design optimization (MBDO) methods. The D-MpS

algorithm rvhich will be described in Chapter 3 is a MBDO Approach.

2.2 MBDO approaches

one of the marn categories which is related to this thesis is MBDO techniques. Aìthough,

these methods have been used specially for mechanical cìcsign problen.rs, the concept of

MBDO can be used in other domaìlis.

As discussed in conn et al. (1997), there are some non-gradient optirnizatìon metho<is

that are not based on Taylor's series approximation of obj ective/constraint finctions

constructed by using analytical or accurate finite-difïèrence estinates of denvatives,

Instcad, the function models a¡e constructed via least squares fìts (Glad et al. (1977)) or

interpolation techniques. I will give a defìnition of the rneta-rno<lel in Section 2.2.1.

Section 2.2.2 will descdbe the applications of meta-modeling techniques. Section 2.2.3

will focus on one of the most important applications of r¡eta-rnodeling, which are MBDO

strategies.

2.2.1 Defrnition of nrcta-ntodel

Most of the engineering optimization problerns include computation intensive simulation

nrodels such as fìnrte elernent analysis (FEA) and computational fluid dynarnics (cFD).

Instead ofbeing an explicit function, the expensive simulation processes are treated as a

black-box fur.rction and a function without a knorvn or reliable derivative. Researchers
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are attracted to using approximation methods to model these expensive processes. The

approximation models are then called metamodels. Metamodels evolve frorn the

classical Design of Experiments (DoE) theory, in which one of the simplest rnetamodels,

poly'nomial function, is used and called as response surface. As described in wang et al.

(2007), rnetarnodel is a simplified lnodel of a computation-intensive or complex model;.

mctamodelling is the process of creating a metalnodel. Having a nretarnodel, optllnization

methods can then be applicd to find global or local optima, which is refer¡ed as

rnetamodel-based design optimization (MBDO). ln this sense, rhere is a chffèrence in

global meta-rnodeling (or global approximatron) and MBDO. Although, the main focus is

on MBDO since it is directly related to the thesis work, global mcta-modeling as a key

technique of MBDO will be discussed in the next section.

2. 2. 2 Meta-m ode ling techníques

As descnbed in ulman (2002) and wang et al. (2007), global metarnodeling provides a

decision-suppof role for design engineers. one of the main categories of the supporting

fìnctions is helping MBDo procedures. I will briefìy describe functionalities of

r.r.retamodeling and try to surnmarizc a broad range of literature on MBDo in parlicular.

L Model approxirnation: As descnbed earlier, having a global approxirnation for any

colnputatìon-intensive process across the design space js one of the lnain

functionalities of nreta¡rodel. As described by Wang et al. (2007), modcl

approxirnation is corrposed of sampling, meta-nrodel choice, nrodel fitting, and

lnodel valjdation. Finding an accurate globaì rneta-model with a reasonable cost will

be useful for MBDO, rvhich ì will discuss later.
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Sampling mechanisms: As discussed earlier, metarnodeling is onginated fonn the

theory of Design of experiments. Simple sampling lnechanisms which can be found

in the literature are nostly the same as what have been usetl in planning the

experiments so that the randoln error will have the minimum effect on the parameter

estlmation from the experiments. By assurning every paran'ìeter of the experirnents

such as temperature as one dimension, planning the expcrirnent is the same as

sampling points in a space.

ln addition to the expenmental design sarr-rpling schemes such as fractional iàctorial

(Myers et al. (1995)), central cornpositc design (CCD) (Chen (1995)), Box-Behnken

(Myers et al. (1995)), alphabetical optural (Giunra et al. (1997)), and plackett-

Burman designs (Myers et al. ( 1995)) , Koehler and Owen (Kochler et al. ( I 996))

described several Bayesian and Frequentist "Space Filling,' desìgns, including

maximum entropy dcsign (Cumn et al. (1991)), mean squared-error designs, minimax

and maximin designs (Johnson et al. (1990)), Latin Hypercube designs, orlhogonal

arays, and scrambled nets.

Unifonnity and the sarnple size are main criteria for conrparìng these salrpling

nrechanisms. A comparison of these sarnpling n.rethods is in Simpson et al. (2001).

Also, due to the difficulty of forecasting the salnple size o¡ evcn its density,

sequential and adaptive sarnpling has gained popularity in recent years. Sorne ofthem

are the :nodels which have bcen proposed by Lin (2004), Sasena et al. (2002) and

Wang (2003).
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3. Meta-model choice: Aller sarnpling in the design space, a meta-model should be

constructed based on these sample points. lt could be a sirnple linear spline, or a

complex adaptìve neural networ*. Some of the nrodels are as follows:

. Radial Basis Funcrions(RBF) (D¡,n et al. (1986))

o Multivariate Adaptrve Regression Splines (MARS) (Friedman ( I 991 ))

. Least Interpolating Polynomials (De boor et al. (1990))

o Inductive leaming (Langley et al. (1995))

In recent years, Kriging rnodels and related Guassian processes are intensively

studrcd (Martin et al. (2005)). For comparison between these meta¡nodel choices, a

comprehensive study has been done in Wang et al. (2007).

4, Model validation: Several validation model has been discussed in the literature such

as: Meckesheimer et al. (2002) studied the cross-validation method, mean square

error (RMSE), the maxirnun absolute error (MAX), and "R " square.

5. Design s¡race exploration: Sensitivity analysis and "what if, questions are good

examples which can be classjfied into design space exploration. Having a meta-model,

one can understand the effect of any variable otr the design space (solution space).

AIso, visualization of the data on hand is another application of 
''eta-models, 

which

help the user explore the design space. Winer and Bloebaum (2002) develope<1 a

visual design steering nrethod bascd on the concept of Graph Morphing. Eddy and

Kemper proposed cloud visualization for the same purpose (Eddy et al. (2002)).

6. Problem f'onnulation: Along as other practical tools of lnetarnodel, one can use a meta-

model to fonnulate an optimization problem that is easier to handle. For example,

some of the objectives or constraints can be elir¡inated, or rnodified. Box and Draper
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(1969) introduced a lnethod to gradually refìne the response surface to capture the

real function by elirninating uninpodant vanables. welch et al. (\992) clocumented a

systematic approach in order to screen the variables.

As discussed earlier, one of the main applications of meta'.rodeling is he]ping the

optimization problems. In the next section I will discuss this issue,

2.2.3 Meta-model based design optinrizaîìon straregies (MBDO)

As categorized by wang ct al. (2007), three types of MBDo strategics can be found in

the literature.

l. The first group is san.rpling all the solution space and fitting the meta-model to all the

points, Then, after validating the rnodel, perfonn a global optimization strategy. Refs.

(Gu (2001)), Myers ( I 995)) are sorne of rhe examples of this type of MBDO.

2. The second group involves the valìdation and/or optìmization in the loop in order to

make a dectsion on re-sampling and re-modeling. Although re-sampling is done

iteratively, the meta-model does not have a direct effcct on the sampling scheme. As

discussed in Osio and Arron (1996), a rnulti-stage kriging rnodel can be uscd to

sequentially irnprove the accuracy of approximation as additional sarnple points were

gcnerated.

3. The third group of methods directly sample to desired areas as guided by the meta-

rnodel. G-MPS developed by wang et al. (2004) and its extension for discrete domain (D-

MPS) that will be discussed in chapter 3 belong ro this category. Shan ct al. (2005) is

another examplc that used this gr oup of MBDO.
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MBDo algorithms havc rnany advantages. The concept ofhaving approxinration over all

the solution space and gradually using the meta-model to sample more points on the

interesting regions of the objective function (the third group of MBDO), is an interesting

idea which has not been used in other optimization algorithrns. Meta-heuristic algonthms

or stochastrc search methods do not have this top-down perspective toward thc objective

function. They use nature-inspired algorithrns which have a bottom-up perspective and

operate on single solutions instcad of a global approximation or meta-model.

In the next section, I will describe meta-heuristic algorithms which have been discussed

ir.r the literature. co-MPS and rSP-MPS algoritlurs which we <leveloped in chapters 4

and 5 have sin-rilarities to tl.ìese algorithrns in addjtion to their basic concept rooted in

MPS (the third group of MBDO) .

2.3 Metr-heuristic approoches

"Stochastic searches'', "simulation-based optirnization algoritlims,', ,,nature-inspired

approaches to optimization" and "r.neta-heuristic algorithms" are names of the often same

group of optimization approaches. Their dilferent nallìes are derived when they are used

in different areas of optimization. ln tl.re combinatorial optimization comrnunity,

"Genetic algorithrns,'' "Tabu search," "sinulatcd annealing," and ,.Ants algorithrns', are

called rneta-heuristics. Although dillerent in nature, the above nrentioned approaches

have some similarities and to sor'¡le extent, they are corrplicated non-gradient or direct

search approaches. In thr's scction, I will give a literature survey on the deiìnition and

history of meta-heuristic in combinatorial optimization in Section 2.3.I . Main f'our
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branches of n.reta-heuristics that have similarities to the co-MpS and rSp-Mps (chapters

4 and 5) will be discussed in Section 2.3.2. Since I believe co-MpS and rSp-MpS are a

mixture of meta-modelhng and meta-heuristrcs, qualitative comparison between lneta-

model approaches and lneta-heuristics will be discussed in Section 2.3.3.

2'3.1 DeJinítion and ltistory of meta-heuristíc algoríthms in combinatorial optímix.ation

First introduced by Glover (I986), the term "meta-heunstic" is a very complicate<1

concept and its hard to find a straight-forward definition for it. Since l9g0's, several

approaches have been proposed for NP-hard combinatorial problerns, rvhich were neithcr

heuristics (Heuristics are specìal algorithms lor specific problerls) nor exact algorithrns

which guarantee the optimum. They rvere complex forms of direct search methods, rvhich

did not use any derivative inlonnation from objective function. Moreover, they use the

objective function only as the measure fòr ranking the solutions which change through

the run time toward the global optirna or near-optima. These rreta-heuristic algorithms,

as described in osman et al. (1996), incorporate concepts from biological evolution,

intelligent problerr.r solving, mathematical and physical sciences, nelous systems, and

statistical mechanics.

As described in Gendreau et al. (2005), after the era of specialized heuristics which were

typically developed to solve complex combinatorial optirnization proble'rs, tl.re

emergence of rrore general solution schemes changed the picture drastically. Now, the

challenge is to adapt a metaheunstic to a particular problerr or problem class, which

usually requires much less work than developing a specialized heuristic from scratch. As

descdbed in Glover et al. (2003), metaheurisrics, rn their orìginal definition, "are solution
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methods that orchestrate an interaction between local improvement procedures and higher

level strategies to create a process capable of escaping frorn local optima and performing

a robust search of a solution space." one of the main fèatures which Glover et al. (20c13)

has identified is the existence of procedures which can be separated fiom any meta-

heunstic and put into another. In fact, meta-heunstics rnclude any procedures that ernploy

strategies to overcome being trapped in Iocal optin.ra in complex solution spaces. More

importantly, those procedures that utilize one or r'ìore neighborhood structures as a

rneans of defining admissible moves to transition froln one solution to another are usecl

more frequently in new metaheuristics or adaptive mcmory programming (Glover (1997)).

As described in osman et al. (1996), "A rneta-heuristic is an jterative generation process

which guides a subordinate heuristic by combining intelligently ditfèrent concepts fbr

exploring and exploiting the search spaces using leaming strategies to structure

infonnation in order to find effìciently near-optimal solutions..'

In most of the literature, meta-heuristic approaches are categorized in two groups

(Gendreau et al. (2005)) and Glover et al. (2003)). The fìrst group is populario' bascrJ

rnethods, among whicl.r Genetic Algodtluns and Ants algonthms are the most imporlant

ones. The second group is composed of "single thrcad" solution r.nethods or point-to-

point methods such as Tabu search or silnulated annealing. In both groups, neighborhood

exploration is one of the most impofiant concepts. As describe by Glover et al. (2003), in

the case of certain population-based proccdures, neighborhoods are implicitly (and

somewhat restnctively) defined by reference to replacing conrponents of one solution

with those of another. In some other approaches, neighborhood structures are used in
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their full generality, ìncluding constructive and destructive r.reighborhoods as well as

those for transitioning between (cornplete) solutions. on the other hancl, in "single

th¡ead" solution approaches, which do not undefiake to rnanipulate rnultiple solutions

simultaneously, they use a wide range of available solutions that not only manipulate

diverse neighborhoods but incorporate nulrerous fonns of strategics ranging frorn

thoroughly randomized to thoroughly detenninistic ones, depending on the elements such

as the phase of search or (in the case of memory-based rnethods) the history of the

solution process (Gendreau et al. (2005)).

As wjll be described in Chapters 4 and 5, Co-MpS and TSp-MpS that have been

developed in this thcsis are a mixture of population basecl and single thread meta-

heunstics. They are rnemory-based approaches which use a history of solution process

not only for selecting a new neighbo¡hood but also generating new neighborhood

solutions. To our knowledge, none of the current meta-heuristics have used a memory-

based strategy for gcnerating new 
'eighborhoods. 

DSM (Double sphere 
'-rethodology),

which is a cornplex fbr' of direct search, is used for restricting the neighborhood

generatìon in Co-MPS and TSP-MPS.

In the next section, I will descnbe four main population-based methods and single thread

methods which share some leatures with Co-MPS and TSp-MpS.

2.3.2 Four ntaitt mela-heurístícs for combinatorial optitnization

As discussed in Section 2.3. l, meta-heuristics can be categorìzed into two rnain groups:

l. Population-basednethods

2. Single thread methods
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ln the following sections, I will briefly describe the history and concept of lour main

meta-heuristjcs: Genetic algoritlun, Ants systems (population-based methods), as rvell as

Tabu search and Sirrulated annealing (single thread solution), which have similarities

with the proposed TSP-MPS and Co-MPS in Chapters 4 and 5.

2. 3. 2. I Genetic algoriÍhm

In the historical review by Gendreau et al. (2005) and Glover ct al. (2003), it is

mentioned that although there have been other indications of cvolutionary strategies by

Rechenberg ( I 973) or idea of evolutionary prograrnming by Fogel ( I 998), the first book

which introduced the concept of Genetic algorithms was from John Holland "Aclapîatiot.t

in Natttral and ArtiJìcial Systems" (Holland ( 1975)).

After 1975, Holland's graduate students, Dejung (1975) and Goldberg had focused more

on optirnization role of genetic algorithms. ln 1989, an influential book by Glodberg

(1989) "Genetic Algoritltnts in Search, Optitlxization and Machine Learning,. made GA

one of the dorninant rneta-heuristics.

At the same time as repoÍed by Glover et al. (2003) in OR (Operations Research)

community, the neighborhood search was introduced to help solve the Np-Hard problems

to near-optimality (Lin (1965)). GA optiÛrization procedures had some features which

could adaptively incorporate those neighborhood search algorithrrs. The concept of

"Selection" and "Mutation" were a cornpletely new and practical idea in combinatorjal

optimjzation, which prevented the search frorn trapprng rnto local optirra. The fì¡st GA
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introduced by Holland (1975) searched a function of solution space rather than the

solutron space directly. As mentioned by (Holland (1975)) they used a binary stnng

which correspond to genotlpe and have lntrinsic characteristic of phenotype which is a

solution space. Although, Holland (1975) specifies that having binary co<1ing is an

"optimal" way of searching the neighborhoods, but there have been some ideas against

that (Vose ( 1994)).

Nowadays, there have been so many new modifications of Genetic algonthms, which

havc been gathered under the name "Evolutionary computing" or "Evolutionary

programming" (Fogel (l 999)).

2.3.2.2 Tabu search

lntroduced by Glover (1989), Tabu search in its onginal is trasically a single thrcad

metaheuristics. It is a local search which allows for non-improvement moves, while

recording the moves which produce the visited solutions in a fìxed short term memory for

preventing the cycle of going back to visited solutions. Keeping track of tabu moves are

done by local rnemory, whlle in r¡ost ofthe early tabu search papers, a long tenn Ínemory

or "aspiration list" is used to reinforce the attractive components. (For example, keeping

the elite list and allowing tabu moves if they produce better results than bei-ore (Her1z et

al. (1991)). Two main components of basic tabu scarch are the dcfinition of solution

space and closely linked to it, neighborhood structure. In fact, if ''s' is the current

solution, 1r'(,9) will be a neighborhood ofS, by the definition:

lr'(.9): { Solutions obtained by applying local transfonnation to S}
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As described in Glover et al. (2003), having a good knowledge of the problern at hand

should r¡ake the tabu search designer to choose the best solution space and neìghborhood

structure (including local transformation or "movements"). A very important concept of

Tabu search for combinatorial optimization problerrs, which can be implemented in any

meta-heuristics, is making the use of local memory to control a tabu move. For example,

in ten.ns of "exchange" movements, a tabu move can be controlled to not exchange the

second job with any other jobs in a sequence, or not exchange the second job with the

third job, and so on. The tabu rnove is thus in the hand of the desìgner of the tabu search.

ln the co-MPS rnethod wliich will be explained in chapter 4, I also rnake use of local

memories to implement DSM. Such a strategy is a generalization of tabu noves. In fact,

DSM is a dlmamic function which rcstricts the moves based on prcvious iterations. In

fact, instead of having a tabu move which is 0 and 1,I have a rnore flexible tabu move

(any number between [0 l]), which allows smaller neighborhoods to be changed not all

the neighborhood. AIso, the local memory in Co-MpS has the task of assig,ning weights

to ncighbors in order to make theln a candidate for the selection procedure.

Tabu search has some procedures that can be directly used in other algorithn.rs. For

example, as explained in Glover and Laguna (1997), making use of candidate lists can be

helpful for implementing new conditions for changing a tabu move to a pemìssible one.

Another procedure, which ls mainly used in Tabu search strategies, is the use of

intermediate-tenn l¡emory, such as a recency melnory, in whicli one records the number

of consecutive iterations that various "solution components" have been presented in the

current solution without interruption. This procedure is called "intensification". A typical
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approach to intensification is to restart tlie search frorn the best currently known solution

and to "freezc" (fix) in it the components that seem more attractive. In the co-MpS and

TSP-MPS, I refer to this procedure as "exploitation" by making the neighborhood small.

Another procedure in tabu search is "diversifìcation," which tries to Ìnove the search

toward the places that have not been explored by the search procedure. one ofthe major

diversification techniques as reported by Gendreau et al. (1993) is to force a few rarely

used con.rponents in the current solution (or the best known solution) and restat the

search from this point. ln co-MPS and rSP-MpS, I refer to this procedure "exploration"

by expanding the neighborhood to avoid trapping rnto a local optimum..

hr rccent years, tabu searches are Ììrore focused on enabling parallel searches and rnaking

use of the elite list more and more (crainic ct al. ( I 997)). As described by Glover ( I 997)

and Glover and Laguna (1997), "fragrnents" (elernents) of excellent solutions are often

identìfied quite early in the search process, but the challenge is to corrplete these

fragrnents or to recombine ther¡. In co-MpS and rSp-MpS, I make use of a concept

called 'hew-born" agent, whích tries to combine the good fragments of solutions found

so far. ì make use of the cooling concept from "simulated annealing" to recombine the

solutions. In the next section, I will discuss the concepts and history of ,,simulated

annealing."

2.3.2.3 Simulated annealing

As described in Glover et al. (2003), the worl<i of combinatorial optirnization

shattered in 1983 by the appearance of a paper in which the authors (Kirþatrick et

rva s
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(1983) were describing a new heuristic approach called sinntlatetl Annealing (sA). The

important fact was the existence of a proof of convergence to an optimal solution of a

combinatorial problern with Markov chain, albeit in ilrfinite con.rputing time.

Sunulated amiealing is a "single thread" meta-heuristic and is named because of its

analogy to the process of physical annealing rvith solids, in which a crystalline solid is

heated and then allowed to cool very slowly until it achieves its most regular possible

crystal lattice configuration (i.e., its minimum lattìce energy state), and thus is free of

crystal defects. The way in which simulated annealing differs from other local search

procedurcs is by escaping the local optirna by allowing hill-climbing moves (i.e. moves

rvhich worsen the objective functjon value). As the number of iterations reaches the

maximuln number of ite¡ation, the temperature parameter is decreased to zero and hill

climbing moves occur less frequently.

At any iteration, if we havc )4/ as the curent solution, and if }d is the neighborhood

solution of w, then the algorithm rccept t,t,l with the probabilrty:

[.*nl /,,', /(,,)) /. jrrl(,,') /{,').0
P(AcLept rr as nerl .olurion I i

[' ¡t Jt1t ) J\\).-o

where l¡ is the temperature paralneter at iteration À, such that

Equation 2-l

Equâtion 2-2t, > 0 lor all.fr and li1t- = O
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For studying the behavior of "Simulatcd annealing," lnany studies rnodel the procedure

as a Malkov chain, and find the steady sate probabilities. The proof of convergence is

given in infinile solution timc (Davis ( I 99 1)).

In Co-MPS and TSP-MPS, I used the concept of cooling in generating new-born

solutions. For cor.nbining the features ofbest known solutions, I compare them with each

other and if the probability of having a job at a given position is higher than a dyiamic

probability function value, I accept and freeze the job at that position. As the nur¡ber of

iterations reaches the maxirnum, a job is fìxed at a specific position if many occurïences

of thjsjob at the specifìc position have been seen in elite solutions.

2.3.2.4 The Ant colony optitjùzütion ntetaheuristic

Froln the historical point of view, the initial ant colony optirnization method was first

proposcd by the name of ant systems (AS) for the well-known Traveling salesman

prnblenr(TSP) (Dorigo et al. (1997a, 1997b)). As described by Glover er al. (2003),

despite the encouraging initial solutions, AS could not compete \4'ith the state-of the art

algorithms for TSP. Later on, extensions of "Ant system algoritlxns" resulted in Ant

colony optirnization algorithms (ACo) and other modifications which resulted in world

class results for NP-hard problerns.

Ant syslems algorithrns are inspired by phcromone trails of ants for fìnding the sho¡test

way to their nest. As described by Deneuburg et al. (1990), in many ant species,

individual ants may deposit a pheromone (a particular chemical that ants can smell) on
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the ground rvhile rvalking. In fact, by sensing pheromone trails, ants can follow the path

to food discovered by other ants. Also, they are capable of exploiting pheromone trails to

choose the shorlest anong the available paths leading to the food.

In the optimization world, as described in Colorni et al_ (1992), which was one of the

earliest publications on Ants colony opti[rization algorithrr-r, ACo algorithms are

population-based mcta-heuristic and are composed of artificial ants. Afiificial ants are

stochastic solution construction procedures that probabilistically build a solutron by

iteratrvcly adding solution cornponents to padial solutions by taking into account (i)

heuristic infonnation on the problem instance being solved, if available, and (ii)

(artificìal) pherornone trarls whlch change dlmarnically at run-tirne to reflect the agents'

acquired scarch experience. The important factor about ACo algorithms is that they use

construction procedures and not Iocal search procedures.

Here I will discuss every agent's behavior in n.rore detail.

Consider an optin.rization problern of (S,/,O;, where "S" is the set of candidate

solutions, '7'' is the objective function which assrgns any .t € S an objective value of

f(s) (ín case of static objective finction), an<l f) is the set of const¡aints. Now, as the

Ants systeln algorithtr is the constructive meta-heuristic, suppose:

1. A finite set of C:{c1,c2,..,c,,} of components is grven. ln case ofsingle sequencing,

these conrponents can be ' C=\1-2-1, 1-2,3, 1,2 , ..), where the activities orjobs to be

sequenced ar e: 11,2,3,4j
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The stafe of the problern are defined in tenns of scquences x=<c¡,c2,..c¡,..>. The

set ol all possible sequences is denoted by X

The set of candidate solutions ".9' is a subset ofX, For example, sequence .,1 
-2- I -

3-1" or "l-2" is in X, but may not be a candidate solution.

The finite set of constraints f) defines the set of feasible states Nl

withX'c_ X.

Given the above representation, arlificial ants build solutions by moving on the

construction graph G-(C, 1-), in which the vertìces are the components ..C, and the set

'2" fully connects c (elc'ents of ¿ are called "connections"). The problem constraints

are irr.rplerr.rcnted in the poiicy followed by the artificial ants when building solutions. In

general, ants try to buiÌd feasible solutions, but if necessary, they can generate infeasible

solutrons. components and connections have associated with them a pherontone tr-ail (T.

if associated with compone'ts, and Í if associated with connections) encoding a long-

tenn memory about the whole ant search process that is updated by the ants themselves,

anrJ a heuristic value 'v" (,r,¡ and -r',7 respectively) representing a priori inronnation about

the problerr instance defìnition or run-time infonnation provided by a source different

frorn the ants. ln many cases, "v " is the cost, or ân estimate of the cost, of extending the

current state, These values are used by the ants' l.reuristic rule to make probabilistic

decisions on horv to ntove on the graph.

Trvo rnain features ofeach ant are as follows:

' It has a merrory that it uses to store inf'omation about the path it followed so far.

Memory can be used (i) to build fèasible solutions (i.e., to i'plement constraints), (ii)



to evaluate the solutìon found, and (iii) to retrace the path backward to deposif

pheromone.

o It selects the move by applying a probabilistic decision rule. Its probabilistic decision

rule is a function of (i) locally available pheromone trails and hcuristic values, (ii) the

ant's private rnemory storing its past history, and (iii) the problem constraints.

Here, I will mention how ant È at state r wiÌl choose to go to statei, and also how each ant

updates the pheromone trails rvhich connect with other ants.

¡ Probabilistic decision rule for each ant to move to the new state

At each iteration of the Ant system algontlln, an ant Ê will choose to go frorn state i tol

with a probability given by:

p^ ,,(t\ - lr,(t)l".ly,l' if.j eNr Equation 2-3

L,.n1fr,,(t)l .ly,,)'

where ¡ shows the number of the current iteration and n¿ is a priori avallable heuristic

infomation. For example for TSP problern it can be lld¡, where d,i shows the distance

fi'om city i toj, and states correspond to tlie cities. ln the next step, ants move 1iom an

inrtial city to other cities for constructing candidate solutions. In this case, sequences will

be set of all the cities. ly'* is th" set of all the possible neighbor solutions which ant k can

go from state ¡.

. Updating the pherornone trail

In AS this task is done by first lowering the pheromone trails by a constant factor (this is

called "pheronrone evaporation") and thcn allowing each ant to deposit pheromone on the

edgcs that belong to its tour:
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v(i ,.j)r,,(r+l)- (1 - p).r,,(r)+I nri,(t) Equation 2-4

The paraneter p is used to avoid unlimitcd accumulation ol the pheromone trails and

enables the algorithrn to "f'orget" previous "bad" decisions. Also, suppose one has n¡

agents and tt](t) is the amount of pheromone ant ¿ deposits on the edges i, j at

iteration l; it is defined as

A ¡,(/) _ [l t t' (r) if edge(¿,"/)is used by ant"/r " Equarion 2_5

l0 otheru isc

In the above equation, Zl is the objective function ofant Ê.

Since, Co-MPS and TSP-MPS both have agents thât try to search for an optimum; they

have more similarity to Ant algorithrns than other meta-heuristics. I'"vlll describe the

main difTerences of Co-MPS and Ant systems algorithrn as follows:

. Fìrstly, Co-MPS and TSP-MPS catne from a meta-tnodel concept of design

optin.rizations, which tries to have a control ovcr all the solution space. In fact, these

algorithn-rs are iteratively improvìng heuristics and not constructive methods such as

Ant systens or any ACO algorìthrr.

. Global ûrcmory of Co-MPS and TSP-MpS has almost the same structure as

pheromone trails of co'nections in Ants systems. The lnain difference is that r'

shows the weigh for having 7rl' col'nponent after i'l' component, without considenng

the position of any of íth andT'r' component in the main solution. In Co-MpS, e¡ tn The

global mernory denotes the weight of having l'l' component at the jrl' position. Also,

the way that the global rnenory is being updated is dependent of the relative measure
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of the objective function value of every agent and the sulnmation of elite solutions'

objective fu nction values.

In Co-MPS, moving to a netv'eighborhood solution is done in the local memory of

each agent, which assigns the value fro'r global mcmory to every neighborhood of

the current seed of any agent and then performs a selection to fìnd the new solution.

In fact, co-MPS 
'.rakes 

an approximatìon over the neighborhoods of the current

solution. This approxirnation evolves over tlrc optimization run{ime and becomes

more exact at thc end of the algorithm. ln ACo, the probabilíty distribution is about

selecting a new sequence to enter the agents' curent solution, not changing the whole

neighborhood. This probability also bccornes more exact in the last iteration of the

ACO due to pheromone trails ofall the agents in previous solutions.

Cenerating neighborhood is restricted by DSM (Double Sphere Method) which is a

cornplex direct search mcthod or a generalized tabu-lrove.

2.3.3 Comparison between MBDO and meta-heurisric øpproaches

Although meta-model based optimization algorithms are in the rJesign optimizatior.r

do'.rain and thus called meta¡nodel based design optimization (MBDO) and rneta-

heuristics are in the combinatonal dornain, both have sorre coÌlcepts that can be rnodified

and help designing new optir-nization aJgonthrns.

Here I describe some differences betwcen these two groups of r.nethods.:

o MBDO and especially the third class of MBDO as described in Section

2.2, have a top-dorvn perspective toward the optirnization problern. The
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sanple points are not intelligent in the way that they do not change to

becorne new sarnple points. The meta¡nodel is hclpful in giving the rvhole

approximation over the objective function_ The intelligence of third group

of MBDO such as MPS (Wang et al. (2004)), is to r¡ake the rneta¡nodel

more exact around the interesting rcgion of the objective functton. On the

other hand, meta-heuristic approaches have the bottom-up perspective and

the solutions are intelligently chaltged to each other to find the better

solutions.

. MBDO strategies are practical f'or regular objective functions (those do

not have so many ups and downs in a relatively srnall domain). On the

other hand, combinatorial objective functions, are not regular, and thus

locus should be on the lnoves of changing the solutions and not the

solutions thelnselves.

o Intelligence of the third class of MBDO js in the use of past-iteratìons

information to sample more around the mode of the function and rnake the

meta-model more accurate over those areas, while intelligence of meta_

heuristics is in finding good sections olsequence and try to colnbine thern.

In this sense, in Co-MPS and TSP-MPS adopted the main advantage of MBDO, which rs

having a rough approxirration of the whole objective function and try to evolve or

modify it over the optirnization run. At the salne tir.ì1e, I used the concepts of selection

frorn genetic algorithn.rs, conccpt of temperate cooling frorn simulated annealing for

"new-bom" agents, and concept ofcooperative agents frorn Ant colony optirnìzations.
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In co-MPS and rSP-MPS, having a global'.remory that stores the weìghts olhaving any

job or city on any position piays the role of objective function approxirnation. Agents,

then try to locally search the mode of the 'hovement function", instead of solutions

directly.

2. 4 S itn ulatio n-b as e d opti m izati o n a lg o rithm s

Simulation-based optimization algorithms have been discussed in several areas of the

literature sucl.r as design optimization or complex conbjnatorial situations. Silnulation-

based optimization algorithn.rs are basically optimization procedures when there is no

explicit formuJa for the objective function and the output value of the objectivc function

is a stochastic f'unction of decision varìables. ln fact, the objective function is in the

black-box fon¡at, whether it is computationally expensive such as finite element analysis

software (FEA) or tl.re combinatorial interaction of factors is huge such as service

sir¡ulation in healthcare system where discrete-event software sirnulation is used.

Sirnulation-bascd optirnization problenrs can be approached by all the mcthods we

described in previous sections: direct search methods, MBDO algorithlns, or ûìeta-

heuristics optimization algoritllns. In this section, I describe the general rrodel of the

sirnulation-optnnization problern in Section 2.4.L rn Section 2.4.2, I will catcgorize the

approaches which have becn discussed in the literature by referencir.rg to the methods

dcscribed in previous sections 2.1-2.3. Alrhough all the methods which have been

developed in this thesis can be applied to sirnulation-optimization problems, thc AS-MpS

algorìthrn discussed in chapter 6 is specifically designed wilh the discrete-event
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sinulation of the pre-admission clinic in the Health Sciences center in wirmipeg. I will

discuss some issues related to the differences of AS-MpS aÌgorithm and other discrete-

event simulation-based optinrìzation algonthrns in the literature in Section 2.4.3.

2,4.1 General model of simu lation-bøsed optintixation problenr

The fomulation of simulation-based optimization problems is often done for

maximization or minimization of the expected value of the objective finction of a system.

Although as reported by Azadivar (1999), operation of a system might be considered

optllnal if the risk of exceeding a certain threshold is minimizeti, as descrìber1 by

Guikerna et al. (2004) in other situations, one might be interested in rninimizing the

dispersion of the response rather than its expected value. Here, let's limit to c¡rtimization

of the expected values.

As denoted by Prudius et al. (2004), an optimization problem of the fom

ryAxf@)-E(x") Equa tion 2-6

where /: O ---+ R is the objective function, @ is the feasible region, and XB is a randorn

varìable whose djstnbution depends on the decisiorì pal'ameter d, for all ÉJ€ O. Assurne

that for any given solution áe @, the expected value in the above equation carurot be

computed exactly, but instead can only be estimated via a "black-box" sìrnulation

procedure. J'his feature, together with the necessity to optilnize, makes the above

mcntioned problern especially difficulr (Fu (2002).
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h.r sol¡e other references such as Avadivar (l999), the exjstence ol constraints sometimcs

changes the fonr.r of a rnodel. In practice, many decision makers prefer to deal r,vith their

consùaints at the risk of violatron of a particular constraint rather than beìng r.vithin a

certain range for the expected value of the feasible region. In other words, since tlie

vanables are stochastic and are reporled from the simulation, there are two ways to <1eal

with thc constraints: either constraints can be violate<l within a cefiaín probability or they

can be in the specific range rvith the expected value of the variables. The secoud

approach will result in deleting god solutions whjle the first one will give a reasonable

solution in addition to the deeper perspectivc of the solution space to the clesigner,

Nonnally, dealing with constraints is diffcrent fiom objective functions. The constrained

sin.rulation-optintìzation will have thc fon¡ :

Maximize (Minimize) /(0) = ElX"l
Subjectto: p{y,<O}>l-o ' rquntion2-7

where P is thc vector of probabilities of violatlon of constraints and d is the vector of

risks of tl.rese violations that thc decision maker is prepared to accept.

2, 4. 2 Solutío¡t upproacltes for sim u I ation-based optímíxatiotr problem s

As discussed earlier, all the direct search methods, MBDO techniques, and meta-

heunstics can be used for simulation-based optinrization, since they do not use the

knowledge of explicit objective function. one approach is considered better thar.r the

other approach if it has less function valuations or simulation procedure calls during the

optimization run-time.
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Here, I rvill categorize solne recent approaches of sirnulation-based optin.rization

algorithms. The first group olalgorithms developed in early 80's includes algoritllns that

used to estirnate the gradient of the objective function. As reported by Azadivar (1999),

two rnajor factors in detennining the success of these methods are the reliability and

efficiency. Reliability is in.rportant because simulation responses are stochastic and a

Iarge error in gradient estimation rnay result in a rnovement in an entirely wrong direction

The effìciency is a major factor because simulation experiments are expensive and it is

desirable to estimâte gradients with a n.rinimum number of function evaluations. one of

the lnethods which bas been uscd to estimate the gradient is "Infinitcsirnal Perturbation

Analysis" (Ho et al. (1983)). Perturbation analysis, when applied properly to models that

satisfy certain conditions, estimates all gradients of the objective finction fr-on.r a single

simulation experiment. The main principle behind perlurbation analysis is that if a

decision parameter of a system is pefurbed by an infinitesilral amount, the sensitivity of

the response of the system to that parameter can be estimated by tracing its pattem of

propagation through the system. A complete discussion of all issues in lpA has been

published in a book by Ho and Cao ( I 991 )-

In addition to gradient estimators algorithms, direct search methorls such as,.complex

search" has been used widely in sìlnulation-based optimization domain. con.rplex search

is an extension of Nelder and Mead's (1965) Sirrplex search that has been modified for

constrained problerns. As described in Azadivar and Lee (1988), rhe search starts with

evaluation of points in a sìmplex consisting ofp+l ys¡¡¿ss in the feasible region. It

proceeds by continuously dropping the rvorst point frorn among the points in the simpÌex
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and adding a new point detennined by the reflection of this point through the centroid of

the remaining verlices.

Along with direct search nethods, rneta-n.rodeling optinization techniques have been

widely used ln sir¡ulation-based optimization problems. From the early work of Biles

(197 4) ìn using rcsponse surface methodology to the intelligent way of rnode pursuing

sarnpling from'wang et al. (2004), meta-modelìng has been a promising area of research

in simulation-based optimization dor.nain.

Meta-heuristic approaches have been also used in simulation-based optimization

problen-rs and specially discrete-event simulation models. Joshi et al. (1996) used Genetic

algonthm as a ûìearìs of optimization for simulation of operation and support activities oi'

launch vehicles durìng conceptual design in NASA.

Ghiani et al. (2007) used a mixture of MBDO ancl also simulated annealing, which are

con¡ected to the sirnulatìon rnodel. Their simulation model is a discrete-event sit¡ulation

procedure called cenn-al server Model (csM), in which users get into (and get out oÐ

the system through a central station while processìng is maclc at some peripheral statìons.

A csM is suitable for representing phenomena of congestion which appear within

flexible manufacruring systems and conrputer systems.

The following figrre shorvs the relation oldiscrete event simulation and optin.uzatìon.
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Figure 2-1. Relation of optimization algorithm and stâtisticâl procedure for a discretc-event
simulation-based optimization from Ghiani et â1. (2007)

2.1-3 Discussion on AS-MPS and its compat'isott to orher discrete-event simulatiott

optim izøtio n nte th o do lo gies

As discussed in the introduction of this chapter, AS-MpS is a modified version of co-

MPS which uses a dìsc¡ete-event simulatìon as its objective function. The simulation

model is the pre-adrrission clinic of the Health Sciences center in winnipeg. with

reference to other simulation-based optimization methods descnbed in Section 2.4.2, I

will discuss some issues about AS-MPS here:

AS-MPS is a mcta-heuristic approach wliich uses a global rre'.rory of all the patients

and thei¡ schedule to approximate a neighborhood of any agent.s seed or current

schedule. This approxirnation becomes ûlore accurate over tìrne.

Every agent of AS-MPS has lts own strxcture and follows a heurjstic rule of

scheduling which has been found in the literature. For example, one agent will

schedule patieÌ.ìts every 30 minutes. At the same tirne, new-bom agents do not have

specific structure and thus r.vill inherit from all the other agents good parlial

sequences of the whole schedule.
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Since the approximation is used instead of evaluating all the neighbors, objective

function, the number of function evaluations will be decreased significantly.

DSM (Double sphere rnethod) will dynanrically guide the search toward the rnore

interesting region of the objective function.

2.5 Summury

Thc optimization rnethodology which developed in this tliesis is a non-gradient approach

to problerns in different areas. In thrs chapter, several types of non-gradient optimization

algorithms have been reviewed. First, I discussed the di¡ect search methods which have

been introduced as first n.rethods of non-gradient optìrrization algonthms. The DSM

(Double Sphere Method) which has been developed in this thesis as a domain provider

for optin.rization algorithms is a complex version of direct search methods. In the second

section of this chapter I reviewed the MBDO algorìthms, which are meta-model based

optirrization algorithms and are one of the non-gradient optimization methods. The D-

MPS algorithm developed in chapter 3 of this thesis is a r¡eta-rnodel based optimization

algonthm for discrete dornain problems. In Section 3 of this chapter, I reviewed meta-

heuristic algorithms in combinatorial optirnization domains, since chapter 4, 5 are about

the combinatorial methods which have been developed upon the MpS-based

rnethodology. In the last section of this chapter, I discussed the simulation-based

optrmization algoritlms whlch are another group of non-gradient optimization metho<is.

chapter 6 of this thesis will discuss the simulation-based optimization aÌgorithm rvhich

has been developed for appointment scheduling in healthcare area and uses a simulation

procedurc as its objective function.
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Mode Pursuing Sampling Method for Discrete Variable Design

Optimization on Expensive Black-Box Functions

3.1 Overview ofthe proposed ølgorithnt

Based on previously developed Mode Pursuing Sarnplìng (MpS) approach for continuous

variables, a variation of MPS for discrete vanable global optimization problen.rs on

expensive black-box functions is developed in this chapter. The proposed lnethod,

namely the dìscrete variable MPS (D-MPS) method, dillers from its continuous variable

version (C-MPS) not only on sampling in a discrete space, but rìoreover, on a novel

double-sphere strategy. The double-sphere strategy features two hyper-spheres whose

radii are d1'namically enlarged or shrunk in control of respectively the degree of

"exploration" and "exploitation" in the search of the optimum. Through testing and

application to design problems, the proposed D-MpS method demonstrates excellent

efficiency and accuracy as compared to the best results in literature on thc test problems.

The proposed method is believed a promising global optinlzation strategy for expensive

black-box functions with discrete design variables. The double-sphere strategy provides

an onginal search control mechanism and has potential to be used in olhe¡ search

algonthms.
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3.2 Itttroduction

Altliough most of the classic approaches of design optimization consider continuous

vanables, n.rany practical design problems deal with discrete or integer vanables. For

example, the diameters of a pipe, thickness of a shuctural member or size of a screw are

discrete design varíables since they may have to be selected from commercially available

or standard sizes. Also, many other design variables such as the number ofbolts, number

of teeth of a gear, or number of coils of a spring rnust be integers. lf there is a discrete

variable in an engineenng optimization problern, it is often a Mixed Discrete-continuous

Non-linear Prograrnming problem (MDNLP). Klompatraporn et al. (2005) reviewed

different software tools that are currently used for solving MDNLp. It has been agreed

on tl.rat the existence ol any non-continues vanable considerably incleases the diflìcu1ty

of finding the optimal solution (Larnpinen et al. (1999)). This is due to the fact that

MDNLP combines the difficulties of both of its subclasses: thc combinatorial nature of

mixed integer programs (MIP) and the difficulty in solving non-convex (and even

convex) nonlinear prograrns (NLP) with nonlinear (or cven linear) constraints (Bussieck

et al. (2003)). Huang et al. (1997) categorized the mixed continuous-discrete variable

problems into six t)?es depending on the tlpe of the variables, type of the objecrive

function (differentiable, non-differentiable, con.rbinatorial), and whether or. not the

discrete variables can have non-discrete values during the solution process. This

catcgorization is based on the assumption that the objective function is presented

explicitly. ln most of the engineering design problems, this is not the case because

engineers often deal with computer analysis or simulation processes, such as finite

element analysis (FEA) and computational fluid dl,r.ramics (CFD) processes. These
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computational processes are usually referred as black-box functions, which can be non-

convex, non-differcntiable, and even discontinuous. considenng that only the ìnput an<i

output for these types of functions are available, characteristics of the function such as

the gradient and Hessian matrix can be numerically approxin-rated, but they are usually

unrcliable Zabinsky (1998). Although in most of the practical engineering problems, a

sub-optirnal or evcn feasible solution is satisfactory, the global optirnu'r is always

preferred. This work addresses the challenge of discrete vanable global optirlization

with expensive black-box functions such as FEA and CFD processes.

In general, global optirnization approaches can be classified into two groups:

deterministic and stochastic methods. Horst (1995) gives a review ofglobal optirnizatjon

methods 1'or MDNLP. Recently, metarnodeling optimization techniques have been

studied in the litorarure in support of engineering design optirnization. wang and Shan

(2006) gave a review of metamodeling techniques. Some of the dcteministic, stochastic

and metalnodeling methods are as the followings:

3,2,1 Deterministic øpproaches

when the objective/constraint functions are explicitly expressed and known, exact

methods can be applied. These methods include tlie well-known Branch and Bound

(B&B), sequential linear programming (SLP), cutting plane techniques, outer

approxirnation (OA), Lagrange relaxatio'r (duality) approaches, and so on. Another group

of mcthods are called the rounding methods, which use simple dl,namic rounding-off

techniques (Arora (1989)). Most of these methods such as B&B either use the closelv



related non-linear problern (NLP) to ¡each to the main MDNLP (Gupta (19g5)), or rely

on the successive solution of the related MIP Qnixed integer prograrnming) such as outer

approximation (OA) (Fletcher ( 1994)).

For optrmization problen.rs with nonlinear conshaints, Iinearly constrained Lagrangian

methods (LCL) solve a sequence of sub-proble'rs that minimize an augnented

Lagrangian function subject to linearization of constraints, as descrìbed in Branin (1972).

These detenninistic approaches are based on explicitly expressed objective and constraint

functions. Thus, they are not directly applicable to black-box functions.

3,2.2 Stochastíc metlnds

Some of the stochastic methods for global optimizations include the sequential ranrJom

search, pure adaptive search (PAS) (Reaurne (2001)), and various evolutionary

programrning r¡ethods such as simulated annealing (SA) (Hedar (2004)) and genetic

algorithms (GA) llernonge (2004)). Most of these stochastic methods do not need ¿

priori knowledge about the objective function, which makes them good canditlates f'or

optimization on black-box functions. These methods, however, usually require a large

nurnber of function evaluations, often ìn the rnagnitude of ten thousands even for a two-

variable problern, which makes these methods irrpractical in modern clesign involving

cornputational intensive processes. For exarnple, it is reported that it takes Ford Motor

cornpany about 36-160 h¡s to execute one crash simulation (Gu (2001)). Assurning only

50 crash sirrulations are needed to solve a two-variable optimization problem, the total

computation tin.re would be 75 days to l1 months, which is practically unacceptable.
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Several sequential randorn searches such as the pure adaptive search (pAS) have been

developed to ease the computational demand (Kiatsupailbul (2001)). ln addition, Joncs

(1993) introduced a Lipschitz global optimization algorithm called DIRECT for black-

box functions, whose disadvantage is its slow convergence (Sergeyev (2006)¡. Different

n.rodifications of DIRECT have been proposed by (Sergeyev (2006) to solve the slow

convergence problem and provide rnodifìcations f'or higher dimensions. Another

approach for discrete variable optirnization on black-box function is to use soft

cornputing-based approaches such as neural networks (NN) as a modeling paradigrn

because of its universal approxirnation property. Moreover, combining NN rvith

evolutionary algonthms and genetic quantum algorithrrs has also been studìed in zhang

et al. (2002) and Akbarzadeh (2005).

3.2.3 Metømodel based optímiTation algorìthms

Metalnodel based optimization algoritlims are developed specifically for expensive

black-box functions in order to reduce the number of function evaluations ln stochastic

and direct optimization. Most of these methods are based on the idea of sampling in the

design space, building approxirnation rnodels fiom these sampling points, and then

perfònning optimization on the approximation function. I have discussed the meta-

rnodeling approaches in Chapter 2.

Tlris chapter adapts the C-MPS method which has been proposed in Wang et al. (2004a)

to the discrete domain. The proposed method is called discrete variable MpS (D-MPS),

distinguishing from the original MPS in Wang et al. (2004a) which is refèned as



continuous vanable MPS (C-MPS). Due to the discrete variable nature, thc convergence

scherre of G-MPS is no longer applicable. A novel double-sphere strategy is developed to

control the convergence of D-MPS. In Section 3.3, Mps in its original fonr.r wang et al.

(2004a) and Fu et al. (2002) will be presented. In Section 3.4, rhe basic D-MpS'rethod

will be described. Section 3.5 is devoted to explaining D-Mps with the double-sphere

strategy. Paralneters ofthe D-MPS rnethod will also be discussed in Section 3.6. Section

3.7 will shorv test problems and comparison with results from the literature.

3.3 Review of Mode Pursuing Samplittg Method

The MPS ûethod as descnbed in wang et al. (2004a) is referred as the continuous

variable MPS (C-MPS) to differentiate fiom this work. The c-MpS algorithm integrates

the tcchnique of metamodeling and a novel discrirninative sampling methocl. It generates

more sample points in the neighborhood of the function mode (optìmal) and fewer points

in other areas as guided by a special sampling guidance function. Basically, C-MpS

consists of four steps. The frrst step is the initial random sanpling in which ,, points are

gcnerated, where nr is an arbitrary integer that usually increases as the dimension of the

problern increases. These n points are called "expensive points" since their function

value should be evaluated by the black-box function. using the points generated in the

fìrst step, a linear spline function is fitted:

^lL
f t.rt = lc,ll ;r r") ll uquarion 3-t

i=ì

where .¡1-t; is an approximation of the original black-box function /(x) with coefficients

c;.r(",i:|,...,,r, are sample points. Then another function is defined, g(;)=cn-f1_"¡,u,
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the sampling guidancc function, where cp is a constant. In the second step, 1y' (usually

large) nurnber ofpoints are randomly sampled and re-ordered according to their guidance

finction value. These points are callcd "cheap points" since their function values are

evaluated by the linear gridance function, not the black-box function. Their function

valucs will be referred as "approxirnation values." The third step is discnminative

sar.npling ofn points from the "cheap points". The inverse cumulative Density Function

(CDF) sampling method is used tbr discriminative san.rpling, in which the CDF is

constructed based on the "approximation values". Hence, the new nr sample points have

the tendency to concentrate around the tninirnum of./(r) . For better convergence, a

speed-up factor is used in this step to increase the probability of sarnpling better points,

The fòurth step involves a quadratic regression in a sub-area around the current best

solution. When the approximation in the sub-area is sufficiently accurate, local

optimizatron can be perfonred in this sub-area to obtain the optimum.

ln short, C-MPS is an algorithm wl.rich uses discriminative sampling as its engine and has

an intelligent l¡echanism to use the information fron-r past iterations to lead the search

toward the global optirna. These mechanisms are based on the following approximations:

l. Approxir.natron of thc entire function: by fitting the metarrodel descnbed in Eq. (3-l)

rvith all the prcvious "expensive points", C-MPS tries to improve the metamodel

(approximation) accuracy.

2. Approxirnation around the attractive sub-areas: due to the discriminative sarnpling,

more and more points are generated around attractive regions, so the approximation

accuracy of theses regions gradually increases.
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3.4 Development of Basic Discrete Variuble MPS (D-MHS)

In this chapter, it is assurned that all the optirnization variables are discrete in nature.

This section describes the basic D-MPS without the double-sphere strategy.

3.4.1 Bøsic D-MPS algorithnt

Suppose an n-dinrensional black-box function,lr), has to be minimized over a domain

,91fl. As in most of the discrete engineering problems, it is assumed that each variable ¡;

has a pre-defined index set I¡. This can be shown as S[fl-I¡*I2*... +1,,. Without loss of

generalrty arrd with the assumption that each set l¡ has i¡ members, Slf): !X;,X2,...,Xij can

be written, wherel=fl;^ unO Xj is a vector of length n, representing a point in the

solution space.

Assume that /(-r) is positive on Sffl. In general, ifl-,r) is negative for someX e S[./'],

then a positive number can be always added to /(,r), so that it becomes positive on S[fl.

Note that minimizing ./(-r:) is equivalent to maxirnizing l_r). The proposed algorithm

consjsts of three rrain tasks: gcnerating cheap points, approximation, and discrin.rinative

sampling. Specilìcally,

L Generating cheap points: sffl is the domain from which cheap points will be generated.

ln the first step, a discre te space S^, /] c St /] is generated consisting of ,À,r

unifonnly distributed base points in Slfl, and S¡¡[/]:{X;,. , X¡}, which consists of the

"cheap points" in the current iteration. Thc infèasible points are deleted before

proceeding to the next step. In the proposed algorithrn, the domain for generating
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,S¡[] is not always Sffi. The double-sphere strategy, which will be introduced in

Section 3.4, controls the dotrain lor generating cheap points.

2. Approximation: The second task is the linear spline interpolation step. At any iteration,

the interpolation is done based on all the previous expensive points selected by

discrin.rinative sampling except that at the first step rz points are randomly generated.

All of the cxpensive points fon.n a set ðffl. Then, the linear spline function in Eq. (3-l)

is used to fit rhe points ana ¡1.r¡ is derived. Note that /(,r) is defined over a

discretc set Sffl, whereas /1r.¡ is continuous. Thcrefore, therc is a need to discretize

/(.r) before continuing to the next step. For all the discrete points in S¡[/J, their

approximated finction values are obrainetl as p|rl = ¡|X *1 fo, k:1,2,...,N.

3. Discrininative sarnpling: First, all the points in s¡|fl are sorted by their approximated

functron values p[È]. Because of thc desire to raise the sampling probability for points

of lorver function value for the purpose of rninimization , gfk]:c¡-plkl is defined as the

sampling guìdance function, where c¿ is a constant larger than or equal to the maximuln

ofp[A] to ensure that g[À] is always positive. Then, g[È] for each point is divided by the

suln of all g[À] values to generate a value analogous to a probability density. Then,

these "probability density" values a¡e added up to generate an analogous Curnulative

Density Function (CDF) with respect to the sorted sample points named as G[È]. At the

end, ')7?" random numbers inside the inlerval (0, l) are generated, and n new samples

are selected at which the corresponding cDF values equal to these random numbers

along the softed sample. As a result, more points of lower./valuc will be selected due

to the convex and nlonotonìcally increasing shape of CDF. All the new samples are

then adcled to the Eff] with their actual function values. ln the next iteratlon, these new
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sample points will be used in addition to all previous expensive points for interpolation.

The next section explains the basic D-MPS algorithm with an example.

3.4.2 Sanrplíng example for bøsic D-MPS

For the ease of understanding, the basic D-MPS (without the double-sphere strategy) is

illustrated witli the well knor.vn six-hump can.rel back (SC) function, as described in

Branin et al. (1912). The mather.natical expression of SC is

/, (.r) =ari fj r'l *J.l + rr. 4rl +4.r.' rquation3-2

Although this function in its original fonn has two continuous variables, I discretize the

variables with "0.01" distance betr.veen each index as follows: ,x, , -x., e {,2, -1.gg,...,2} .

A contour plot of the continuous sc fu'ction is shown i' Frgure 3-1, r.vliere the H's

represent local minima (6 local mrnirna) and H2 and H5 indicate two global optima at

(-0.09, 0.71) and (0.09, -0.71) respectively rvith f,,¡,,:-1.03t6. Wirh discretization,

l-12:I-2,-1.99,...,2j and the domain set S[fl-t¡*t7:{(-2,-2),('1.99,-2),..., (2,2)} can be

defined. The three main steps of D-MPS algorithm are descnbed below:

l. Generating cheap points: By assurning ir':100,.tN fl] is uniformly constructed by

sclecting N members of Sffl. By assuming nt:6, X¡, Xz, ..., Xt are then randomly

selected trom S,(r. These points will be added to

E( f) = t (X ,, f (X ,)),... ,(X ,., 1(X ,))l . Elf) is rhe sct for all expensive points.

2. Approximation: In this step, f is consrructed by fitting Eq. (3- l ) to the /7? sample

points.

By having nr sample points, x(i)'s are k¡lown and constants. Then, by fitting ru sample

points and their function value to Eq. (3-l), one rvill have ru equations an<i ¡rz
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unknowns, which can be solved to fìnd coefficjents.(c,'s) . By having all the c;'s, .f is

constructed and can be used as an approximation of the objective function based on

the rn sample points.

3. Discnminative sarnpling: By having .¡ , on" can calculate all plkl= ¡1Xo ¡ to.

k-1,2,...,N. Now, A discrete function gfk]:c¡-plkl for k:|,2,...,N is constructed for

all of the rnembers of S¡ffl "c¿ " can be set to the maximum ol p[k] so lhat g[k] wlII

be positive. Sorting the points in S¡ll in the descending order of thc values of g[À],

the sequence ofconesponding function values ofg[Æ] is plotted in Figure 3-2(a). Next.

the g[Ë] rvill be calculated, which resulr in gttl o. "probability', f'or each cheap
,1;

Istr'ì
point. By using the sorled Sr[fl, the G[/r] ftrr X¡ will be calculated, rvhich is the

"cumulative probability dcnsity" for each point as shown in Figure 3-2(b). Then iz-6

points are drawn with replacement according to the distribution of G[Æ]. All such

points fonn the new sample points X7, X¡¡, ..., )l¡2. These new samples will be passcd

to the black-box function and reccive the corresponding function values. Accordingly,

the nunber of function cvaluation is increased by nt and the set of cxpensive points

will be updated as À-(/) = {(X,, /(X,)),...,(X,r, f(X,r))}. Conrinuíng the process

until convergence, the final set of sample points are plotted in Figure 3-6(a), which are

compared with the cornplete D-MPS (with the double-sphere strategy.) The

convergence cnterion is set by the maxjmum nu¡rber ofite¡ations.
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3.5 Development oÍ Complete D-MPS with Double-sphere Strutegy

In C-MPS, Wang et al. (2004a) used quadratic fitting witlì a speed control factor to

control the convergence of MPS. For D-MPS, sirrce rhe optìmizarion region js nor conrinuous,

the quadratic fìtting approach no longer applies. Moreover, it is more diffìcult to reach

the exact global optirnum in a disc¡ete domain than in a continuous domain. for which the
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optilnuln can be closely approached. In this paper, a novel double-spliere strategy has

been developed for D-MPS. To distinguish fior¡ the basic D-MpS, D-MPS with the

double-sphere strategy is called the complete D-MPS.

3. 5. 1 Do u ble-sphe re Con cept

Double-sphere consists of two hyper-spheres with the center on the current optimum (the

best solution which has been f'ound in the algorithm at tl.ìe current iteration) and their

radii are dpamically chânging based on the rnfonnation frorn previous iterations.

Sampling should be done inside these hyper-spheres. The two hyper-spheres

dynarnically control the "exploration" and "exploitation" functions of the search

algorithrn. The descriptions of the two hyper-spheres are as 1'ollows.

1 Hyper-sphere S: This hyper-sphere with a sn.rall inltial radius shdnks to a new radius

Rr*a if there is no irnproveurent after n" iterations, where R, is the current radius of S

and a is a coelficient within [0, l] for size cor.rtrol. lf there is an improvement in the

current iteration, i.e., a better solution is found by the algorithm, hyper-sphere S increases

in size with a new rrdius li, ¿.

2, Hyper-sphere B: This hyper-sphere starts with a large initial radius R6 and acts as a

dual ofhyper-sphere S. It grows to a new radius R/a jf there is no improvement after ¡z"

ileratiolrs and shnnks to R¡ *a if there is an improvement in the current iteration. At

iteration "1" of the double-sphere strategy, neither R, nor R¿, calì be larger than the

original design space, -R¡, ¿.
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The two hyper-spheres, B and S, are designed in order to achieve the balancc between

"exploration" and "exploitation" in the scarch process. "Exploration" aims to extentl the

search scope while "exploitation" intensifies the search in a local area thus speeils up the

search. There is no definite task assignment of the two hyper-spheres as rvhich controls

"exploration" or "explottation," as one might expect. ln an iteration of the search, S

could have a bigger radius than B or vicc vers¡. and they may even have equal radii. ln

the case when the search yields marginal or no improvement, hyper-sphere S shrinks for

"exploitation" in the attractive region, while hyper-sphere B enlarges for "exploration'' of

new promising regions. on the other hand, if the search procerlure is ìnside an attractive

regior.r in whlch consecutive improvements occur, then S tends to grow to avoid being

trapped intro a local optimutn, i.e., "exploration," and B teuds to shrink for

"exploitatìon." The d¡.namic coupled behavior of the two hyper-spheres is the core of the

double-sphere strategy, which will be futher discussed in following sectjons.

3.5.2 D-MPS with Double-sphere Strategt

ln the fìrst iteration, the initial radius for B and S is set as R6.¡ and. R,,¿, respectively,

where R,, o 
t R,.o > R-_ . R. o is one of the parameters ol the proposed algorithm, which

dcnotes the initìal radius of the smaller hyper-sphere. .R,,,¡,, rs set to be the smallest radius

that encloses n discrete points in s[/], noting for djscrete vanables there are only a finite

number of valid points in a given region. Therefore, when a discrete variable space is

giver.r, R,,;,, can then be detemrined. R¡.¿ is set to be the smallest real nurnber that contains

all the points inside the feasible region ,S[fl.
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Recall that the basic D-MPS is composed of three main steps, i.e., generating cheap

points, approximation, and discriminative sarnpling. In the complete D-MpS, thcse lnain

steps will be performed on the domains provided by the double-sphere. For the objective

function lx) on domain Sffl, the double-sphere strategy dln.ramically provides a dornain

D j u D. c S/l; D¡ is the domain inside the smaller hyper-sphere, and D2 ìs the domain

betlveen the smaller hyper-sphere and bigger hyper-sphere. The thrce main steps of D-

MPS are perfbnned on both D¡ and D2. In other words, generating cheap points,

approxirnation, and discrin-rinative sampling are called two tinres at any iteration of the

algonthm. The¡efore, at any iteration, one will have mD. new samples or ,,expensive

points" from D¡, anð nt/2 new satnples or "expensive points" fiom D2. Although, the

number of expensive points from each subset can be also dynamically changed based on

the improvement, but having one constant instead of another parameter can help the

simplicity of the algorithm in tenns of pararneter setting for each problern. These two

groups of sample points arc generated on the basis of two approximations:

L Approximation inside the smaller hyper-sphere (D1): This ap¡:roximation will in

general be of higher quality than the one in the original space, since it is

perfomred inside a smaller hyper-sphere. As it was discussed in Section 3.2, this

approxirnation provides nch information about the black-box function in the

attractive region.

2. Approximation fìrr the space between the sn.raller hyper-sphere and bigger hyper-

sphere (D2): This approxirnation results in an approximation of a solution space

inside the bigger sphere excluding the srnaller hyper-sphere.
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The double-sphere strategy uses a Boolean input bit".:O or I to indtcate if the nerv sample

point in the current iteratron has a better objective function value than the previously

found optimum. Steps of the sa'.rpling procedure of the cornplete D-Mps algorith' ar.e

as follows.

Input:

. S[J)- {Xt,Xz,...,Xr} : Domain or the discrete set over which /(,r) istobemjnlnized

o 1y' : Number ofcheap points to be generated in each iteration

. /?? : Number ofexpensive points or sarnplc points to be generated in cach iteration

. a: The coefficient for increasing/decreasing the radius ol hyper-spl.reres

o ¡,.: The number ofconsecutive ìterations to activate the double-sphere strategy

. 4 u 
, 'Ihe ìnitial radius ofhyper-sphere S

. .f (x): The (expensive) black-box objective function

Output:

r The optimum X- anð f (X. )from the Sct E[fl, rvhich has all the expensive points

wlth their function values.

. nEval: number ofexpensive function evaluations.

Step l. Initialize the five parametcrs N, nt, a, ¡7,,, ãnd R,,,; define D¡, D2; and set

counter:O, where "counter" counts the number of consecutive iterations at which no

improvernent is made.

Step 2, Generate a unifonn distribution of Nl2 points frorn D¡ and D2 respectively, to

fonr.r discretc space sets &,[/], and S,,lll. Delete the in1èasible points.
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Step 3. Perf'om basic D-MPS in D¡ and D2 respectively to generate itr,2 points from

S,,[/] and S,,.[fl respectively. Evaluate the i?¡ points.

Step 4. Add the m points and their function values to ELfl;

E("f) = \(X,,f (X,)),...,(X,,",..,,,, f (X,,",.,,))j, where "tter" is rhe nur¡ber of iterations

thus far. Find the lowest function value and update Xi,", as the best solution. lf the

stopping criterion is satisfied, i.e., the rnaximum number of jterations is reached, go to

Step 7. Other-wise, if there is an improvement, set biler:l; else b;¡",:0 .

Stcp 5. Double-sphere Strategy:

Step 5.1. lf bù-:l go to Step 5.2, else Counter:Counter+ l, go to Step 5.3.

Step 5.2:

. Move the center of both hlper spheres to the cuffent optimurn

o Increase the radius of smaller hyper-sphere to R,/ø

¡ Reduce the bigger hyper-sphere to a.R6

o Check if the inequalitìes Ã¡¡¡<:R6 and R.<=R¿.¿ holds, if not set them to the

closest bound (R,,,¡,, or R¡, ¡).

Sfep 5.3. If "Counter"< /?,,, go to Step 6.

If "Counter": l?,r

If (R. > R,,,Ì,, or R¡,< R6.¡)

. Reduce the smaller radius to -R. *ø

. Increase bigger radius to Ru/a ,

. Check lor the bounds as in Step 5.2

o Set "Counter":O
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If (,R, : R,,,i" and rR¿ - R¡.¿)

. Set R¡: R-,,

o Set "Counter":O

Step 6. iter:ite¡'+1; define Dr, D: based on the new radii (R., R¡); generate a uniform

distribution of Npoints from D1, D2 to form a discrete space setSì, [/],S",[/1. De]ete

the inleasìble points. Go to step 3.

Step 7. Report theXi",, and its coresponding variable as the global minimum. Report

the nurnber of function evaluations nEval-lter*nt.

Following figure shows the llowchaú of the proposed method.

Stafl

/ lnttaltze rhe

/ ¡nluL parrrrclcrs /
/ t,v. n,a.n,. R,,l /

Definc Dl as thc scar'ch

Rcspcctive
unilorrl poìr

, gcllcratc,v2
s in DI âDd D2

Iìasic-Di\'lPS
Fiì a ìjnca. splinc to ¿(,
Discriminative sarrplile nr;2 poìnts flom
D I and D2 rcspccliveìv
Evalùalc the r? po,Dls and add thcln to l'(,

Slopfin
Nô

ulefla )oùble horl
lo adjust Â,, R¡

End

Figure 3-3. Florvchart of the proposed DMPS algorithm
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During an optimization process, if there arc consecutive improvements, the double-sphere

method rnay lead to a situation at rvhich RfR,,¡, and À.-R¡,0. This sinration usually

happens at the beginning of the search when it is desirable to exploit regions that lead to

improvements. On the other hand, if there are no consecutive improvements, R, may

reach its minìrnum R^¡, and,R¡ ma! reach its maxilnum R¿.¿. This situation is called a

stable state. The stable state happens usually at last iterations of the D-MpS algorithm.

Figure 3-4 shows the variation of both radii versus the iterations for the gear train test

problem (to be discussed in Sectìon 3.5). The stars on the horizontal line indicate the

itelations whcn an improvement is observed.

50
R¡ o-48 ----+ . -
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Figure 3-4. IIyper-sphere radii over iterations

From Figure 3-4 one can see that the search reaches the stable condition at which R¡-R¡ ¿

and R,-R,,,¡,, at ìteration 15 and contìnues to Iteration 37,largely due to the fact that
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further shrinking S or enlarging B is not possible in these iterations. Therefore in Step

5.3 of the complete D-MPS algorithm, a "bouncing-back" feature is designed. That ìs,

when the stable condition is reached (RfRt,1 and R.:R,,,¡,, and Counter-n,,), hyper-sphere

B is forced to be of the same radius of R,,,¡,,. As it continues with no improvernent, hyper-

sphere B will enlarge gradually to rR¡,¿ (while S takes R,,,¡,,) so that the entire space is

searched again in a layer-byJayer manner lor potentiaÌ improvcments.

3.5.3 Exanrple for the Complete D-MPS

Consider the SC function defined in Eq. (3-2) in Section 3.3.2. The paraÌneters of D-MPS

are as follows:

. The number ofexpensive points at each iteration, nr-4.

. The number of cheap points generated at each iteration, N:32.

. The ¡adius ofthe small hyper-sphere, R".n=0.5.

. The coefficient for ìncreasing/decreasing the radius, a:0.7.

o The number of steps for the double-sphere strategy, /1,, :2.

The solution space for SC function is l-2,212; the center for both hyper-spheres S and B

is (0, 0), and R¡,,¡:J8. Since both variables are <liscretized to an interval of sìze 0.01.

/R,,,j,:0.0 I * .lZ t Z . The initial state is shown in Figure 3-5(a), where the circles show the

twin global optima and the cross shows the center for hyper-spheres B and S. Hyper-

sphere S is shown with the dotted line and hyper-sphere B is shown with the solid line.

The D-MPS algorithm runs for 30 iterations. Hyper-spheres at lterations 2,4,8, and 20

a¡e shown in Figure 3-5(b)-(f) respectively.
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Figure 3-5. Example for D-MPS rvith the double-sphere strategy for SC function

In the sccond iteration of D-MPS as shown in Figure 3-5(b), a new best solution

improves the cuffent optima, and the center of both hyper-spheres moves to the new

optimurn. ln addition, the radius of hyper-sphere S is increased to avoid being trapped to

a local optirnum while B is decreased for potential exploitation. In the next iterations, the

algorithrn continues to find better solutions and hypcr-sphere B becomes smaller than S,

as it can be noted from Figure 3-5(c). From the lourth ite¡ation to the eighth iteration, no

irnproverrent is made. Therefore, hyper-sphere S starls to shrink for exploitation around

the region of current optima while B starts to grorv 1o explore other regiolrs in the search

I

ì
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i
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I
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space. As a result S becomes smaller than B, as sliown in Figure 3-5(d). At the ìteration

20, as it is shown in Figure 3-5(e), most of the sample or expensive points are around the

mode of the function, while in the meantime the entire solution space rs explored. Figure

3-5(f) shows the contour plot of the SC function rvith all the sample points generated by

the D-MPS algorithrn.

The basic D-MPS algorithm (without the double-sphere strategy) is compared with the

cornplete D-MPS (wìth the double-sphere strategy) for the SC problem. Figure 3-6

shows the expensive points with small circles. ìn both cases, 150 expensive points have

been generated. Figure 3-6(b) generated by the complete D-MPS shows a concentration

ofpoints around one ofthe global optina, while no obvious pattem is observed ìn Figure

3-6(a) for the basic D-MPS.

(a) (b)

Figure 3-6 Result comparison between (a) the basic D-MPS (b) and completc D-Ì\IpS

3.5.4 ANOVA Study of D-MPS Paranteters

As it was discussed in Section 3.4.1, there are five parameters that have to be set 1-or thc

proposed method. In this section, the result of Analysis of Vanance (ANOVA) study of
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the parameters on the SC function will be discussed. As it can be seen from Table 3-1,

each parameter has three different levels, and ten runs are executed fì.lr each settìng. For a

full factorial design, 2430 runs are executed in total. Table 3-l shows the difïèrent level

values for the variables. For a two-variable problem, N is taken as the square of thc

number ofindices for each variable, N¿.

Table 3-1. Variables for ANNOVA study

Factor Values
\6' 32'. 64'

tn 4.8. l0
t't 1,4,8

a 0.5, 0.75, 0.95

& 0.2, 0.1, 1.4

The total number of function evaluations needed to reach the known giobal optir.num is

the output factor of concem. The average function value for every ten runs is used for the

ANOVA study. The ANOVA results are listed in Table 3-2 and the pararneter

interactions are plotted in Figure 3-7. The first column of Table 3-2 shows the source of

variabilìty with some interaction tenns omitted due to negligible effects. The second

shows the mean squares due to each source; the third is the 'F statistics, and the loufih is

the p value for the F statistics. Ifp is sufficiently small (<0.01), the associated factor has

a non-trivial effect on the result.

It can be seen from Table 3-2 that N is not sensitive rvith respect to the nulnber of

function evaluations (nEval). The interaction efTect between ly' and other pararreters is

also negligible (see Figure 3-7). 'lt thus suggests that /y' can be set to a low level to

decrease the computation cost. Parameter U ;s the most sensitive variable. When Ø js
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high (i.e., little changes in radii), tlle interactions between â and other parameters.

especially R, and t'1", have high influence on the numbcr of function evaluations. This is

understood that when there is little change in radii of the hyper-spheres, the double-

sphere stratcgy does not function actively and therelore D-MPS performs as a basic D-

MPS, for which ,R. and t1, play a more ilnportant role in algorithnr control. The¡efore,

parameter â is recommended at a Iow setting, e.g., 0.5. lf Ø is too low, horvever, the

algorithm will be too aggressive and may converge prematurely. Frorn Figure 3-7, R",

t'1", and ¡l can also be chosen at a low level to roduce the total number of function

evaluations. one is cautioned that when parallel computation is possible ancl the goal is

to reduce the total cornputing tilne at the expense of more function cvaluations, these

parameters can be set at higher levels. Although the parameter study is based on the SC

functioD, it helps one understand the influence of the parameters and their interactions,

and provides some guidelines for application as in the test cases in Section 3.5.

Source Mean
Snuarc

F p

l68l 0.34 0.116
tn 561406 r 12.81 0.000
l1 1461420 293.66 0.000

CI 269400t 541.34 0.000
R" 1280365 257.28 0.000

nt+ l'l 40663 8.t'7 0.000

nl" U 197 t2 16.02 0.000
nta R 71 000 14.27 0.000

n +c{ 2417 48 48.5 8 0.000

n-* R" 1651 53 33.19 0.000

C.T + R, 571855 114.91 0.000
m+C{+ R, 39489 7.91 0.000

l',| + g *R. 6',7093 r3.48 0.000

Table 3-1.
ANOVA
results for all
pârâmeters
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fnteraction Plot (f¡tted ñ¡eans) for No FunEval

[l
f.;tt"l

E
a->-

Figure 3-7. Parametcr interaction plot

Srnce N is not a sensitive pârameter, it is better to set it as low as possible. Also.

depending on the problem and the search strategy, setting ø near 0.5 makes the search

stratcgy aggressive while setting it to higher value near I r¡akes the search strategy a

non-aggrcssive one. On the other hand,,R, and d has high interaction to each other,

which indicates that for aggressive setting it is better not to make R" relatively small. t'1"

should be set in the way that double-sphere gets to the steady state approxirnately after

r¡aximun number of iterations.

Fufiher research can focus on the more systematic and generalized way for setting the

parameters depending on the optimization p|oblern.

3.6 Test of D-MPS

Three test problems have been solved using the proposed D-MPS algorittun. These

problems are: l) Discrete Six-hun-rp camel back (SC) function (Branin et al. (1972)),2)

".r I.'- h
-,'lr ¡ I'-l 

" l
"'rl r'-l
-"lr I''t-,,t
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Gear train problenl (Huang et al (1997)), and 3) Pressure vessel problem (Cao et al.

( I 997)). In the following, these problems '"vill be discussed and D-MPS will be compared

rvith other methods from the literature on the results. As described in Wang et al. (2004b)

ànd Droste et al. (2001) for black-box functjons, the number of function evaluations is a

more appropriate indicator of cornputation effìcìency than CPU tirne. Therefore this

work also uses the number of function evaluations for efficiency conrparison.

3.6.1 SC problent

'l'he SC function is defined in Eq. (3-2) and discussed ir.r Section 3.3.1. The variables are

assurned to be discretized as follows: lt : b: [-2,-1 .99,..., 1.99,2). Parameters are set to:

(N, nr, Ã, , d, n") - (256, 4,0.2, 0.5, l). Ten runs have been pcrfomed. Results of D-

MPS are given in Table 3-3, where 'nller' stands for the number ofiterations and, 'nïval'

stands for the nunrber of function evaluations. The known anallical optirnurn for the

discretized problern is (0.09,0.71) and (0.09, -0.71) with the function value fx:-1.0316.

Froln Table 3-3, D-MPS consistently find a close-to-optimum solution with a modest

nulnber of function evaluations.

3.6.2 Gear tt'uin (GT) problem

The objective of tlìe gear train problem is to optimize the gear ratio for the con.rpound

gear train as shor.vn in Figure 3-8. The gear ratio for a reduction gear train is defined as

the ratio ofthe angular velocity of the output shaft to that of the input shaft.
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Iìesults of D-MPS on SC

F'igure 3-8. Gear train problem

In order to produce the desired gear ratio, the compound gear train is constructed out of

trvo pairs of the gearwheels, "d-a" and "b f'. The gear ratio i/,¡ between the input and

output shafts can be expressed as:

Equation 3-3
tt¡ Zoz t

where {, , tt, are the angular velocities of the output and input shafts, respectiv ely, and z

denotes the nurnber of teeth on each gear-wheel. It is desirable to produce a gear ratio as

close as possible to l/6.931. For each gear, the nulnber of teeth must be fiom l2 to 60.

The design vanables a¡e denoted by a vectorX =lx,,x.,x.,x,f =fzo,zn,z",zrl. Hence
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rl! -r2, ,rl and -ì-i are the nulnbers of teeth of gears d, b, a, ancl f, respcctively, which must

be integers. The optirnization problem is expressed below with a known optirnum ofzero:

I rrnlrn/ =( ' ')
6.931 r. r.

.t.1. 12 < -r, <60 i=1,...,4

Equation 3-4

For the GT problern ten runs havc been executed with the following parameter setting,

m:4, N-1250, a-\.'l , n,,-7, and ft.-0.33 (all vanables are normalized to [0, l]). The

following table compares the best solution of D-MPS with those from gradient-based

approaches and different evolutionary algonthms.

l'able 3-,1. Results of D-MPS on GT

Run No nlte¡ nEval
Function

Value X.

500 2000 2.3078e-01I 15 26 53 5l
2 l-5 860 2.7009e-012 t9 16 49 43

2) 8,1 2.7009e-012 19 t6 49 43
500 2000 1.8274e-008 t4 6 42 3',l
500 2000 9.9216e-010 24 3 16 4'Ì

6 500 2000 1.0936e-009 t'7 5 57 3I
'7 290 I 160 2 .'7 009 e-012 t6 9 43 49
8 500 2000 l 3616e-009 'l 4 30

500 2000 L l66le-010 t7 22 54 48
l0 500 2000 576e-009 Ì5 l8 39 48

^!erage/Medi¡n
Ave:402 Ave: l6l0 Median;

5.5.139e-010

Table 3-5. Performance betrveen f)-
Ite¡ns MIBBSQP 127l IDCNLP 128] sA [2e] MVEP i25l MrHDE [27] D-MPS

'\ t8 t4 30 i0 l9 I6
x 22 29 1.5 l5 t6 l9

45 41 52 52 43 43

60 59 60 60 49 49

/(^) 5.7* l0^ 6 4.5 x 10^-6 2.36x l0 -9 2 36+ t0^-g 2.7* ) 0"-12 2.7* lO"-12

rear mtl0 0.146666 0.14641I 0.t142 0.t4423 0.14428 0.t4428

Enor(%) 1.650/" 1.4'to/o 0.o33% 0.033v. o.00047% o.00047yo
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The methods that have been compared with D-MPS in Table 3-5 are as follows:

MIBBSQP (Mixed Integer Branch and Bound using the Sequential euadratic

Programming algonthm) (Lin et al-( I 999)), IDCNLPC (lnteger-discrete-Conrinuous

Nonlinear Programming algoríthm) (Fu et al. (1991)), SA (Simulated Annealing) (Zhang

et al.( I 993)), MVEP (Mixed-variable Evolutionary Prograrnming)(Cao et al.( 1 997)),

MIHDE (Mixed-integer Hybrid Evolutionary Algorìthrn) (Lin et al.(I999)). All the

results lrorn refèrences are based on 50,000 function cvaluations, as compared to 1,610

needed by D-MPS.

Table 3-6. Per{orm n bctween D-MPS ând Ant
AS ACS MMAS RBAS BWAS D-MPS

Best 2.3578e-09 2.10'7 ) e- 12 2.4597e-0'7 2.7011e-12 2.726'7 e-O8 2.'7 OO9e-12
r\ \'eraue 6.4482e 04 5.56 I3e-0,1 1.0700e-l 4.5709e-03 3 -2102e-02 5.5439e-010
Worsl l 9196e-02 I6l39e-02 1.41377e+00 6. fl 187e-02 2.5088e-01 l.li274e-08
n Fvaì 10000 10000 10000 t0000 r 0000 l6r0

Autl.rors in caprìles et al.(2005) tested different ant algorithms for the gear train problern.

Thei¡ results are compared to the D-MPS in Table 3-6. Their results are based on an

average of 30 runs with I0,000 function evaluations per run. The methods which have

been compared to D-MPS in Table 3-6 includc: AS (Ant System), ACS (Ant Colony

System), MMAS (Max-Min Ant Systern), RBAS (Rank Based Ant Systcm), and BWAS

(Best-Worst Ant Systeln) (Capriles et al.(2005)). As can be seen lrom Tables 3-5 and 3-6,

D-MPS leads to better solutions than lnost of the lnethods, while the number of function

evaluations is tnuch lower.

3.6.3 Desigtr of a pressure vessel

The pressure vessel problem is to design a compressed air storage tank with a working

pressure of 3000 psi and a minirnum volutne of 750 ÍÌ3. The schematic of a pressure
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vessel is shown in Figure 3-9. The cylìndrical pressure vessel is capped at both ends by

hemisphencal heads. Using rolled steel plate, the shell is to be made in two halves that

are joined by two longitudinal welds to form a cylinder. Each head is forged and then

welded to the shell. Let the design variables be denoted by the vector X=[.r:¡ ¡2¡3,ra]. ,r¡ is

the spherical head thickness,,rz is the shell thickness, ,rj and.r4 are the radjus and length

of the shell, respectively.

-l
_,Y

Figure 3-9. Pressure vessel

The objective function is to reduce the colnbined costs of materials, fonning and welding

of the pressure vessel. The constraints are set in accordance to ASME codes. The

lnathematical model of the problern is:

min /(X) = 0.6224x,r.x, +1.7781,r,r; +3.1661_rjx, +19.84;r;x,

s.r. g, (x) = 0.01 93.r, - -r, < 0

C.6) = 0.00954'r, --r, < 0

g.tX)=750,1728 z.\'.r-i a-rr' :O
3

c,6)-x,-240<0
where the design variables -r.r and -rr, are contjnuous â d.r¡,,r2 are integer multiplies of

0.0625. I consider continuous variables as discrete ones with 0.l incrernent. All the

variables are in the followìng ranges: ,r:r e [1.0, 1.375], x. e [0.625,1.0], ,r., e [25, 150],

Equation 3-5
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and -ì-4 e [25, 240] . Table 3-7 shows the result of D-MPS on pressure vessel for l0 runs,

For thjs test, difÌèrent paramcters are set lor eaclt run so that the perfonnance of D-MpS

can be obserued for a wide scope of parametcr settings

( r" e fl,31,R. e[0.6,0.7),a e [0.5,0.6] ). The best resulrs Íìorn differenr merhods are

compared with that of D-MPS for this problem, as listed in Table 3-8. As it can be noted,

D-MPS leads to better quality results when corrpared with other r¡ethods. The number

of function evaluations required by D-MPS on the problem is 400, in contrast to 50,000

in other methods shorvn in Table 3 -8.

of D-MPS for the

Run No nlter nL-va I
Function

Value ,x'

I 00 400 '7 19',7 69i 1.0.625.49.5. 102.8
z 00 400 7219.9739 1.0625,0.625,55,66.5
3 00 ,100 7140 2t t6 1,0.625,50.9,93.3
4 00 400 735 l 9,1 I 8 L0625.0.625.52.4.8 1.8
5 00 400 1279.9'7'7 5 t.0625,0.625,54.8,68.2
6 00 400 7 t'?8.2013 1.0.625,5t.3.92.2

00 100 721t .t641 r.0625.0.625.53.7. 72.5
8 00 400 7372.8138 ],0625 .0 .625 .5 4 ',7 4 4
9 00 400 7l 5 5.83 6 I,0.625.5Ì,93
0 100 400 7 0'12.9 t 56 r .0.ó25,5 t .3.89.2

Are¡¡ee/Median 7223.421

Table

Table 3-8. of D-Ì\{PS and other methods for oressure vessel
Itelns MIRRSOP I27I II)CNLP 128 SA I29 ì MVFP I25] D-MPS

1.125 t25 I 125 I.000 I 000
0.625 0.62s 0.ó25 0.625 0.625

47 .',7 008 4¡t.3 8070 58.290 51.19s8 5 Ì.3
|7 .701 111.7449 13.693 90.7 82l 89_2

/(.\l 8t 2S I 8048.6 ì 9 1 t91.7 7108.6160 7072.9156

oblem

3.7 Discussion on Generalized Douhle-Sphere Metltod

ln the curent DMPS algoritht¡ for discrete variables, without loss of generality, ì

nonnalize the discrcte indices into the donain [0, l], as for many practìcal problems,

different vanables have different set of indiccs. Double-sphere method in its onginal
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fonn can handle all different indìces unlcss there is a significant dilference in the number

of indiccs. For example, lbr handling binary variables as rvell as continues variable in a

mixed variable problem, binary variables have only two indices, while a continuous

variable can be represented as a discrete variable with infinite nur¡ber of indices. In this

situation, a d-dimensional hyper sphere which is s),n.u¡etrical in regard to all the d

variables can not be a good measure for providing a domain for optimization algoritlm-r.

In its original fonn for a discrete d-dirnensional function

'7" with support S[fl c, If 12*...1¿, where 1¡ is the index ser f'or variable xi, at iteration

"i" of the double-sphere, hyper sphere B rvill provide the domain

l¿
S,(i )- lrl.r e St.fl.ItXttl X,(,r))t sR:i,.,, rrl which X. represenrs the cunenr

I ¡=t

optin-ra( d-dirnensronal vector).An extension for the rnixed variables situation would be :

i*-max{.i¡,i2,...,à), where i represents the cardinal nun.rber of the set 17.

J-1.
5,1¡¡ = {,rlr . St,fl. )+ (X(.i) - X,( j))' I R2r,.1i-r1} Equarion 3-6

LttI

If there exist a continuous variable, I consider i 
* as solution precision of the continuous

variable. In other words, instead ofhaving a hyper-sphere, one will have a hyper-ellipse.

In fact in a generalized double-sphere method, one dimension of the sphere car.r shrink

faster than the other because of the difference in nulnber of itdices.

3.8 Summary

In this chapter, an algorithm for optimization on expensive black-box functions with

dlscrete variables is proposcd. The proposed approach can be considered as an extension
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to the Mode Pursuing Sarnpling (MPS) method for continuous vanables (Wang et

al.(2004a)). Moreover, this work proposes a novel double-sphere method that

dynarnically controls the two oftcn contradictory "exploration" and "exploitation"

behavjors of an optirnization process, Tlie double-sphere method js lound effèctive and

efficient in in-rprcving the proposed discrete MPS (D-MPS) algorithm. In a rnore general

sense, the double-sphere method provides an original concept for any direct optimization

n.rethod. compared to the well-knorvn Trust Region lnethod, the tlouble-sphere rlcthod

provides more control and flexibility over a scarch space. ìt is bclieved that the double-

sphere concept can be applied to other search processes, or design visualization

applications.

Numencal results for three test cases show that D-MPS lelds high quality results with a

modest number of f'unction evaluations. Because of the double-sphcre strategy and

approxirnation only in contlolled domains, D-MPS has potential for high-<iimensional

problems, although this needs to be fur1her studied. It is found in practice that D-MpS

often finds a high quality region that contains global optima in a few steps. This is clue to

the coupling effect of the MPS' discrimrnative sampling strategy and the double-sphere

method.
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Chapter 4

Combinatorial Mode Pursuing Sampling Method for Single

Machine Total Weighted Tardiness Problem

4.1 Overview of the algorithm

A novel meta-heuristic approach for sirnulation-based comblnatonal problems has been

developed based on the Discrete Mode Pursuing Sampling rnethod (D-MPS). D-MpS was

successfully applied to problems with discrete variables in design optirnization. The

proposed n.rethod employs a number of agents inside the solution space and each ofthem

is composed of double-spheres that d)ïamically control the convergence behaviour. This

novel technique features two controllers whose radii are dynan.rically enlarged or sh¡unk

in order to control the degree of "exploration" and "exploitation. In order to create a

new-bom agent at the beginning of any iteration, all agents communicate rvith a global

mernory and also communicate with each other. A local rremory of each agent is used to

select a new solution, and consequently the global melnory is updated based on the

achieved improvernent at any iteration. The proposed co-MPS algorithrn is a simulation-

bascd optimization algorithrn which addresses optimization in cornplex systems. ln fact,

reduoing the number of function evaluations fro:n the simulation model or black-box

function by using the past infonnation from the optimization algorithm in addition to

finding the global optinra in a relatively short time is the main objective of the proposed

co-MPS. Experimental results of benchmark Single Machine weighted rotal rardiness

instances arc prorrising cornpared to the reported results in the liierature.
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4.2 Introduction

Basically, scheduling is concerned with the allocation of lilnited resources to tasks over

time. The investigations on various scheduling problems have been of constant interest

to researchcrs. In the modem day industry, having products produce at a faster rate rvith

no compromise in the quality makes the scheduling rnore important than it used to be.

Scheduling problems have been studìed such as the job shop scheduling problem, open

shop scheduling problern, flow shop scheduling problem, and single machine scheduling

problerr. This chapter deals rvith the total weighted tardiness of the single machine

scheduling problem.

First introduced by McNaghton (1959), single machine total weighted tardiness

(SMTWT) problem is basically a pennutation problem like the well-known Traveling

Salesman Problem (TSP), assig'nment problcm, or Knapsack problem. This important

similarity is not true f'or other scheduling problerns such as the job-shop or flow shop

problern, since they are on multiple machines and more irnportantly the pennutation

schedule is not always the optimal one. In other words, pre-empting ajob or inserting idle

time on a machine may in.rprove the rcsult on n.ìore than one machine. McNaughton

(1959) proved that in the SMTWT problenr, ar.r optirnal solution exists in which no job is

split; In other words, pre-emption is not allorvcd. Therefore, he concluded tlìat only

pemìutation schedules of the n jobs must be considered.

It should be noted that the single machine scheduling with rninirnizing weightetl tardiness

is not the only type of SMTWT. Different variations of single machine scheduling have
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been discussed such as the random processing tûles or sequence dependent job problerr.rs

(Hodgson (1977)), Xiaochuan (2006)). In the scheduling literature, SMTWT can be

represente<l as nllllw,T,, Which means having "n" jobs on "l" machine with the

objective of minimizing the total weighted tardiness, where',¡ arc the weightìng factors

for each product's tardiness values 7¡..

Havrng the total weighted tardiness as a trreasure of companng several sequences for a

single machir.re is of great interest in the practice since it can be directly related to the cost

and time of having delayed products. Having weights for each product is also directly

related to differences in products, their demands, and priccs. ln this chapter, I will

describe the single machine problern with the objective of rrinirnizing the total weighted

tardiness. The SMTWT problern can be represented as finding a permutation q where o

= Ul, pl, . . , ttl) is a sequence of the jobs, and [t] is rhe l-rh job in rhe sequence.

Given a sequence a, let Ct,t =Lpt,t, where p; denotcs the proccssing time lor each

operation. Now, Iet T[i]-mar{0, Ctil dtrl},whereCIiJ and dIiJ is rhe corrplerion rime of

job "i" and the due date ofjob "t", respectively. The objective is to find a sequence rr that

]L
nrinimizes Z(o) =L*,T,

Lenstra et al. (1980) proved that single n]achine total weighted tardiness problems are

strongly NP hard. Lawler et al. (1993) and cofrrnan (1991) also observed that a complete

enumeration to get the exact solution leads to cornputational requirernents that grorv as an
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exponential or high-degee polynolnial in the problern size n. Several solution mcthods

have been proposed for solving the SMTWT problem. Heuristics, meta-heuristics, and

several types of branch and bounds are examples of solution approaches to the SMTWT

problem. A literature review on SMTWT will be given in Section 4.3.

in this chapter, a novel meta-heuristic algoritlm has been proposed. This algonthm is

noted as combinatorial Mode Pursuing Sampling (co-MPS). Thc co-MpS algoriti¡n has

a certain characteristic which differentiates it fiorn other meta-heunstic approaches in the

literature. Although having features such as the global Memory and local rnelnory for the

search procedure, the structure of these memories, the way they interact with each other

and update themselves a¡e different fi.om those of Ant algorìthms, Tabu search, etc._.

Moreover, a new-domain controller has been proposed, which has control over

generating neighborhood solutions based on the previous results from the search

algorithm. The results of the co-MPS algonthrn show high quality solutions compared to

the state-of-the-art archived in the lite¡ature.

This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.3, the literature review on SMTWT

(Single Machine Total Weighted Tardiness) will be discussed. ln Section 4.4, I will

descnbe the co-MPS algorithm ar.rd its characteristics. Resulrs of the Co-MpS algorithrn

for the SMTWT problem on benchrnark probler¡s will be presente<i in Section 4.5.
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4,3 Literature review on SMTWT problent

As it was described in the Section 4.1, the SMTWT problelr.r is to find a processing order

of the jobs that minimtzes the sum of total weighted tardiness over all jobs. Solution

methods for sMTWT problems can be categorized as the following: implicit enumeration

methods, heuristics, and meta-heuristics. These three catesories of solution

methodologies rvill be discussed in the following.

Although nrost classical approaches were only ìn the first category and they can not

compete with the new meta-heuristic approaches for large number of jobs in temrs of

cornputation time, but they could guarantee an optimal solution. Most of the classical

approaches focused on branch and bound techniques. Works of Shwimer (1972), Abtlul-

rezaq et al. (1990) and Babu et al. (2004) are some examples of these approaches.

Although any branch and bound technique guarantees approaching the o¡:tin.ral solution,

minimizing the resource used in a solution process depcnds on two majn issues:

branching procedure, and method of defining the lower bound. Shwirner (1912)

algorithm required very large computation time because weak lower bounds were used.

Babu et aI. (2004) integrated a lower bound based on Lagrangian decomposìtion with

their branch-and-bound algorithm. As reported by Bilge et al. (2003), rnost of the branch

and bound technìques can not solve more than a 50-job problem in reasonable time.

Parallel to branch and bound techniques, dynamic programrring is another type ol

classical solution n.rethods which has been used in the literatu¡e. Sarne as branch and

bound, d1'narnic programming guarantees the optimal solution while the solutjon tilne

grows exponentially with the inc¡ease of the number ofjobs. Baker and Scharge (1978)
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developed a d;,namic programming algorithm which outperfonned other methocls at thal

time with the number of jobs up to 30.

The heuristic approaches are desrgned with the least number ofsteps to fìnd near optimal

solutions in reasonably short time. In this sense, dispatching rules can be considered as

minor heunstics. Some ofthe dispatching rules, that have been repofied in the literature,

include the Earliest due date (EDD), Weighted shoftest processing time (WSPT),

Modified Cost OVER tirne (MCOVERT), and Apparent Urgency (ln some references

such as Bilge et al. (2007), Apparent Urgency rule is called *R&M,).

it should be noted that if there is no more than one tardy job, EDD is optirnal. Hence

EDD ca'be used when one is dealing with lightly loade<ì 
'.rachines. 

In comparison to

EDD, wsPT gives the optimal sequence when all jobs are necessarily tartly. Therefore,

WSPT can be used when one is dealing with heavily loaded machines. Moreover,

MCOVERT and A&M are lnore corrplex dispatching rules which show better results

compared to other dispatching rules. In addition to the simplicity and giving good

solutions in a timely lnanner, these dispatching rules can also be used as a good initial

solution generator for any heuristic or meta-heuristic approach. on the other hand, they

mainly have poor worst-case perf'omances. In this chapter, sorne of these dispatching

rules will be used to generate an initial solution.

Meta-heuristics can be considered as a compromise between in.rplicit enurneratior.r

methods and heunstics. Aithough they won't guarantee the optimal solution, they reach
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near-optimal solutions in a timely manner. ln recent years, researchers have paìd more

attention to meta-heuristic methods such as the simulated annealing (SA), genetic

algorithms (CA), Taboo search (TS), and Anr Colony Optirnization (ACO). Crauwels et

al. (1998) compared heuristics methods with SA and GA, and concluded that the TS

algorithm dolr.rinated other rnethods. Merkle and Middendorf (2003), Besten et al. (2000),

and Tasgetiren et al. (2006) used ACO for the SMTWT problern. Laguna er al. (1991)

constdered a single rnachine scheduling problem for n.rinirrizing the sum of setup costs

and linear delay penalties, and proposed a TS algorithm that used hybrid neighborhood

consisting of both swap and :insertion moves. Besten et a1, (2000) presented an iterated

local search (lLS) aìgorithrn to solve tl.re SMTWT problem, and their algorithm reaches

all optimurn solutions of well-known ORlib benchmarks. Congeram et al. (2002)

proposed an iterated "d1,nasearch" algorithm f'or the SMTWT problern. The authors

developed an approach which allows a series of moves to be performed at eâch

generation whlle local search makes a single move only. Their algorithm outperfonned

the best TS algoritlln that was repofied in Crauwels et al. (1998). Maheswaran and

Ponnambalarn (2005) proposed an intensive search evolutionary algorithm for the

SMTWT probleÌn. Tasgetrin et al. (2006) used the differential evolution (DE) algoritllr

and TS for the SMTWT problen. They showetl that DE is faster than the Particle Sr.van¡

Optirnization (PSO). Although, they concluded that combining both metaheuristics with

special local search (VNS) can significantly irnprove the results. ln another study by

Bilge et al. (2007), a TS approach ro SMTWT has been proposed. Their algorithm

systematically varies the tenure to overcome some difficulties presented by the topology
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of the search space. In addition, they made use of various candidate list strategìes_ Their

result showed very high quality solutions for benchmarks in the OR-lib.

4.4 Description of Co-MPS Algorithm

1.1.1 Bøckground of Co-MPS

Co-MPS is basically an extension of the D-MPS algorithm proposed by Sharif et al.

(2007). D-MPS is an optimization algorithm for discrete variables in mechanical design

problcms with expensive black-box functions. This algorithm generates some uniform

random points and evaluates their objective values. These points are called "expensive

points" since the usually computationally intensive black-box function should be called

for evaÌuating thern. Next, a linear spline function is fìtted to curent expensive points to

gct an approximation of the onginal objective function. In the next step, discriminative

sampling is perfonned on a large amount of points generated fiom the spline function

inside the feasible region. These points are called "cheap points". As a result, a few

selected points frorn the discriminative sampling are then evaluated by the biack-box

function and then added to "expensive points" for next generations' approxin.ration. Thc

approximation of the expensive black-box function evolves over the optimization run-

tirne which helps to sarrple better points around the mode of the black-box function. A

concept called Double Sphere Method (DSM) r.vas built into the algorithrn to dynarnically

control the search neighborhood. DSM includes two hyper-spheres (,S and B) that control

the neighborhood of the search based on the improverr.rent during the optimization

procedure. Both hyper-spheres act as a dual to each other. Hyper-sphere ,S becornes

bigger in radius if there are consecutive improvements while Hyper-sphere B becones
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smaller. On the other hand, hyper-sphere S tends to become smaller if there are

consecutive non-improvements u'hile hyper sphere -B tends to become bigger. The

dl,r.rarnic behavior of the hyper-spheres controls the degree of the exploration and

exploìtation.

In summary, D-MPS is basically an intelligent search strategy which gains the following

knowledge during the search process:

LApproximation (or rnemory) of the region of the cunent optirxa (optimum found in the

previous iteratìon).

2.Rough approximation (or mernory) of the entire objective function.

3.Having control over the neighborhood within which new generation will be found.

In the D-MPS optin.rizatron algorithrn, these three intelligent processes are used along

with a discriminative sampling mechanism that is cornparable to the selection in

evolutionary algorithrrs. D-MPS-based algorithrns have the advantage of solving global

optirnization problems involving expensive objective functions or black-box functions.

ìn this context, having combrnatonal optinization based on the D-MPS idea is not

rational, since lnost of the colnbinatorial problem has a chcap objective function, but a

large solution space and many constraints. Taking that into consideration in MPS-based

algontlnns for design optimization (expensive function, mixed variable), the

approxirnation around the current optima becomes exact as the optin-rization process goes

on. In the cornbinatorial-MPS, the same thing should happen.
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In D-MPS, the points having a lorver approxirnation value have a higher chance to be

selected as new sar.nples, but ìn the combinatonal version, the operation ihat improves the

curent solution has more chance to be chosen. In the following sections, the overall

algorithnr structure will be briefly discussed. Then, all components of the Co-MPS

algorithm will be elaborated.

4.1.2 Co-MPS algorithm

Co-MPS algorithm is composed of "l(' agents and a global memory rvhich sends the

appropriate values to the agents during the run time. At any iteration, every agent

perlorms certain tasks.

In the sequel, the steps ofeach agent and its relationship with the global rnemory will be

explaincd, followed by detailed descdption ofeach step in the later sections:

l. Generating neighbourhood solutions: At the beginning of any iteration, every agent

starts to generate the neighbourhood solutions around the curent agent/seed. There

are two controllers, .9 and B, dynarnically control the size of two neighbourhoods

around each agent. Depending on the circumstances, one neighbourhood can be for

"exploration" and the other one for "exploitation." Accordingly, the two

neighbourhood solutions are stored in two û'ìatrices LS and LB, respectively for every

âgent as its local memory. Generatir.rg neighbourhood solutions will be discussed in

rnore details in Section 4.4.3.

2. Connecting to global rnemory for approxirnating the neighbourhood: ln the second step,

each agent connects to a global ìnemory, which consists of G7 and G:. Each element
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of Gr is composed o1 (s¡¡,b¡), which shows the degree ol fieedom which the new

neighbourhood can be generated in ZS and ZB respectively. (s¡¡, å¡l shows the scope of

new neighbourhood solutions ifjob "l" at position '7" is selected as neighbourhood

generator. (s¡¡, b¡) will be updated based on the behaviour of the controller ,l and ,B

respectively with regards to the information fonr.r the past iteration of the optimization

algorithnr. After generating neighbourhoods, every elenent is assigned a value frorr

elelnents of G;. I denote the cler¡ents of G2 by O¿'s, which shorv how good is the job

"l" being at position I ", with regards to previous iterations' infbrmation. Assigned

values to every elernent of ZS and ZB will be saved in VS and VB, which a¡e

components of local memory of every agent. The structure of global memory and

how the agents connect to it 1'or approxinlating their cunent neighbourhood solutions

will be discussed rn Section 4.4.5.

3. The discrir¡inative sampling: Discrirninative sampling is perfonr.red for each agent

according to /S and lz1l. Discrir¡inative sampling or selection will be discussed in

Section 4.4.6. Aftcr selecting "rr, " new solutions for each agent fiom LS and "m¡"

new solutions fron LB. the objective function is called to find the value ofthese new

solutions. The best solution rvill replace the seed of an agent if it improves the

cunent local optima.

Updating global memory:

4.1 - The global memory 67 will be updated based on the improvernent reported ÍÌorn

each agent. Gi is con-rposed ofs4 and b¡¡ for all jobs and positions. lf there ls an
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improvement reported with thc nerv 1òund seed by any ageltt, the value of ó¡ lor

all the corresponding jobs "r" in positior.r 'j" in the seed will be decreased. "s¿-

shows the scope ol generating next neighbourhoods ifjob "t" at position 'J" is

selected as the neighbourhood generator. I denote ó, fiom the behaviour of the

controller B. Controller ß in fact makes the distance of generating

neighbourhoods smaller and smalle¡ in the case of having improvements, which

helps us have more local control over solutions with high potential of tuming

into local optima. On the other hand, lf there are rr., consecutive no-improvernent

is reported from any agents, .rt for all job i's at positionT's will be decreased . I

denote s¡ frorn the behaviour of controlle¡ ,S. Cor.rtroller .9 in fact makes the

distance of gcnerating neighbourhoods smaller and smallcr in the case of having

no-improvement fòr a while, which helps to have local sea¡ch around the

neighbourhood solutions that have high potential ofbeing local optin.ra. It should

be noted tlìat controllers B and S will act as a dual to each other, preventing all

the agents lrom trappir.rg into a local optima. In other words, whenever controller

B sta s to decrease å¡¡'s , controller S will increase the corresponding s4's.

4.2. T\e global mernory G: will be updated based on the value of the best new

solutions or the new seeds of agents. For every nerv sced, the value ofjobs in their

position will be updated by a certain value. This value is the job's tardiness divlded

by the sumrnation of thc entirejob's tardiness in tlìe current seed of the agent, then

multiplied by another relative measure which is the objective function of this agent

divided by the summation of ail the objective function of elite agents. Since, the
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objective function is the summation of all the jobs tardiness, the updating value is a

relatìr,e measure of thc job's contribution to the total tardìness. Updating global

memory will be discussed in Section 4.,1.7.

5. Until a cefiain finishrng criteria is met, replace the new found seed for all the agcnts

and go back to step 1 to start generating new neighborhood solutions around the new seed.

Figure 4-1 shor.vs the main structure of an agent of the Co-MPS algorithrn. All agents

follow the same procedure as shown in Figure 4-1.

Glob:ll llcÙorf

I

I

I

, (rr'\)

ar¡t(r¡¡ nrtt?

Figure 4-1. Florvchart of the algorithnt for one âgent

Ohl¡i¡ Ll¡e recd ((' k)i

tìcncr¡rtc nc¡ghhrrhood
b¡s0d on (.l)nlrúllùr

1¡ltl€s (sr,}ì) and jobj

rlr!
I

I

I

Rtpor{ thr lltst solutiùn
,rnd lct birr.,.=l ¡tllrrrc

Ñ$ -bom lgrnt:
d-ñ+l
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The functions of each agent, global r.nernory, and the interactions between agents will be

explained with an example in the following sections.

4.4.3 Delinition of Agents in Co-MPS

Co-MPS is basically composed of "Ãl' agents inside the solution space. Each agent

includes the lbllowing:

1. Seed(o.,,'): Which is ajob sequence that is used to generate neighborhood solutions.

2. Local lnemory: Which is composed of two matrices having neighborhoods of the seed

with regard to the controller S, g: ZS1 
-- rLB' -. . Where 1,, denotes the L-tlì agerìt

it, t 1,, )t, t .o,

with I < U < K , "i¡¿r'' denotes the currcnt iteration nurnber ancl d 
- 

clenotes the

seed or the local optin.ra of the ¿¿-th agent. The second paú of the local rnemory

includes two rnatrices for assigning weights to the neighborhood

solutions: VS', , VB'" . The method of constructing these matrices rvith,,'.:

regards to the global memory will be discussed in Section 4.4.5.

lnitially, each agent starts from one inìtial random seed and then uses this seed to

gcnerate the neighbourhood solutions around it based on "insert" and "exchange" moves.

It is woth rnentioning that these initial solutions can be also generated using a

dispatching rule or heuristic. The process of generating new neiglibourhood solutions is

rcstricted by two dynarnic controllers S alld B that will be discussed in Sectìon 4.4.4.
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The dimensions of LS, LB matrices are 2+m,+n, where the value two denotes the two

rnethods of generating neighbourhoods, "insert" and "exchange" moves.

4.4.4 Neighborhood generation mechanism inside Local Memory

As lt has been discussed in section 3.3, the local lnemory of each agent is composed of

four matrices: LS 
,ii- ", 

, VS 
,i;, .", ,L8 

,:i":,, "; 
, ^"d 

VS 
,'",, .":. 

"s ' and B " are the controllers

that define the dornain of the new neighborhood solutions. At the moment, it is assur¡ed

that they providc (s,7, ò,7) values at the beginning of each iteration. Where (s¡, å¡)

represents the distance ofinsert and exchange moves in LS and LB, respectively. In fact,

Gtbas"n+n" elernents which all of them are composed of the tupelos (s¡¡, b¡). . '5" and

''ß " will be discussed in Section 4.4.5, since they are part olthe global rnernory.

As it has been discussed in Section 4.4.3. the first set ofrows ofZS and LB is coÌrstÌuctsd

based on "inser1" moves while the second set of rows of Z,S and ZB is constructed by

"exchange" moves. Nor.v, suppose one lias a 5-job SMTWT problern. Table 4-l shows

the data of 5 jobs that have to be scheduled.

Table 4-1. Data of the illustrative example

Jobs'
nâ râmeters

Job number
7 3 4 5

Processing time I 4 I
,]

3

l)ue date t0 l8 I I9 l5
Weights L 5 3 2,

ln the following, the method of construciing Z S and LB by each agent will be explained

with the above example.



At any iteration, all the tardy jobs of the current seed ( 4,, ) is identifìed- Where o is a

sequence with O-{(i, r(i)) : r(i) is the rank of job f- Next, f-or the first row of l.S and l.B,

one of these tardy jobs is being randomly ctrosen (7" , r(.7' )) a O,

. Suppose agent Ì has the seed: oi =[a],1,2,51, which shows the order ofprocessing

jobs, i.e., fìrst job 4 is processed, followed by 3, etc. Therefore, the tardyjobs r.vill be

i<lentifred as a completion vector of 6,' : fl6, 20, 8, '7 ,231 for all 5 jobs, rvhich shows

that job I is finished at tirne 16, job 2 is finished at tirne 20, etc. So, the tardiness

vector will be: [6, 2, 0, 0, 8].

Hencc, ( o-i ):6'1 4+2* 5+2+8:5 0. Conespondingly, jobs 11,2, 5\I are tardy jobs. Next,

one tardy job will be randomly chosen. LetjÈ{2\. The randomJy chosen tardy job will

be inscrted within the S+=rand([1, q-,,.¡¡-2f distance beforeT*. '\Nherc "rand[1, t " means

a random integer betrveen I and s. The value of sr*,,¡¡1 is being reported fiom the global

rnernory (Gr). S* is randomly selected frorn I I , s¡-.,t¡.t] without replacernent. If the

number of new neighborhood points is less than "n2", replacement will bc allowed. If

"ui' denotes the row of Z,l and ZB, for | ! u I K , which shows the number ofagents,

one rvill havc:

LS,\',..(w,t)= {o,)," , l1t 1m,,1<w<2} Equar¡on4-l

LB'' _.(w,t):Io':' l<t <nt",1<w<2| Equation4-2
itìr.d"

Ler m:3. Since the selected jobT*:{2}, and job 2 is at the fourth position in ør , agent

I will ask the global memory to send the values of (s27,ò27) from G7. Now, assurre
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(s rq,b ra):(2,3). As I will describe later, these two numbers control the neighborhood

generation. Now, since s2a:2, for constructing the fírst rorv of IS, one is restricted to

insert job 2, one or two places from its current position. Thereflore, the only neighborhood

which can be generated in the first row of ¿,S would be: (4, 2, 3, l, 5) and (4,3,2, 1, 5).

Since, there are two possible neighbors and. m,=3, one of them will be repeated in the

first row ofZS. ln the second row of¿,S which is constructed by exchangc moves, one is

restricted to exchange job 2 with job I and job 3, because one can move job 2 with a

nraximum of 2 places before its position. As it can be seen fiont elelnents of 2.9, two of

the elements ofeach row is the same, which is because of the fàct that controller S(s2a:2)

prevents the agent to generate more diversified neighborhood, and the number ofpossible

neillhbors are less than "nr.".

¿s _ 14.2.3.t.5 
4.3,2.t.5 4.i.2.1.51

'4.2.r,3.5 4.3.2.r.5 4.2.t.3.5',

Tlre sarre task will be done lor constructing ZB, with ¡estriction btf3. As it can be scen

in the f'ollowing matrix, LB is more diversified cornpared to ZS.

4.1.2.r.5 4.2.3.t.5 2.4.3.t.5
LB =l l'4,3,2,t,5 4,2,1,3,5 2,3,1,4,5'

As discussed in the example, the first rows of both matrices are from the "insert" move.

So, ìn Eq. (4-l), lr I , and therefore for any agent "¿l' and for any element of the first

row orìe rvill have:
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or'=(i,r(i))-
0*,t(,¿*)-s*) for i= ¡*
(t,r(i)+1) .þr all r(j*)-s*<r-(l)<r(7*) Equat¡on4-3

(i,6:(i)) .þr rest of i's

Thìs equation means job ')*" at position r(j*) wrll be inserted "s*" places before its

cuffent positionfr'(j*)-s+). Therefore all thejobs "i" which are in the position between the

inserted job and its previous position (r(j4)) will be shifted one place ahcad (r(i)+ 1). Iobs

which are after the previous position ofjob '7*", and jobs which are before the inserted

position of job '7 x " will remain in their positions.

For the second row ofZS, random tardy job (7+,r(7+)) € o.* ìs exchangecl rvith the job of

s+:rand(!, s9-,,1¡-11 distance before j*. Again, s;-,,-ç-1 is reporled frorn the global memory.

For exchange moves, w=2:

()
[{-,*.,'tt*)-r*) fot' i - ¡x

= (¡. ¡{ ¡)) 
I 

ti. rlÒ + sx) .for i .whet'e i(r ) - ¡'1rxi

[li.o,lilt þt'rest of i's
Eqr¡at¡on 4-,1

The same structure is correct by replacing LB wilh LS and b*:rand([], b¡-,.6-J with

s+:rand([],s¡.,,¡.J in lhe Equations 4-3 and 4-4. It should be noted that fiorr the

equations, it can be deducted thc fact that if s+ or å* becolnes small, the new

neighborhood solutions will be close to the seed and close to each other, which makes the

search more toward exploiting the regron around õ,.. Having a new neighborhood close

to the seed can be intelpreted differently based on tlie way of the move. For example, f'or

insedion rnoves in ZS . one ivill have:
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2.

3.

Vo e ZS.1 
", 

(1, t):)o - o',1< s ,.,,,,., Equation 4-s

If s¡¡*,.¡¡*¡->1 , one rvill have neighbourhood solution all close to the seed in tenns of

definition of lo, - orl:d where ¿/ denores the number of jobs which are in diflerent

positions ìn two sequences.

4.1.5 Sn'ucture of globøl mentory

At any iteration, all agents comlnunicate with the global rnernory for the following

reasons:

l. Generating neighborhood solutions or constructing ZS, ZB, agents communicate with

the global rnemory for receivìng s(7 *, r(7 *)) and b(j*,r(j*) from the conrrollers.

Assignrng a weight to their new generated neighborhood solutions.

Updating the global matrices based on the Iocal improvements.

Global memory of Co-MPS consists of two matrices, G1 anð, G2, fhat are explained below

. Domain controller matrix (G7): where G, = l$r,br),i - 1,...,r, .i -1,...,n1 , ß¡,b¡)

shows the domain of neighborhood for each job at eaclr place. These values are the

controllers which set restriction for each agent when generating their neighborhoods.

.çt restricts LS- and b¡¡ restricts ¿8. New neighbors are generated based on these

restrictions. s¿ is defined by the behavior ofthe coÌrtroller S and ó,7 is defined by the

behavior of the controller -B

"S' and ",8" arc domain controllers which are inside the global memory. ",f is a

controller that shrinks the domain of neighborhood generation if there are no-
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improvements in consecutive steps repofed frorn each agent. At the same tirne, it

grows if there is any improvement reported by any agent. On the other hand, "-B" js

the controller which shrinks if there are consecutive improvements repofied frorn

every agent. In fàct, when relatively flat areas of the objective function are

encountered, "S'controls the exploitatioD while'?" controls the exploration. On the

other hand, when clirnbing the hill, "S' controls the exploration whlle "-8" controls

the exploitation. The updating procedure of G7 will be discussed in Section 4.4.7

. Weight rnatrix (G2): At any iteration, the elements of the local meÍrìory of each agent

are assigred an approximation value. This approximation value is calculated by the

values inside the first parl of the global memory. As it is shown in Figure 4-2, Ihe

global rnemory consists of weights for each job and each place. The rnethod of

updating 6: will be explained in Sectior.r 1.4.1 . o- denotes the rveight of job "l" at

position'J" in the sequence. In other words, 04 will keep the infonnation about the

frequency and goodness ofjob "l" at position'j" in the past iteration of the algorithm.

r-l
I o,, ot' o,, 

ttt
I o., o.. o,, 

Ittlo,, 0,. o,, )

Figurc 4-2. Weights inside the global memory

ìn tlie initial step all O,7's are equal to one. After first iteration, rvhen each agent

constructs thc new neighbors of its initial seed, it will use the sumnìation of all the O,7

related to its neighbors. For example, suppose if agent I has the seed l-2-3-4 and

generates 3-2-1-4 as a result of the exchange move. Then, it i.vill add the values of
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Oit+O22+Ot3+O1r to get an approximated value of the objective function for the seed

(l-2-3-4). This value is the approximation of objective function since it has been

gained through the previous infomation of optimìzation procedure. Similar to (s¡,å¿)

in G ¡. G 2 has the follorving structure:

G, = {O¡, i -1,...,n, j = \,...,nJ Equatioù 4-6

Constructing the weights for neighborhoods is being done in i/S, and /8, They f'ollow

the following equatìons:

ItBi;, 
".(w,t) =

VS',

to

to. (w,¡) =

trquation 4-7

Equation 4-8

ln Equations 4-l and 4-8, l<Ént (the number of ncighborhood solutions), l<us(

(nurnber of agents) and l<w<2 (two rows for insertion and exchange moves).

For the exarnple described in Sectjon 4.4.4, elements of /S and tr/B are calculated from

Equation 4-7 and 4-8 as shown below,

o A value has to be assigned to every solution in LS and LB based on the global memory

G2. Assurne it is at iteration 10, the global tnemory G: is as the following:

Is.: 7.8 r].r r.2 i2ìrl
ll0l 2l r5 8.q ó.ìl

G. -l 2.3 1.1 r0.2 5.1 i.4 I

lnt 4.s ir i2 esi
L,u oi s4 1.2 es)

As described in Section 4.4.4, LS and LB are:
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As described in Section 4.4.4, LS and LB are:

r c ,4.2.3.t.5 4.3.2.1.5 4.3.2.1.5,
'u - t 4,2,r,3,5 4,3,2,r,5 4,2,1, j,51

4,3,2,1,5 4,2,3,t,5 2,4.3,1.5-
l,ß =l I'4,3,:,r,5 4,2,t,3,5 2,3.1,4,5'

For assigning a weìght to the first elernent of 2.9, ¿S(l,l)-(4, 2, 3, l, 5), the following

has to be done:

ys(1 ,1):Gr(4,l )+G )(2,2)+G2ß,3)+G 2(1 ,4)+ G)(5,5): 9.1+2. 1+ 10.2+1 .2+7 .2:29.8

All other elements of IS and LB will be given weigl.rts in the same manner as

described above: ..,rì..^ ._,8 23.4 23.4-nt-[r'.n 
23.4 3t.g)

36.5 32.1 35.1I,E_I I'16.5 31 9 10 8'

Having all the values for all the neighbors (VB,VS), each agent starts to perfonn a

selection based on these values. Selection or discriminative san.rpling will be discussed in

Section 4.4.6.

4.4.6 Discrí¡nìnative sampling insíde ench agent

As it has been discussed in Section 4.4.5, after any iteration, agents construct the ZS and

VB natnx, which denote the werghts ofall new neighbors' solutions oftheir current seed.

VS and VB are 2*nt, rnatrices for each agent at any iteration tvhich consist of Ë1,,..,1. In the

next step, a probability p1,,r/) is assigned to eacli elernent of the ,,,S and I¡B matnx. This is
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E
done by assigning a probability to each element which is pr, - 1jL . m"

Y\- tr
44 | r..1\
¿=l ¡=l

cumulative densìty function (CDF) will be constructed orer pr . Then, the inverse

sampling method is performed by generating a random number in [0, l] and then finding

its related element or (tt, t). "nt"" elements are being selected in this manner for ZS and

"mb" for VB.

In the next step, all these "¡n.*nr¿ " solutions are being evaluated by the objective

function, and the best solution is selected. lf the new selected solution is better than the

previous seed, it wìll replace the current seed lor agent r( o-,,'), and the itnprovement is

reported to the global lnemory lor updating G7.

For the example described in Section 4.4.4 wirh

29.8 23.4 23.4
I/5 =t I't l.9 21.4 3 t.9'

36.5 32.1 35.1W=l I'16.5 ll.g 10.8'

In the next step, a "pdf' function is built for all the elernents of I/S and IuB. Having the

sulnlnation of all the elements in I/S: I 08.1 :

pDF r v s\- p¿.¡ 
1y 5) = t 11 

8^'::^. 
":^ .''^t^ . 1'^ i .1'^ 

t^ 
I' 'r61 8 r63.8 r63.8 163.8 ró1.8 ró3.8"

Now, a CDF function is constructed by sorting the elements of PDF( t/5) and adding the

elements together:
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CDF( I/Ð:[0. i4,0.28,0.42,0.6,0.'19,1], with vector(2, 3, 5, t, 4,6) that shows how they

are soñed. Next, a random nurnber within (0,1) is generated and the closest value ffom

CDF( I/S) rs matched with that value. For example, if rando'.r number is 0,73, the fìfth

element of CDF(I/Ð is selected. Then, its corresponding rank, 4, is specified.

Respectively, LS (4)-14,2,1,3,51 is selected, rvhich has the corresponding rank in IzS.

It should be noted that the above procedure will be repeated .,rn,..times for ZS (I/S) and

"rfli," times for LB (VB). Then, all the selected solutions rvill be evaluated by the objective

function.

4.4.7 Updating the global memory

As discussed in Section 4.4.5, global memory consists of G¡ and G2. After, generating

neighborhood a¡ound their curent seed in LS and LB, assigning weights to these

neighbors based on previous information about jobs and their positron in vs and vB and,

performing a selection for new neighborhood, '1n," new selected neìghborhood from l,S

and "m6" new neighborhood from LB will be evaluated by the objective fu.ction. Based

on the new objective function values and the fact that these new neighborhood solutions

improve the past optima of the agent, G¡ and G2 are being updated as fo)lows:

L Updating G7:

As it has been described in Section 4.4.4, for generating neighborhood arountl the current

seed of any agent, one random tardy job is chosen and inserted or exchanged with its

previous jobs based on s*-randfl,s¡*,1¡*r]. WhereT* is the chosen tar.dy job, and s' is the

distance for insertion or exchange). If inserlingj* in its new positron(r(7 *)-s *) improves

the local optima of the agent, sg*.,ç1,1 will be increased by cr, where a is a parameter of
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Co-MPS. Moreover, all the value of "s" for all positions around.l* should be increased

by a plus their distance from j*, In fact, controller S has an effect on all of the s values

aroundy*. On the other hand, all thejobs in the sequence should affect the values ofs in

Gt.

The following formula show the detailed change of S and B when jobT* is moved froln

its original position 11(7*) fo r2(j*):r- új*)-s* and the ìmprovement is being reporte<l on

this rnove such that all other jobs change their positions fiom r7(7) to r.2(7) based on

Equations 4-3 an¡l 4-4.

l':'i,,ta .tòri- r:tjtI - < -,, Eqr¡atiou 4-g" 
Irl1,1 ,,, +(a) Fl(t-(,.(/t\l lor resr of i's

It':,, .-" fori= r.( jt
b" =1 Equar¡on4-t0' lbi:,,, - (a) + (i - (r.(i)) .for rest of i' s

If tliere is no-improvement al7.er n" iterations inside each agent, S and ,B will act opposite

to the above case.,o is another parameter of the Co-MPS algorithrn. Therefore, t ):: ,b,;:'

will be updated in Gi based on the following forr¡ula:

+ ct fo,
+ (d) + l(i

-ã fo,

-1a)+l(;

)D t.,'t it

lui':.,,,
jsr,'.,,t

ls7.r',r¡r

i *'r(i)

-(rr(j))l .for rest of i's
i = ,r(i)

Eqüation 4-l I

l, s 
Equation 4- 12- (r: ( y )) I .for rest of

For the example defined in Section 4.4.4,

seedoi :[4,3,1,2,51.
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Tl.ren, it starled to gencrate neighbors in ZS and ZB, based on the restriction imposed by

and B:

¿s .14.2.1.t.5 4.3.2.t.5 4.i.2.t.51
'4,2,1,3,5 4,3,2,t,5 4,2,t,3,5',

4.3.2.t.5 4.2.3.L5 2.4.3.r.sf D r r

''u -' 4,J,2,r,5 4,2,r,1,5 2,3,r,4,51

Then, it assigred a weight to each neighbor and construct VS and VB:

29.8 23.4
VS =I'3t.9 2].4

%.5 321,ß-l
'365 319

23.4

31.91

35.7

30.d

ln the next step, an agent will perform a selection to select "/7?," new solution lom Z,g

and " nr6" new solution ftom LB. The selection procedure or discriminative sampling will

be discussed in Section 4.4.6. Aî1er the selection, all "m,int6" will be evaluated by the

objective function. Based on the improvernent or non-improvement repofied from the

objective function, G7 will update its elements (Controllers S & B will bc enabled).

Suppose after the selection, the best selected solution is ZS( 1,3)-(4 ,3,2,1,5) with an

objective value of 56. Since 56<f( O', )-50, non-improvement will be reported ftom the

objective function to G7. Assume that no:1, which shows the number of steps of non-

improvement to activate S and -8. Therefore, S will decrease to allow for more

exploitation around the current seed, which is a good candidate for local optirna (since it
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hasn't bcen changed in the last iteration), and also B will increase for exploration

Assurr.ring Z = I , 6r will be updated by changing the f-ollowing elements:

L Changing in S¡:

a. s4,1-1, s3,2-1, s2,4-1, sl,3-1,s5,5-l

b. Since, s4,1,s3,2 and s2,4 are changed, theìr neighbors will also change:

- s4,2-1+(2-1), s,1,3-l+(3-l), s4,4-l+ (4-1), s4,5-l+ (5-1)

-s3,1 -l+l l-21, s3,3-l +(3-2), s3,4-l+(4-2), s3,5-l +(5-2)

2. Changing in B¡:

a. b4,1+1, b3,2+1, b1,3+1, b2,4+1, b5,5+l

b. Since, b+,l,bZ,Z, b t,¡. bZ,+ , b5,5 is changed. their neighbors will also ohange

- b4,2+t+(2-t),b43+l+(3-l),b4,4+ I +(4- I ), b4,5+ 1+(5- I )

- b3, 1 
+ I +l I -21, b3,3+1 +(3-2),b3,4+t +(4-2), b3,5+l +(s-2),

It should be noted that other agents will also affect G7 in the salre way as discussed

above.

3. Updating G2:

After all "rn,i¡no" selected solutions have been evaluated by the objective function, the

best solution will be reported as tlle new seed of the agent. Next, the global n-remory (G2)

is upclated by the functionf o new,, ). which is an objective value of the new seed of an

agent "?/ ". Moreover, the new seed of agent "u " ( O new,,- ) is compared to other
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O new,, ol other agents to check if there is any improvement in the global best solution

lf ncw global optìrnurr is found by this agent, another function of .f(o new,,- ) ìs used

f-or updatrng the global memory.

It rvas rnentioned in Section 4.4.4 ThaI after any iteration, a value is added to the G2 based

on the repofied new-optimum for every agent. The following formula shorv how this

value is constructed and how it is added to G2: (I(; is the given weighting factor of the

SMTWT problem, and Z; is its tardiness).

fto t f(il
/ -(l-å . 

"' Xl-''-' ) .f(i)=tr|/*T'.O".,,=A",,+.f' Eqr¡ario¡,'r-13

I fte t l@)
tI

In Equation 4-l3, "er"denotes the elements in Elite lists. Elite list consists of "P" ó¿s¡

solutions which have been reached so far. If the repofied local optimum frorn any agent

improves the global optimum, an extra value ( 4r.. ) is used for updating G2.

4. -(l -\ !(o' ,',,,-, {'''. ,', ,o" -(Ì' + f-. +F Equa,ion4-r4"' riftet f(o) 'Iat)
p-l

For the example from Sectior.r 3.4, Iet's see how G2 is updated. In this step, all the agents

report their best found solution, and the global melnory will be updated based on these

values. Let P:2, and suppose that in previous iterations, the best solutions found are:

[(3,2,5,1,4), (2,3,5,1,4)1, with objective values: [28, 28]. As discussed earlier, suppose

the best selected solution reported by agent I is (4,2,1,3,5). As the objective value ofthe

new seed is rvorse than the agents' cunent seed (56<50), so no-improvement will be
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reportcd frorn this agent, and agent I will keep the seed of (4,3,1,2,5) and the following

values will be added to the corresponding elements of G2 by using Equation 4-9:

o (l -50/(28+28))*( I -0) will be added to (4,1) sincejob 4 is nor a tardy job,

o ( I -50/(28+2 8))*( I -0) rvill be added to (3,2) sincejob 3 is not a tardyjob.

r ( I -50/(28+28))+( I -24150) will be added to (t,3) since I is a tardyjob and it adds the

value 24 to the objective function (its related cost).

o ( I -50l(28+28))+( I - 10/50) will be added to (2,4) since job 2 is a tardy job and it adds

the value l0 to thc objective function.

. (l-50/28+28))+(l-16/50) will be added to (5,5) since job 5 is a tardy job and it adds

the value l6 to the objective function.

It should be noted that the curent seed of the agent does not change the global optirnum,

so only the above calculation is needed for updating G2 for agent 1.

4.4.8 Concept of new-born øgents

At any iteration of the Co-MPS algoritlxr, a new-bom agent wlll be created based on the

1-ollowing procedures. It should also be noted that at any iteration, only one new-born

agent is being c¡eated. In the first half of iterations (l to Maxiter/2), the first procedure is

used. In the second half (frorn Maxìterl2 till the end), the second procedure is en.rployed:

1. By cor.nparing all the current local optima and elite list, if the probability of having

job "l" in position j is more than a certain nurnber (c¿",.), job "i" will be fixed at position

'i" for a new-born agent. Otherwise, a randorn job will be chosen for position '7". With

the seed of fixed jobs i in position 7, and having random selection for other position, the
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f-ollowing 1'on¡ula shorv how the probability can be calculated an<1 compared to crc,. so

that jobs rvith fixed position will be known for new-bom agents:

Y i =1,..,n ,f ": > c ". = oi,., ,., (j) =¡ Equation 4-r5.P
In the above fbrmula, ¡?t shows the number of occurrences of jobs i being at position j in

all the elite list solutions, Similar to the concept of Sirnulated Annealing (SA ), c¡",.

follows the follorving exponential function:

1¡ 'L¡
Mi\¡,.r

L 
-C Equation 4-16

, where "Maitet-" shows thc maximun¡ number of iterations fòr the alsorithm.

As ìt can be seen from Equations,l-15 and 4-16, in the initial steps of the algoritlm all

the new-born agents are created randomly, since the n,7's are not enough for

approximating a good new-bom. As it goes on, the c;,,,,. becon.res bigger wl.rich allow more

fixed positions forjobs, which leads to convergence. ln last iterations, c,,",. becomes close

to l, which will again lead to random generated sequence since r¿'s would not be enough

to âpproxilnate the exact global optirna. Hencc, this type ofnew-bom strategy is used till

"Mariter/2" iteration. In the second half of iterations (form Mariter./2 tlll the end) the

other type ofnew-bom strategy is used, which will be discussed in the next section.

For thc exarnple probÌeln, assume that from thc previous iteration one has an elite list of

[(3,2,5,I ,1),(2,3,5,1 ,4)]. Moreover, [(4,3,1 ,2,5), (3,2,a,1,s);(3,s,2,1,4)] are rhe cunent

seeds of all the agents in this ite¡ation. Therefore, matnx ¡y'¿ will be formed as:
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f o u rs 4s ol
lts 2 5 t5 r¡5 o lr-l,r 2s o o rl
lr5 o ts o lsl
l, o 2s u ,r]

Where r¿ shows the probability of having Job "1" in the".l{h" position among the elite

list and curent local optinra, For cxample, n¡7:4/5 shows in four out of five sequences,

Job I is in the 4rh position. Now, c¡",. has to be calculated. c,,.. - s " ^,i',ü,,, 
'. assurring

rnaximum iteration of 100, jf it is at the lOtl' iteration, c¡,",.-0.406. For those elements in

the Nmatrix which have a probability Ìnore than 0.406, the job will be fixed. This is true

fòr job I being in the 4th positìon and job 4 being in the 5tr' position. Consequcntly, a

new-born agent has two fixed positions and other positions will be filled randornly: for

exan.rple, New-born:(2,3,5, 1,4).

2. Assigmnent problenr for new-bom agents: An assignment problem can be defined

based on the ,4's, which shows hor.v rnany times job "i" is in position .i" for all the elite

list and curent local optirna. In fact with the objective finction of maxirnizing the

summation of"l¡'s", one wants to assign every position of the sequence (fÌom I to n), a

partìcular job to make an injtial seed for a new bom agent. These types of new-bom

agents will be created in the last "Maxiter/2" iterations. In the lìrst half of the iterations,

there have not bcen enough solutions for matrix "N" to contain a good approxin.ration of

the global optima. Hence, second type ofnew-born generation will be used in the second-

half of the iteratìons. Although rhe well-known Hungrain method or Munk¡es algorithm

for solving asslgnment problem is a polynomial cost algorithm (O(r"3)), but for large
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problerns stlll it takes a large amount of time for solving to optirnality. Therefore, a sub-

optimal assignment algorithm of Markus Buehren (*,*''.,.lss. unl-stuígart. de) is used for

this type of new-bom agents. The sub-optimal assignment algoritlun is for minin.rization.

Theref'ore, a large value is subtracted from the /7/.1's matrix and then the ..Bueh¡en"

algonthm ls called. The algorithm searches the r¡atnx for the rrinirnum element and

rnakes the corresponding row-column assignment. After settrng all elements in the given

row and column to infìnity (i.e. forbidden assign rent), the search procedure is repeated

until all assignments are done or only infìnite values are found.

For the example problenr, if thc search is in the last "half' part of the iterations, the

assigr.ulent problem will bc solved for the f'ollowing matrix:

function is maximization, a function ìs

subtracted from the rnatrix and thcn the assrgnrnent problem sub-optirnal solver is called

(which can be solved rn polynomial tirne). This is due to the fact that the regular

objective function of the assignment problem is rrini'rization, antl for solving a

rnaxirrization problem one has to change the objective function to rninimization by

subtracting it by a function. A new-bom agent will be c¡eated based on the solutìon of the

assignment problem: New-bom- (3, 2, 5, l, 4).

[oo]4ol
lt 2l I o 

l..n,r since rhe objective-l' 2 0 0 ol
lr o r o 3l

[o o r o 2]
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4.4.9 Local searclt

Co-MPS algorithm produces high qualìty results in few steps, but on average it rvill not

find the exact global optima in rclatively fè'v steps. In o¡der to overcolne thrs problern

and irnprove the performance of the co-MPS algorithm, a local search is introduced

which will be perfonned when an agent repoÍs the same seed for "2* r" " iterations. This

number ìs chosen based on the numerous luns of co-MPS algorithrn without the local

searcl.r. The local search procedure is basically composed ofnrultiple switch operations of

tardyjobs and jobs with high job allowances. Job allo'"vance is the dilïèrence between the

cornpletion time of ajob and its due date. The steps of the local search are as follows:

Step 1. Find the tardy jobs of the curenr seed( O *), /úr.h,:{tt,..t,,,}

Step 2. Calculate the job allowance ofall the previous non-tardy jobs of t;; Sort then.r in a

descending order in ð¡ (d¡ is the list of jobs before job t ¡tn O *);i: I .

Step 3 j:l; . Whrle j<lengtlt (E): Do the following operations

Step 3.1 . Switclì ¡¡ with thej-rh elernent in A¡

Step3.2. Calculate the objective function of the new scquence; Store the scquence and

its objective tunction in the set local-obj :{ß¡g.lß¡er; j=j+1;If f(sig).J(o*1, s-o *,

go to Step 4; else Go to Stcp 3. 1

Step 4. i-l+1; Update the rcst of -E¡'s for nerv o- *; If i<.Length( tardy) Go to Step 3;

Else go to Step 5

Step 5. Calculate the minimum value of./i'srgl tn local_obj; report the minimum value

and its corresponding sequence.
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The local search algorithrn is basically using the sequence of switch operations for every

tardy job in the initial sequence. Senes of switch operations have been used in other

works such as iteratrd local search or dyrasearch in Crauwels et al. (2002) and

Mahesrvaran (2005), respectively.

For the exarnple problerr.r, suppose that agent I has rhe secd oi =[4,3,1,2,5]with an

objective value f( o, ):50.

Stepl. The tardyjobs are: (1,2,5). So, the job allowance for all non-tardyjobs will be:

Job-allowance (4): I 9 -1 - 1 2 ; Job-allowance(3)-8-8:0;

Step2. E;'s (¡=1,2,3) rvill be fonned as: E1-{3,4}, Itt-{4,3,1}, Er-{4,3,1 2} The reason

of sorling all ;'s in descending order is that the chance olhaving a bettcr objective value

by exchangìng tardy jobs with jobs with high job-allowance is more than rhe jobs with

low job-allowance.

Step3. In this step, first the tardy job in the O x will be exchanged with the first element

in e1, which result in sig=(1,3,4,2,5) Then, the objective value of this new sequence will

be evaluated, f(sig)=29. Since, f(s)<f( O *), it rvill go ro Srep 4.

Step 4. E¡'s (i:2,3) will be updated for the new sequence. Er={4,1,3}, \:{4,1,3,2}.

Since job-allowance ofjob 4 is: l9- l6:3; j ob-allowance ofjob I is: l0-8-2; Nowonewill

go back to step 3 to do the sr.vitch operation for thc new O-x.

Step5. Go baok to Step3 in the algonthm; lt will exchange job 2 with job 4 in the

( ),a,2,5); So, s:(1,3,2,4,5), f(s):20. Since, f(sig)<f(d x)-29. Suu. "sig" and./(sig) in

local,obj ;Stop the switch operation, O *:(1,3,2,4,5) and go to Step4-
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Step 6. Go to Step 4 in the algorìthm; E¡ (i:3) r.vill be updated for the new seed;

Er:{2,1,3,4}. Since, the job-allorvance fòr job 2 is l8-13:5 and job-allor.vance forjob I

is 10-8-2. Then, one will go back to Step 3 ol the algontlll to perlonn the switch

opcratìons

Step 7. lt will exchange job 2 with job 5 in the (1, 3,2,4,5) sequence. So, srg : (j,3,5,4,2)

and.f(sig)-26. Since / (sig)>f(o *1:lO.lt will continue with another exchange operation

of job 5 and job I (second eler¡ent in e3). So, sig - (5,3,2,4,1):52. Again no

inrprovement was found, so srg = ( I .5,2,.1 ,3) and f(s) =45. Since i =4 and i> len.qth (rarch,),

it will go to the step 5 of the algontlur.

Step 8. Since no-irnprol ement has happened by the last set ofexchanges, the best result

which rvas saved in lhe se| "local oó7 " will be repofied as sig:(1,3,2,4,5 ) and f(sig):20

and It will exit the algorithrn.

As it was shown in the exarnple, the local search breaks the whole sequence into smaller

sequenccs based on the tardyjobs. Then, by switching the fìrst tardyjob wìth its prevìous

jobs with a higher job-allowance, the algorìtlur tries to find a better sequence. In the next

steps, the candidate list for switch operations will be updated for the sccond tarily job.

Thus, the local search composed of rnultiple-switch operations of the tardyjobs and thcir

previous non{ardy jobs.

As discussed earlier, at the beginning of any iteration in the Co-MPS algorithm, every

agent start to generate new neighborhoods aDd follorving a ceftain procedures ."vhich I
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discussed in Sections 4.4.4, 4.4.5 and 4.4.6, they will rnove to a bctter fìrund neighbor

solution or ifthere rvasn't any improvement they rvill stay at thcir curent seed. Next, the

global rnernones Gt and G: are being updated as djscusscd in Section 4.4.7. Next, a new-

bom agent will bc created based on the comparison between the elite solutions, as

drscussed in Section 4.4.8. If there have been consecutive no-impror crncnts in any agent,

they will go through a local search as discussed in Section 4.4.9.

In the next step, if the stopping critena haven't been rnet, all the agents rvill go back to

the step one ol the algorithm, which is to generate new neighbors around their curent

seed. In the example, rvhich I have been using Èor¡ Section 4.1.4. afler agelìt I went

tlrrough a local search and found a new irnproved seed of ( I ,3,2,4,5), it will go back and

start 1o generate neighborhoods around this new sced in its local rnen.rory(lS and ZB) as

drscussed in Section 4.4.4. Also, the ncw-bom agents which have bccn discussed in

Section 4.4.8, will go back to the step I of the algorithm and go through the same

procedures as other agents.

ln Section 4.4.10, I rvill bring the complete description of the steps of the Co-MpS

algorithr.n.

4.4.10 Steps of the Co-MPS tlgorithnr

After descnbing the components of the Co-MPS algodtlxn, the main steps of the Co-

MPS algorittln ne as f-ollows:
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Stepl. Initialization: Set the parameters (K, m,, a,, r1(r, ntt), nt,, P); "iter":l: Generate K

random sequence or based on dispatching rules, O-,' for u-I,..,K, as seeds fbr every

agents; Set G'2 equal to tr+n matrix of l's; Set G7 eQual to n *n matrix of tupelos (,,ry';

Step2. Each agent r.vill perfonr.r the following:

Step 2.1. Select a tardy job inq, ; Generate neighborhoocls (LS, Lll)based on the

(s¡,b) from the global rnernory G¡.

Step 2.2. Construct I¡S and VB lbr weights of IS, and ZB based on the values

fror¡ G:.

Step 2.3. Perf'orm discriminative sarnpling to lind, nt,in¡, nerv solutions liom Z.S,

and ZB respectfully.

Step 2.4. Evaluate the objective function ofthese ¡ll,+rrr¡ new points; Update the

elite list; Set o.,': the best local optima;

Step 2.5, Repof any improvement and the current Ìocal optima to the global

n.remory

Step 3. Find the best solution reported by all the agents; Update G7 based on

improvernents Ì'eported fronr agents; Update thc elite list; Update Gr based on ./', and

r'¡,",

Step 4. Define a new-bom agent based on the "c¿.,. and list all local optìrna plus elite

1ìst.
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Step 5. For any agents, if there consecutive 2* n., non-improvernents, apply the local

search; Replace d x with the new local optima founded by the local search procedure.

Step 6. Iffinishing cnteria are reached, stop (iter:Moriter or global optitna reached);

Else iter:iter+ I ;K:K+ I ; go to Step 2.

4.5 Results of Co-MPS orx SMTWT problem

The algorithrn is implemcnted using Matlab toolbox on Pentium 4, 3.0 GHz machine. Co-

MPS has bccn used to solve the instances of SMTWT problern in ORlib. Three ser of

test cases is presented in ORlib with n:40,50 and 100. Each problem size is composed

of 125 lnstances. Each instance has been tested 25 tir.r.res by the Co-MPS algorìthrn. lnìtial

solutions of agents have been found using three dispatching r-ules:

I.WSPT: In thìs dispatching rule, all jobs are sorted such rhat

(w ¡/p ¡)>:(*2,pr)>-. . .>-(w"/p").

2. EDD: All the jobs are sorted by their earliest due dates.

3. R&M: This heuristic developed by Rachamadugu and Mofon (1982) (also known as

apparent urgency rule) sorls the jobs based on their priorities ( Z, ), where:

7r -(w /p,)[exp{-(S ,)' lap",}], where S¡:drprt, "y'¡" is rhe weisht of job r,

'p; " is the proccssing time ofjob i and d¡ is the due date ofjob "l'' IfS; is negativc, the

job is sure to be tardy and receives full WSPT prionty. Typical value of the factor "a " is

suggested as a-2, and pn,is the average processing tirne ofall thejobs.
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The used pârameters of the Co-MPS are shown in Table 4-2. The parameters. values are

tuned based on nuûìcrous n¡ns ofdifferent problem sizes.

Table 4-2. Pârameter setting for different problem sizes of SMTWT

Problem size
(n\

K d. IT P N'Iax-
iteration

4(\ 1 30 2 5 l 4 l5 40
50 l0 30 2 5 4 t5 120
I00 20 40 j t2 8 l8 30 250

Mcasure of perfonnance for SMTWT is as the lollowings:

l. ARPD: The avcrage relativc percent deviatior.r from the optirnal (or best known)

value over all the 125 instances times 25 (number of runs f'or each instance).

x- x*
ARPD: 

- 

x I 00 . where -r is the global optima found by the algorithn.r and .r*

is the optirnal solution (or best known) solution reported by OR-lib.

/?/¡r: Percentage olfinding the optimal value reported by ORJib in the 25 runs for 125

instances-

2. Average CPU timc: Average run time in seconds over all 25 runs 1-or 125

instances.

The algodthm stops when the optirnurn or rnaxilllu¡ll iteration is reached.

Table 4-3 shows the result ofthe Co-MPS algorithm for different problem sizes. As it can

be seerì fror¡ Table 4-3, R&M heuristic generates better results compared to other

heuristics in temrs of ARPD. "WSPT" rule outperforms "EDD" for 40 and 50 job

problern, but not for the 100-job problerr. For problern sizes of 40, and 50, the Co-MpS

algontlxn produces the results with high quality and hits the optimurr solution ulore tlian
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90% percent of time with the R&M heunstic. For the 100-job problem, although the Co-

MPS can not rnaintains its quality for lower dimensions but still can generate very good

solutions in a reasonable time. For future research, the authors believe that combining tlie

Co-MPS with a local search procedure at the end of its iterations will generate very high

quality results for the 100 job-SMTWT problern.

Table 4-3. Resnlts of Co-MPS for differes ol C'o-M PS fbr difl-erent problem sizes of SMTW

Problem size
(n)

X{ethod of
gelrerâting

initial solution
ARPT) Ave. CPU

time
(sec)

40
EDD Lt9 0.70 7.0t

WSPT 098 0.8 7 7.t4
R&M 0.19 0.93 7.5 8

50

F,DI) r.03 0.15 13.84
WSPT 0.99 0.85 13.95
R&M 0.29 0.93 t4.89

r00
EDI) 2.0l 0_3 6 19.51

WSPT 2.1I 0.3 4 8l l9
R&M 1.56 048 8l 49

Table 4-4 shows the cornparison of Co-MPS (with R&M heunstic for initial solution)

with PSO algorithn-r and DE algorìihrn of Tasgerrin et al. (2006). Tasgerrin et al,(2006)

did not report the cornputìng rnachine specifìcations (speed and RAM capacity).

As it can be seen frorn Table 4-5, our results are superior to PSO in tems of ARpD.
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able 4-4. Comparison benr een Co-l\l PS and rin et al

Method

Probleni size ln)
40 50 100

ARPI) nìrn CPU
tir'ì'rc

ARPD nhir CPU
lime

ARPD llr,ir CPU
time

PSO 1.3 I 0.63 6.02 r. t0 0.48 t3.72 2.35 0.26 85.37
DE L6l 0.16 3.04 I .24 0.6l 8.5 3 2.31 0.24 66.63
Co-

MPS
0.r9 0.93 7.5 8 0.29 0.93 14.89 1.56 0.48 8t.49



Table 4-5 shows the comparison bettveen Co-MPS and taboo search results of Bilge et al.

(2007). The temination criterion of Co-MPS is set as the CPU-time reported by Bilge et

al. (2007).

able 4-5. Comparison between Co-Nl PS and et al.

Method
Problem size (n

40 50 100
ARPD CPU nìe ARPD CPU+ine ARPI) CPU{ime

l9l 0.034 27 0.003 41 5 0.007 283.5
Co-MPS 0.026 21 0 095 4l .5 0.251 2 83.5

As it can be seen frorn the table, our resuits are superior for the 40 jobs problem in teru¡rs

of ARPD. The initial solution of the Co-MPS algorithm has been generated based on the

R&M heuristic.

4.6 Díscussion

As it has been discussed in Section 4.4.2 for the general description of the Co-MPS

algorithm, the proposed rnethod composcd of 'K" agents which generates neighborhood

around their cunent local optima. At the same time, the first component of the global

memory (Gi) which is cornposed of two values f'or controllers ,ð and S restricts the

neighborhood generation for every sequence. G7 keeps the infonnation of the allowable

range for each job "1" at positlon ') " based on the improvements from past iterations.

After generating neighborhood solutions lor every sequence, these neighborhood

solutions will be evaluated based on the global men.ìory (G:). This evaluation is basically

an approximation of the objective function since G2 is composed of the measure of

"goodness "of every job "i " at position "7 'based on the past inlonnation fi¡m the

algorithrn. After all the neighborhood solutions around the cunent sequence of every

agent is being approximated, they will go through a selection based on iheir
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approxinrated values and " fil,*¡n6" new solutions will be selected. These ncw selected

solutions rvill be evaiuated by the objective function- Based on the objective function of

these values, Gt 'àt'td Gz will be updated, and agents rvill move their current seed to the

better local solution.

Co-MPS algorittun is a metaìeuristic algorithm which has been proposed for

combinatonal optimization in corrplex systetns. ìt has sir¡ilarities to Aut algorithms,

Tabu search, Simulated annealing and Genctic algorithms. I will discuss the similarities

and differences between Co-MPS and other major meta-heuristics in the following

sections:

Co-MPS and Ant algorithms

o Co-MPS came from a meta-model concept of design optirnizations, which tries to

have a control over all the solution space. In fact, these algonthms are iteratively

improving heuristics and not constructive methods. (Such as Ant systems or any

ACO algorithm)

. The global rnemory of Co-MPS has almost the sarne structure as phc'romone trails

of connections in Ants systems. The main difference is that L shor.vs tl.re weight

for havìng.l(h component after r'l' component, witliout considenng the position of

any of i and ;tl' component in the main solution. In Co-MPS, Q¡ in the global

memory denotes the weight of having "l'ì' component at the '7ttr" position. Also,

the way that the global mernory is beìng updated is dependent of the relative
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measure of objective function of every agent and the summation olelite solutions

objective function, in addition to the relative measure ofheuristic inlonnation.

In Co-MPS, moving to a new neighborhood solution is done in the local memory

of each agent, which assigns the value from the global memory to every

neighborhood of the curent seed of any agent and then perfoms a selection to

fìnd the new solution. In fact, Co-MpS n.rakes an approximation over the

neighborhoods of the current solution. This approximation evolves over the

optinrization run-time and becomes more exact at the end of the algorithrn. ln

Ants system, the probability distribution is about selecting a new sequence to

enter the agents' current solution, not changíng the whole neighborhood. Thìs

probability also becomes lnore exact in the last iteration of the Ant algonthrn,

given plielonone trails of all the agents in previous solutions.

Generating neighborhoods in co-MPS is restricted by G7 based on behavior of s

and B, which is a complex direct search methods or a generalized fuzzy tabu_

move.

Co-MPS and Tabu search

Gr which restricts the neighborhood search is a generalized fuzzy tabu rnove, in the

sense that it will gradually decrease or increase the degree of fieedor¡ of every job at

their positions based on the improvement or consecutive non-improvenents in the past

iterations of the optimization process. ln tabu search, depending on the definition of a

tabu move, the neighborhood generation will be restncted ifa tabu move has occurred

in past iterations. For example, after visiting the neighborhood which exchanges the
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second job with the third job, this particular "exchange" move can be saved as a tabu

rnove. In Co-MSP algorithm, after having consecutive improvements fìom exchange

or insefi moves which rcsults in job "2" at second position, the degree of fieedorn of

job "2" will be small enough around the second position, as controlled by the

controller "s' to prevent it from any fuither exchanges or inseition moves in zs. (At

the same tirre, controller "-8 " will make this distance big in LB to prevent the search

being trapped in a local optimum).

Co-MPS and Simulated annealing

In Co-MPS, we used the concept of cooling mechanism for generating new_born

solutions. "cooling mechanism" is the same as the procedure whicli have been used

in Simulatcd annealing algorithm. Alier any iteration in co-MpS, the best known

solutions are cornpared with eacl.r other. If the probability of having a job at a ceftain

position is higher than a d¡marnic probability function, I accept and freeze that job in

that position. As the number of iterations reaches the maximum, accepting a job at

specific position is done if 
'.rany 

occurïences of this job at the specific position have

becn seen in elite solutions.

As described by (Glover (1997) and Glover and Laguna (1997)), ..fragrnenrs',

(elements) of excellent solutions are often identifìed quìte early in the searching

process, but that the challenge is to complete thcse fiagrnents or to recombine them.

The concept of "new-born" agents is a novel concept which is used to identiô/ these

fragrncnts and co¡nbinc thern in a uniquc way.
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Co-MPS ¡nd Genetic algorithm

The concept of "selection" or "discrin.rinative sarnpling" which is done based on the

inve¡se CDF of the particular samples has been used in Co-MPS rrethod. The same

concept has been used in "Genetic algorithrns". Selection is used to select new

neighborhood solutiolìs to be evaluated by the objective function. Corresponding CDF

is constructed based on the approximation values on the global memory G2 which

shows how good the current neighborhood solution is.

Cornparing to all other meta-heuristics, Co-MPS has the main advantage of significantly

reducing the number of objective function evaluations, by approximating the

neigliborhood solutions of every seed, instead of directly evaluating the objective

finction. Although in many combinatorial optimization problerns, the objective function

is a linear function, for complex systems the objective function is usually hartj to be

mathenratically formulated, and hence a disüete-event sir¡ulation instead of the explicit

objective function is usually used. co-MPS is best suited for these types of sin.rulation-

based optirnization problems. In this Chapter, I used a simple case of single machine total

tardiness problem to test the potentials of the CO-MPS algorithrn. The more conrplex

single rnachine total ta¡diness problerns, i.e. dependent set-up times, having labors, shifts

for labors, etc., can also be addressed simply by substituting the objectrve function with

the simulation program. Having G2 as an approxirnation matrix whìch saves the

infonr.ration based on the frequency and "goodness" of every job at each position will

give an overall vierv of the whole problem. In addition to significantly reducing the

number of black-box call or objective function evaluations (in Co-MPS, G1 will result in
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"4+nt,-m"-nt¡" reduction of objective function evaluations in every iteration compare to

the case which there is no G2), it is helpful in identitying near-optimal solutions in early

iterations of the optìmization algorithrn. Also, it has the inf'onr.ration rvhich helps the

designer of any con-rplex combinatorial system, to perfonn the sensitivity analysis and

krow the "good" positrons of every job which have higher weights than the others. At

the same time, G7 rvill also show which jobs have higher degree of freedom tô tnove to

the other positions. All in

all, the global memory of Co-MPS can be used ìn post-analysis discussion of every

complex systems design or scheduling. These characteristics of the Co-MpS dilfcrentiate

it fonn all other meta-heu¡istics.

4.7 Summøty

Based on the previously developed discrete niode pursuing san.rpling (DMPS) approach, a

varìation of DMPS for cornbinatorial optimization problerns has been developed in this

chapter. Combinatorial lnode pursuing sampling (Co-MPS) can be categorìzed as a rneta-

heuristic approach for sin.rulation-based optimization problems in the sense that it starts

from a few samples of the solution space and intelligently moves to the better

neighborhoods of the initial samples. Co-MPS is cornposed of number of agents with

local r¡emories, which gcnerate neighbothood around their current optima. At any

rteratron, every agent uses a global memory to assign weights to the neighborhood

solutions. This due to the fact that Co-MPS is developed for sirnulation-based

optimization functions, and assignìng weights or approximating neighborhood solutions

significantly reduce the number of function evaluations or black-box calls. Based on
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these weights, a selection or jnverse cDF sampling is performed inside each agent for

finding new solutions. The current global memory is then updated by a function ofvalues

reported fìorn all agents. on the other hand, generating neighborhoods wìth "insert" and

"exchange" nìoves are restncted by two do'.rain controllers "S" antl ,8,,. 
These twc)

controllers control the domain of new neighborhood solutions based on the past

irnprovements during the search proceclure. They dynarnically control the exploration and

cxploitation, although none of them is directly assigned to these tasks. In the early steps

of the algorithm, "B " is in charge of the exploitation, while in the lâtest steps ,,S , will be

in charge for exploiting around the current optima. To our knowledge, none of the

metaheuristic approaches has used an intelligent dorrain controller for generatrng the

neighborhoods. Results of co-MPS, on benchmark problern from both oRJrbrary and

repoÌ1ed results in the literatule show that the proposed method is a promising meta-

heunstrc global optirnization algorithm for different sizes of sMTwr problem. In

addition to the potential of co-MPS to hnd the global optima for different instances of

SMTWT problem, the number of function evaluations is significantly less than othcr

rnethods, since there would be no need for evaluating all the ncighborhood solutior.rs. In

fàct, one coûponerìt of the global mernory of Co-MpS (Gr) will help to approximate all

the neighbors of current optilna of any agents and only the selected neighbors will be

evaluate by the objective function or black-box. Applyng Co-MpS to other

combinatorial problerns and especially cornplex systel¡s optimization with <iiscrete-event

si¡¡ulation will be further studied.
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Chapter 5

A MPS-based Meta-heuristic for Traveling Salesman Problem

5.1 Overviex' ofthe proposed ølgorithm

A novel rneta-hcuristic approach for TSP has been developed (TSP-MPS) based on

Combinatorial Mode Pursuing Sampling method (Co-MPS). As discussed in Chapter 4,

Co-MPS '"vas successfilly applied to the single machine problenr with total weighted

tardiness. Sirnilar to the Co-MPS, the proposcd TSP-MPS method employs a number of

agents inside the solution space and each of them generates a neighborhood around its

current seed or optimurn. The double-sphere method previously developed for Co-MpS

dynarnically controls the convergence bchavior by varying the domain of generating ner.v

neighborhood tours ofTSP. This novel technique leatures two controllers whose radii are

dyrarnically er.rlarged or shrunk in order to control the degree of "exploration" and

''exploitation. The new neighborhood tours of each agelìt enter the selection procedure,

which assigns a value to each tour based on the information fi.om the global rnemory and

then perfomrs thc selection or CDF inverse sampling, the same concept used in D-MpS

(Chapter 3). The global memory is being updated base on the improvement repofied fronl

each agent. In order to create a new-bom agent at the beginning of any iteratior.r, all

agents comrnunicate with the global tnemory and also communicate with each other. The

double-sphere method also changes the radii of both controllers based on the

improvement or consequent non-improvement reported fron.r all the agents. TSP-MPS

dlffers fron Co-MPS on generating neighborhood and local search procedures.
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Experirnental results of TSP-MPS on benctunarks of three medium size instanccs of TSp

are promising compared to the reportcd results in the literature.

5.2 Intt'otluction

Traveling Salesman Problem is determining thc shortest path in a given collection of

cities and the distance matrix between every pair, so that the route visits each city

precisely once and then returns to its starting point. More n.rathernatically I rnay define

the TSP as follows: Given an integer n, ) 3 und r,*n, matrìx C= (c¡), where each c¿ is a

luonnegative integer, the question to be answered is "Which cyclic permutation (ø) of the

integers fiom I to n, rnininizes the surn f",,,,,r"
i=ì

It should be noted that this work deals with the slanlnetric TSP, so fòr any i j , c4-c¡i.

TSP can also be rnodeled as a graph problem by considering a complete gîaph G: (y,E),

and assigning each edge uv e E the cost c,,,, A tour is then a circuit in G that meets every

node. In this context, tours are sometimes called llamiltonian circnits.

The traveling saleslnan problem is a relatively old problem; it was documented as early

as 1759 by Ëuler, whose interest was ir.r solving the knights' tour problem. A conect

solution rvould have a knight visit each of the 64 squares of a chessboard exactly once on

its tour. The tenn 'traveling salesman' was first introduced n 1932, in a German book

written by a veteran traveling saleslnan. The TSP rvas introduced by the RAND
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Corporation in 1948. TSP has occupied thoughts of numerous researchers for the

following reasons:

L Although very easy to describe, it ìs very difficult to solve. In fact, no polynomial time

algorithm is k¡own which can solve any TSP instances to optirnality. TSP is a classical

exanrple o I N P-hartl problern.

2. TSP js applicable to a broad range of scheduling problems.

3. TSP has become a test problent for rnany mcta-heuristic algorithms.

TSP arises in many practical problen.rs, e.g. fìnding the minimum tour of the cities,

minimum tour of drilling holcs in a circuit, vehicle routing problern, etc. Recently, large

TSP problerns can be solved efTìciently to optimality. As of 1994, the record is 7397

nodes (Applegate et al. (1995)). The node coordinates for benchmark instances are

contained in the "TSPLIB'' ir.r Reinelt ( I 991 ) ( http://elib.zib.de/pub/mp-

tesrdirra/lsn tspl¡b/l\nììb.ht r n l.t.

TSP has been tackled with several different approaches archived in the literature:

heuristìcs, linear programrning (LP) models, integer programming (lP) rnodels, and meta-

heuristics. The literature review on TSP wìll be discussed in Section 5.3. ln this chapter,

a novel meta-heuristic algoritlln has been proposed. This algorithrr will be noted as

'TSP-MPS' (TSP-Mode Pursing Sampling algorìthm). The TSP-MPS algonthm has a

certain characteristics whicl.r diffèrentiate it fror¡ other meta-heurìstic approaches in the

literature. Although a global rrernory or local rnernory for a search procedure has been

used in other nreta-heurìstics, the structure of these memones, the r.vay they interact with

each other and being updated in TSP-MPS are different from those of Ant algorithms,
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Tabu sealch, etc. Moreover, a new-domain controller has been proposed which has

control over the dornain of generating neighborhood solutions based on the previous

results lrom the search algorithnr. TSP-MPS differentiates from Co-MPS in generating

neighborhood solutjons and also local search procedure. The results of the TSP-MPS

algorithrn show high quality solutions fbr three instances of TSP, cornparing to those

currently in the literaturc.

This chapter ìs organized as f-ollows. In next section, the literature revìew on Traveling

Salesman Problem (TSP) will be discussed. In Section 5.4, I will descnbe the TSP-MPS

algorithm and its charactensttcs. Results of the TSP-MPS algonth-m for three benctunark

instances will be presented in Section 5.6.

5.3 Litersture review ofTSP

TSP has a very broad literature in tenns of solution methodology. Here, I will briefly

djvide the literature into three categories, rvhich are related to our approach to TSP:

1. Heuristic approaches rvhich arc related in neighborhood searcl.ì and initial solution

gcneration of TSP-MPS algorithrn.

2. LP and lP prograrrming ntcthods

3. Meta-heuristic methods

5.3.1 Ileuristics for the TSP

Heuristics are mcthods that cannot be guaranteed

produce fairly good solutions in most of the times.

to produce global optima, but will

For the TSP, there are two types of
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heunstics. The 1ìrst category of heu¡stics tries to construct a "good" tour from scratch.

The second category starts frorn an initial tour and improves the existrng tour by means

of local improvements. Although it is dilficult to get a really good tour by the

construction method, I will briefly describe two methods here. I use constructive

heuristics as the jnitial tour generâtor of the TSP-MPS method. I will describe the second

category more deeply since they will be used in the TSP-MPS nethod.

5. 3. 1. I Cons¡ructíve heuristics

Here, I describe two of the most studìed constructive heurìstics f'or the TSP: the Nearcst

Neighbor Algonttun, and the Insertion Method.

1. Nearest Neighbor Algorìthrr: This constructive algoritlln is a simple greedy algonthrn.

It stafis at any node; visits the nearest node not yet vjsitcd, then returns to the start node

when all other nods are visited. Johnson et al. (1997) reported that on probler.r.rs in

TSPLIB, the average costs of tours found by the Nearest Neighbor Algorithm are about

1.2 times the cost of the corresponding optimal tours. Finding the guaranteed bound will

be possìble if the edge costs are nonnegatìve and satisfy the triangle inequality (which

happens in tours of cities or any Euclidean TSP problerr): c,"1c,,, ) -¿,,,,,, for a|l u,v,we V.

In this case, Rosenkrantz et al. (1977) showed that a Nearest Neighbor tour was never

more than %*llog2+rl+l 12 times the clptimum, where ¡ js thc cardinality of i/.

2. Insertion Method: Insertion lnethods provide a different set of tour construction

heunstics. They start with a tour joining two of the nodes, and then add the rernaining

nodes onc by one, in such a rvay that the tour cost is increased by a rlinirnum amount.
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There are several variations, dependìng on lvhich two nodes are chosen to stafi, and more

importantly, rvhich no<ie is chosen to be inserted at each stage.

As described in Cook et al. (1998), usually the best insertion method is the "Farthest

lnsertion". This heuristic works as follows:

Step1. Start'"vlth an initial tour passing through two nodes that are the ends of some high-

cost edge.

Step 2. For each un-inserted node u, corrpute the minimum cost between v and any node

in the tour constructed thus far.

Step 3. Next node to be inserted in the tour is the node for which the cost cornputed in

step 2 is the maximum; Go back to Step 2.

"Nearest Insertion" is another variant of insertìon heunstics which, at each stage, chooses

the next node to inseÌ1 the one for which the cost to any node in the tour is minilnurn.

Another variant is the "Cheapest ìnser1ion". In this case, the next node for insertion is the

one that increases the tour cost the least. Usually the solutions produced by Nearest

Insertion and Cheapest Insertion is inlèrior to those produced by Farlhest Insertion. On

the TSPLIB problerrs, Johnson et al. (1997) reported that, on average, Farthest Inseñion

found tours of length about I . I 6 tilnes that of the optimal tours.

5. 3. I. 2 Tou r ímprovem ent lu u rist i cs

There are several standard mcthods to ilnprove an existing tour f. Some ofthem are: 2-

opl,3-opÍ, and k-opt.
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. 2-opl, 3-opt and k-opt methods: The s;rnplest one is 2-opt, or 2-optinnl. It

starts by selecting two non-adjacent paìr oledges oftour L If these edges are

deleted, then Zbreaks up into two paths 17, /:. As it can be seen in Figure 5-1,

the¡e is a unique way that thcse two paths can be recombined to fon¡ a new

tour 7'. If c(7')<c(I), then 7'is replaced by I' and the process repeats. For a

general cost function, in order to check whether a tour is 2-opÍimal, O (lY"2l)

pairs of edge have to be chccked. But, thls does not mean that one can

transfon¡ a tour into a 2-oprintal tour in poll,nornial tilne. Papdimitnou and

Steiglitz (1977) showed that if one makes unlortunate choìces, one may

perfom an erponential nunrber of interchanges, before a 2-optintal tour is

f'ound. This is due to thc fact that afier any exchange, a new set of e<1ges will

need to be checked.

-_'--__-------}

Figure 5-1, 2-Interchallge (z-opt move)

2-opt algoritl:nn can be generalized to k-opt algorithnr, srmply by considenng all subsets

of the edge-set of a tour of size 'À ", or size at most ",t ', removilrg each subset in turn,

and then checking to see if the resulting paths can be rcconbined to fonn a tour of lorver

cost. The problern with k-opt moves is that the number of subsets grows exponentially

with "Ë". For this reason, as ¡epofied by Cook et al. (1998), A-opl rnoves f'or k>3 js
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seldom used. The 2-opt and 3-opt moves are used as a neighborhood generator

mechanisln 1-or all the agents in TSP-MPS algonthm.

5.3.2 LP und IP programming methods

Dantzig et al. (1954) proposed to attack the TSP wrth linear-programming rnethods. As

mentioned by Cook et al. (1998), the approach they outlincd is still rhe most effective

method known fbr cornputing good lower bounds for the TSP. Their work also plays a

very important role in the history of combinatorial optinrization, since it was the fi¡st time

cutting-plane methods were used to solve a combinatorial problem. Here I rvill mentìon

their integer model.

Let "r" be the charactenstic vcctor ofa tour in a graph G: (V,D).Then 'x" satisfìes:

Minitnizelc"r,:eeE)

x(á(v)) =2 for all v eV
-{(ä(S)) > 2, for all Ø + S +V Equation s-r

x" -{0,U, for all ee E
in Eq. (5-l) d(v) dcnotes the degree of node v, r,vhich means the number of edges

connected to node v. The second constlaint confin¡s that there should be a tour."vhich

passes through every node. In fact, it guarantees the connectivity ol the tour, ensuring

that the summation of degrees of every subset of set tr/ is rnore than two. In the following

exarnple, we show horv the second constraints guarantee the connectivity oltour "-r ".

Supposc G-(Y E), V-{1,2,3,4,5,6}, and suppose they are connected with rhc following

characteristic vector -x:
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P4
Figure 5-2. Example for the ¡lq.(5-l)

As it can be seen in Figure 5-2, the first constraint of Eq. (5-l) is satisfìed since the

degree of all the nodes are equal to two. The second constraint is not satisfied. since we

can find the set ,t: {1, 4}, which has two nodes and the summatron of dcgrees of the

subset graph is zero.

The solution space of the Eq. (5-l) is a subset of ,Ð. At each iteration ol solving the

optìmization problem ofEq. (5-l), it would check if the subset ofE (set of ;r..,s) satisfy

the constraints. lf so, the corresponding objective function will be evaluated. As we

mentioned earlier, Dantzig et al. (1954) approached the integer prograrn (Eq. (5-l)) with

cutting-plane method.

5. 3. 3 Meta-Heuristic m ethods

Huge amount of research has focused on meta-heuristic approaches f'or the TSp, Cencral

purpose rneta-heunstics methods like simulated anncaling (Jol.rnson et al. ( I 995)) &

Pepper et al. (2002)), tabu search (Knox et al. (199a)), iterared tabu search (Miseviõius

et al. (2005) genetic algorithms (Freisleben et al. (1996)) have been applied for solving

the TSP.
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Johnson et al. (1995) used the simulated annealing algorithm with the 2-opl move as rheir

neighborhood genelating mechanism. As they mentioned that they used some heunstics

1'or speeding up the neighborhood generation. Due to the 2-opt neighborhood, their

particular implernentation takes O (n"2) with a large constant of proporlionality. Their

results are cornparable to "Lin Kemíghan algorithn," (Cook et al.(1998))( rvhich is one

of the best heuristics that exist in the TSP literature. Pepper et al. (2002) used hybnd

simulated annealing with other heunstics; their results are of a high quality in the TSP-

literature. As mentioned Knox et al. (1994), there are several ways of inplernenting the

tabu search for TSP. One involves adding the two edges being removed by a 2-opt nove

to thc list. A move will then be considered tabu if it tries to add the same pair of edges

again. Another rvay is to add the shorlest edge rernoved 6y a 2-opt rrove, and then

rnaking tabu any move involving this edge. They have used both of the methods and

cornpared the rcsults. Although the basic idea of tabu search is to allorv fìtr even non-

irrproving neighbors and at the same time having a tabu list for avoiding a cycle,

Miseviòius et al. (2005) discusscd that using iterated tabu search (lTS) would be more

suitable for large instances ofTSP. ITS is composed ofbasic fèatures oftabu search plus

the intensifìcation and dive¡sifìcation scher¡es. Their results are one of the best cur rently

avaiìable in the literature. The performance of TSP-MPS will be cornpared to thejr result

in Section 5.6.

There has been intensive research on genetic algorithrls and the TSP. Freisleben et al.

(1996), Jog et al. (1991), Homaìfar et al. (1992) ) have studied scveral crossover

techniques and mutations. Jog et al. (1991) proposed a partially modifìed crossover
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(PMX) with the tour notatiorl and no mutation operator, and lound that this algorìthni

gave a tour whose length was ten pcrcent larger than the known optirnum for the 33 city,

Homailar et al. (1992) also tested an algoritlln that uscd only the 2-opt mutation operator

and no crossover. This also perfomed decently, however not as well as the previous case

where he used matrix crossover. Recently, parallel genetic algorithms wjth rnore conplex

crossovers and 2-opt nulation have been used in Freìsleben et al. (1996), which pro<luce<l

fàirly high quality results.

5.4 Description of TSP-MPS Algorithnt

5.1.1 Background of TSP-MPS

TSP-MPS is basically another version of Co-MPS, which rvas discussetl in Chapter 4,

TSP-MPS can also be conside¡ed as a population-based metaheuristic algorithm. In this

approach, there are "K' agents in the solution space; each of them has a point-to-point

approach of finding better solution and moving to a new solution. At any iteration, every

agent starts to generate a neighborhood around its curent secd with respect to values

from controller B and S. Thcn a value is assigred to these neighbors based on the global

memory. Selection is being perfonled for fìndìng a new seed of every agent.

TSP-MPS is based on the same concepts as Co-MPS, except for some minor

rnodifìcations. As discussed in chapter 4, co-MPS is composed of ideas froln other

metaheuristic algorithms and a novel domain controller which adaptively determines the

domain for neighborhood generation. The concept of selection originates lrorn genetic

algorithln, while having several agents interacting rvith each other is inspired by the..Ant
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algorithm." At the end of any iteration, there is a new-bom agent which has the intrinsic

characteristics of other agents. The method of generating new-bom agents corres f'om

"Simulated Annealing." Ll the last half of lterations, an assignment problem will be

solved for assigning every position a city. The assignment matrix will be constructed

based on the elite list solutions.

TSP-MPS diffèrentiates lonri Co-MPS in generating neighborhood. As discussed in

Chapter 4, generating neighborhood for every agent wàs based on the '.insefi" and

"exchange" moves ol a raldom tarcly job. In TSP-MPS, neighborhoods are generate<l

bascd on 2-opr and J-opl moves, which I will discuss in Section 5.4.2.1. Another main

difference of TSP-MPS and Co-MPS algorithrn is about generaring initial solutions,

which I use coÍìstructive methods (Farthest Insedion, descríbed in 5.3.3.1) in TSp-MpS

instead of dispatching rulcs in Co-MPS. In section 5.4.2, I will descnbe the main

algorithrn of TSP-MPS. In Section 5.5, features of TSP-MPS will lre described with an

illustrative example. ln Section 5,6, results of TSP-MPS on three instances of TSp-LlB

will be described and compared with other results ín the literature.

5. 4. 2 TS P-M PS nlgoríthnr

TSP-MPS algonthm is composed of "K'' agcnts (u:1,...,K) and a global memory whìch

sends the appropriate values to the agcnts during the n¡n time. The flowchad of the TSp-

MPS and steps of the algorithrn are similar to Co-MPS. In fact, instead of jobs ìn Co-

MPS, cities should be sequenced in TSP-MPS and the objective function is the
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summation ofcost for the tour of the cities which is different froln the wejshtcd tardiness

in Co-MPS.

In TSP-MPS every agent starts to generate neighborhood around its current seed in two

rnatrixes LS and LB. LS and LB are2x m" matrices, where "n"" is the paran.reter of

TSP-MPS algorithm. Neighborhood solutions ln ZS are restricted by the values of s¡¡ and

neighborhood solutions in LB are restncted by ò¡. The tupelos /s¡, å,;y' comes f'om the

global rnemory G/. At any itcration, elemcnts of G¡ will bc updated basetl on the

improvement or consccutive non-improvement to guide the neighbor-hood generation

mechanism rnore toward exploitation around the seed of every agent or exploration of the

solution space.

In the next step, all the elernents of ZS and Z,B will be assigned a value from G2, which is

the second cornponent of the global ïìlemory. Next, the sclection will be perlonned on the

elements of ZS and Zr9 of every âgent ånd "ntr", "r.tt¡," solutions will be sclected

rcspectively. At the end, tlìese new selected solutior.rs will be evaluated by the objective

function and global melrory (G¡ and G2) will be updated based on the relative rneasure of

the objective value of irnproved solutions and the summation of the elite list solutions.

Also, the best solutions will be gathcred and compared to each other to build a new-bom

solution. The new-bom gencration lnechanisrn is the same as Co-MPS.
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Here, I will focus on the difÌèrences of rSp-MpS whlch are: neighborhood generation

mechanisrn, updating G;, and initial solution generation. Initial solution generation rvas

discussed ln Section 5.3.1.1. Neighborhood generation mechanism inside the local

memory of each agent r.vrll be discussed in scction 5.4.2.1. Section 5.4.2.2 wili describe

the updating procedure lor G,,

5.4.2.I Neighbot'hood generation ntechanisnt inside local mentory

As it has been discussed ìn chapter 4, the local melnory of each agent is composed of

four rnarrices: L5,,,:, , . VS,,: 
, ,. LB ,',, .. a,ra liS;1, 

-, . 
-.s' and .'B'. are rhc conlro ers

that define the domain of tlie new neighborhood solutions. These controllers provide

(s,i, å¡) values at the beginning of each iteration. where (s¡,ó,7) represents the distance of

2-opt and 3-opr moves in zs and zB. "^f'and ".8" have dual behavior with respect to each

other in case of improvement or consecutive non-irnprovement.

The fi¡st set of rows of ls and 1-B is constructed based on "2-opl" rnoves while the

second set of rows of LS, LB is constructed I:y "3-opt', moves. ln the following, fhe

method ofconstructing ZS and ZB by each agent will be explained.

At each iteration, one random node of the current seed ( O,,. ) of agent ,,¿r ,, is identified.

Where o is a sequence with a -{(t, r(l)) : r-(r) is the rank of node "i,, in the totu.l .Next,

for the first row, three more nodes will be chosen (j- ,r(j')) e 6,-,, inthe range of s4.

Then, the 2-opt rnove is perfonned on the selected thrce no<les plus the origi'al node.
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For the second row, again a random node (7+,r(7*))€ d' is selected . Then, five othcr

randorn nodes are being selected in the range ofs¡. Next, the 3-opt rnove is perf'onned on

the five selected nodes plus the original node.

The same structure is perfornred by replacing tB with LS and b¡¡ instead of s,7 in the

above descriptions. It s}rould be noted that if s,7 or ó,7 becomes srnall, the new

neighborhood solutions in z.l o¡ ZB will be close to the seed and each other. which makes

the search move toward exploiting the region arounrl o-,. .

In the next step, matrixes vs and vß are conshucted based on the r.veights wliich are

assigned to zs and LB from G2. In the next step, the selection will be perfomred on zs

ar.rd I/B of every agent for selecting "rtt"ttrr¡," new solutions from lS and ZB. These new

solutions will be evaluated by the objective function and will be used for updating Gi and

Gt.

5,4.2.2 Structure oJ Global Mentorl,

At any iteration, all agents cornr¡unicate with the global mernory f'or the follorving

reasons:

4. Generating neighborhood solutions or constructing ¿S, ZB; Agents comlnunjcate i.vith

Global Mernory for s(7 x,r(7 +)) and bÇ+,rÇ*) from the controllers;

Assigning a weight to their new generated neighborhood solutions;

Updating the global r¡atrices based on the local inrprovements.

5.

6.
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Global nrernory of Co-MPS consists of two rnatrices; G t and G:, which have the same

charactenstics as the global memory in Co-MPS.

As it was described in Section 5.4.2.1, "m"+mt" selected soluttons from ZS an'.l LB are

evaluated by thc objective function, and the best solutìon is selected. If the new selected

solutlon is better than the previous seed, it will replace the cun'ent seed l-or agent "u"

(O,,'), ana the improvement is reporte<1 to the global melnory for updating G7. It shoulcl

be noted that all "ntt;rnt"" are evaluated and therefore they are compared to the elite list

(E) lo check if there ìs any improvement by these points. Nexr, the global memory is

updatecì by the function.l( O,.,,.,, ). Moreov er, O,,,",,.,, is cornpared to other O,.,.,, of

other agents to check if there is any improvernent in the global best solution. lf a new

global optimunt is found by this agent, another function of'/( O-,.,,.,,' ) is used tor updating

the global memory.

ì assume that G2 is composed of O¡'s which shows the r.veight of city "1" being at

position ']", the following formula show how this valuc is constrìlcted and how it is

added to G2:

fto .)
f::,, -(l-#),O,^ -O''o + f,,',",,.forall(i, j)eø,"'. Equarions-2

Z,-f (",)
P-l

"eo " denotes the elements in elite list. Elite list consists of "P" best solutions which have

been reached so fa¡. lf the reported local optimum of an agent irnproves the global

optimum, an ext¡a value (4,., ) is used for updating G2:
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F,,", : (l- l@") ,' ,

zf @,)
p-l

Oi"' = 4'' + fi,_ + F,,., þr all (i, j) e o,,.,.,, Equation 5-3

5. 5 Illustrative exønple

h] this section, an example will be used to illustrate the steps of the TSP-MPS algorithm

Table 5-l shows the cost matrix of 5 nodes ofthe TSP.

Table 5-9. Cost Datâ for TSP example

SteÞ 1. Initialization: lnitial tour will be constructed based on the "Fafihest insertion"

n.retlrod. First two highest cost nodes will be inserted: I -1. ln ihe next step, the lninimum

cost ofall other nodes connecting to I and 4 will be computed:

Node 2: 2-1, cost: 4.Node 3: 3-1, cost; 6. Node 5:5-1, cost: 3.

In the next step, the maximum of the above node wili be inserled as the new node. Node

3:3-4, cosî: ó. The new sub{our will I:e: l-4-3. The above steps will be continued till the

con.rplete tour is being generated: 1-4-3-2-5-l with the cost of -Jó.

Step 2. Starting fi'om the constructed tour, all agents start to generate neighborhood,

assign weights to thern, and then select a new neighborhood as the followin.q:

City I 2 3 4 5

I 0 4 '7 t0 :)

2 4 0 9 8 2

3 1 9 0 6 7

4 10 8 6 0 9

5 3 2 7 9 0
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Stcp 2.1:

. Selecting a range for generâting neighborhood: Assurne a random node

"-1 " is selectcd. Since it is at the first iteration, sr:5. Then. three other nodes

are selected which are in the range s33. Assurre that 2,5, and I are selected.

o Generating neighborhood: The first row of 2,9 is dedicated to 2-opt 1\oyes,

so the first elcl.nent of the Z,S matrix will be constructed based on the 2-opÍ

move ofJ-2, 5-l to 3-5,2-1. So the nerv neighbor will be: l-4-3-5-2-i.The

same task will be done for constructing LB, with a restnction ol b33:/. The

second row ofZS and ZB will be based on the 3-opt moveinent after selecting

six nodes, which does not apply to this example since the total number of

citìes is only five.

Step 2.2: Constructing VS, and VB: A value has to be assigncd to every solution in ZS

and ZB based on Global Memory G2. For assigning a weight to tlie fìrst elernent ot ZS,

LS( l, I ) - ( 1,4, 3, 5,2), the following has to be done:

yS(I,1):G)(1,4)+G2(4,2)+G2(3,3)+G2(5,4)+G2Q,5). All other elernents of ZS and ZB

will be given weights in the same ma¡mer as described above:

Step 2.3: Discrir¡inative sampling: ln this step, a "PDF" function is built f-or all the

elements of /S and VB. Having the sumnation of all the elements in /S. Now, a CDF

function is constructed by sorting the elements of PDF( lz5) and adding the elements

together. Then, "rl," new solutions will be selected fron-r ZS, and"m¡," froln ZB.

Step 2.4: The two selected neighborhood solutions will be evaluated by the objective

function. If the new solution has a lower objective value than (1,4,3,2,5), then it rvould

be selected as the best neighborhood.
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Step 3: In this step, all the agents repofi their best found solution, and the global tncmory

will be updated based on these values.

- Updatine G2. Suppose the route 1-4-3-2-5 is selected as thc new seed with a cost of36.

And suppose the summation of the seed in the elite list and the current optima are 50. For

updating G2, following values rvill be added to the corresponding elernents:

(1-36/50) will be added to (1,1), (4,2), (3,3), (2,4) and (5,4)

-Updating G¿: If the new seed improves the previous optima. the sr's will be dccreased

by d" , while ó¡'s rvìll be increased. Othei-wise, s¡'s will be increased and ò¡'s will be

decreasecl. Considering d = 1, updating I will be as the following:

- s t t/ne\1.)-s I I ht¡t)i I is at¡,,",,1-s 42¡u¡¿1* I ;s 33¡,",,.¡s i3¡¡¡¿1* I :s urnou -s t.t tot¿rl l

is s s¡¡rul:s ssþtot I i

- b t t¡uq:b t tt'u¡ 1 ;ba2¡,'",¡:ba2rau¡ I ib¡¡,¿"l: b3:¡on¡ I )bta¡¡¿,,1-b2a¡,,,¡¿¡ 1 ;

b:s¡*")-bs:þur I ì

Step 4: New-bom agents: Assume that fron.r previous iterations, one bas an elite list of

[(3,2,5,1,4),(2,3,5,1,4).J. Moreover, one has IG,3,],2,5);(3,2,4,1,5);(3,5,2,1,4)J as the

current seed ofall the agents in this iteration. Therefore, r¡atrix "N" " will be fon¡ed as:

[,'. .0. :: :: I Ill/s 2's Is tts o 
IM-ll,s 2t5 0 0 0 
|l1/5 0 l5 0 3sl

lo o 2s o 2sl

ly',i shows the probability of having node "i " in thc'ith" position among the elite list and

current local optima. For example, N¡a-4/5 shows that in four out offive sequences, node

I is in the 4tr' position. Now, c¿",. has to be calculated, c ,", 
: u-"- niJli"''. Assuming a
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maximum iteration of 100, if one is at the 1Otr'iteration, c¡,",.:0.406. For those elements il
the N matrix which have a probabrlity more than 0.406, the corresponding cities will be

fìxed at their positions. This is true fo¡ node one being in the 4'r'position and node fou¡

being in the 5th positìon. consequently, the new-bom agent has two fixed positions a'd

other positrons will be filled randomly: for example, New-born:(2,3,5, I ,4).

If one is in the last "half iteration of the algorithm, the assigrunent problem will be

solvcd l'or the lollorving rnalnx:

[uo r4oltlll 2 | r ol
I ' ' " I, and since the objective function is maxinrization, one will//'-11 2 0 0 0l
I' u r u rlltlo 0 2 0 2l

subtract the whole matrix by a large number and then call the assigrìment problern sub-

optirnal solver (which can be solved in pol¡.nomial tirne). A new-bom agent will be

created based on the solution of the assignment problem: New-bont: (3, 2, 5 ,1,4).

Step 5: lf the finishing cdterion has not been rnet (the maximum number of iterations

reached), one will go back to Step 2 and all the agents will follow the same procedure.

5.6 Results of TSP-MPS algoritlun

The algorithrl is ìrnplemented using Matlab toolbox on a pentiuln 4,3.00 GHz rnachine.

TSP-MPS has been uscd to solve the instances of TSp problerr in TSp-lib

( http://elib.zib.de/pub/mpìestdata,/tsp/tsplib/tsplib.hrml), namely: Bunnal4 (14 cities),

Gr2l (21 cities), and Gr96 (96 cities).
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The used parameters ofthe TSP-MPS are shown in Table 5-2. The paralneters' values are

tuned based on numerous runs ofdifïerent problem sizes.

l. Bunna 14: The problem ofBunnal4 is to find the sho¡test tour between l4 cities,

specified by their latitude and longitude in the data set, with each city being visited

exactly oncc. There are fourteen possible starting points for each closed tour and

each tour can be traveled in two diffèrent directions. Therefore, the total number of

possible solutions will be l3!/2. The data for the burmal4 is shown in Appendix l.

The Iength distance (y) of path betwecn any two cities I andl (latitudcs la¡.la¡ ard.

longitudes /o¡, /o7 respectively) is given by the following calculation:

Distarrc e (ij ) = [63 7 8. 3 88 *acos (0. 5 * (( ] + q I ) 4q 2)- (( I -q I ) *q 3) + I ),

where qI:cos(lo¡lo) , q 2:cos (lai-taj), q3=cos(la¡+ta¡) Equârion s-4

The TSP-MPS algonthrr is executed 25 times f'or "bunna 14." The results are in

TabÌe 5-3.

"ARPD" is the average relative percent deviation

value over all 25 runs.

Table 5-3. Results of TSP-MPS on burma14

Problem Nontl/25 ARPD Av.CPU-tirne(sec.)
Bum.ral4 23 0.096 4.31
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f-x"-
ARPD: -- x 100 , where x is the global optir.na found by the algorithm and x*

-{-

is the optrmal solution or best known solution r.eported by TSP-lib.

The algorithrr stops rvhen it hit the optimum or the maximurn number of iterations is

reached. ''Nopt" is the number of times the algorithm reaches the optimal value.

2. Gr2l: 2 I -city problerr

Data given f'or gr'21 is in the explicrt format of the distance matrix, which is different

fronr bunnal4 (Geographic distance). Data fo¡ "gr2l" is in Appendix Il. Table 5-4

shorvs rhe result of TSP-MPS f'or "gr21".

'I'able 5-4. Ilesults of TSP-MPS on ..Gr2l,'

3. Gr96: Sanre as bun¡a14, the data of "Gr 96" are geographical longitudes and

altitudes. Data f'or "Gr96" are in Appendix 3. Table 5-5 shows the results of TSp-

MPS on "Gr96."

Table 5-5. Results of TSP-tr!PS on "Gr96"

Table 5-6 gives a comparison of the TSP-MPS algorithm and two otlìer methods that

perfoms excellent on TSP instances: SA (Simulated annealing) and ITS (lterated

tabu search)( Miseviðius et al. (2005)).

Problem Nopt(/25 ARPT) Av.CPUìirne( sec.)
Gr2l z1 0.121 9.31

Problen.r Nopt(/25) ARPD Av.CPUlsec.)
G196 t6 0.623 35.7
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Table 5-ó- Comparison of TSP-MPS with two of the best metâ-heuristic

methods for TSP

ARPI) Nop,

2,,,t,, SA ITS TSP-
MPS

SA ITS TSP-
MPS

Bunna I 4 JJlJ 0 0 0.09 l0/10 l0/r 0 22t25
Gr21 2707 0 0 0.121 I 0/10 l 0/10 2U25
GÉ6 55209 0.59 0.013 0.62 2lt0 9ll0 16125

As jt can be seen from Table 5-6, SA and ITS perforrn better than TSP-MPS, except for

"Gr96," f-or which TSP-MPS has advantage on SA, in tenns of the number of optima

rcacl.ìcd.

5.7 Summuty

Based on the previously deveìoped combinatorial mode pursuing sampling (Co-MPS)

approach, a variation of Co-MPS for Traveling Salesrnan Problem has been developed in

this paper. TSP-Mode Pursuing Sarnpling (TSP-MPS) can be categorized as a meta-

heunstic approach in the sense that it stafis from a few sarrples of the solution space and

intelligently rnoves to the better neighborhoods of the inrtial samples. TSP-MPS is

composed of a number of agents with local rnernories, which generate neighborhoods

around their current optinra. At any iteration, every agent uses the global rnemory to

assigrì weights to the neighborhood solutions. Based on these weights, a selection or

invcrse CDF sampling is perfonned inside each agent for fìnding new solutions. Current

globaì optirnal solution is updated by a function of values repoded íìom all agents. On

the other hand, generating neighborhoods with 2-opt-noves and 3-opt-moves are

rostricted by trvo dor.nain controllers "S" and "B". These two controlle¡s cont¡ol the
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domain ofnew neighborliood solutions based on the past jnprovements dunng the search

procedure. Tliey dynarnìcally conlrol the exploration and exploitatron, although none of

them are directly assigned to these tasks. To our knowledge, none of the existing meta-

heunstic approaches has used an intelligent domain controller for generating the

neighborhoods. Results of TSP-MPS on the bencllnark problem from both TSP-lib and

repofied results in thc literatule shorv that the proposed rnethod is a promising meta-

lieuristic global optirnization algorithm f'or mcdiurn size TSP instances.
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Chapter 6

Mode Pursuing Sampling Method for

Patient Appointment Scheduling

6,I Inh'otluction

The present chapter is the cuh.r.rination of a novel simulation-based optirnization

algorithm for patient appoinhnent scheduling, narnely AS-MPS. AS-MPS is a version of

CO-MPS prevìously described in Chapter 4. AS-MPS uses a simulation model of Pre-

Adnission clinic at HSC hospital in Winnipeg as a black-box function. The optimization

algorithrn of AS-MPS is cornposed of several agents. Each agent searches the solution

space to find the best schedule based on the values reported fonn tlie simulation model.

These agents interact with each other and the global mernory to move toward the global

optirna.

Healthcare is onc of the Iargest dolnestic industries in most developed countries.

According to the Canadian lnstitute for Health Infonnation (Canadian lnstitute for health

infomation, http://www.cihi.ca), Canadian health expcnditures totaled S56 billion in

1999, which accountcd lbr 9.2 percent of the GDP or $1,828 per capita. Similar statistics

are provided in Carler (2002) for most of the developed countries.

Healthcare's current problems are discussed in detail in (lOM reporl (2000, 2001), Carter

(2002), Rcid et al. (2005)). ìn IOM repof (2001) the following points have been
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mentioned as thc causes of healthcare problems: Advcnt of new technologies, Several

actors with different objectives, and Baby-booming patients arrival.

Many studies of healthcare optirnization are focused on patient-flow inside the hospitals.

Most of them studied the ways fbr reducing the harmful delays/diversions. Blake et al.

(2002) mentioned that lnost ol the delays are the result of resources' loadings not being

leveled enough. Dealing with sn.roothing the patient flow or making the capacity leveled

is another form of dealing with variabilty and trying to minimize the unwanted

variability. Litvak et al. (2000) and Khandelval et al. (1999) have studied the census

variability.

Khandelval et al. (1999) argues that therc are two different types of variability in the

system: Natural and Arlifìcial. Natural variability can be found in any stochastic systerr.

As an example, natural variability can be seen in arival tin.re ofpatients (fìow variability).

diffc¡ent length of stay f-or two patients r.vhich had the sar¡e surgery by the same surgeon

(clinical variability) or different operation duration for two surgeons doing a same

surgery (professional variability). on the orher hand, artificial variability is the result of

havir.rg a non-optirnized system. The causes for artificial variability are the sane causes

which introduce delay/diversion in patient flow. Resources in different depaftments or

inside each departlìrent should be leveled in the sense that they could handle the narural

variability. lf they are not leveled, it mcans there is an artifìcial variabilitv. which will

ìncur a peak load in the census.
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In Section two of this chapter, the appointrnent scheduling probleln will be discussed and

a summary of literature revier.v '"vjll be described. Furthennore, the gaps in the curent

literature and research motivativc are discussed. In Section three, the pre-adn.rission clinic

(PAC) at HSC hospítal will be introduced and the simuiation rnodel of this clinic will be

discussed. Sectior.r four descnbes the A S-MPS algonthm in details. The result of AS-

MPS algonthm for one-day operation of PAC clinic rvill be given at the end of Section

fìvc. Finally, Section six will conclude tl.ris chapter and the advantageous of the AS-MpS

algorithm will be discussed.

6. 2 Appointment Scheduling

As it is discussed in Carler (2002), hospitals are major subsystems of the healthcare

system. As it was described in Section 6.1, srnoothing the patient flow inside the hospital

needs a major consideration to ¡educe the artificial variability whicli can be the

appropriate scheduling. One of the major scheduling activities within any hospital is

appointment scheduling or outpatient schedulìng. This chapter will focus on appointment

scheduling,

In Section 6.2. l, Appointment Scheduling (AS) problem will be introduced anrj the

mathematical model for a simple version of AS will be discussed. ln Section 6.2.2, a 6rief

sun.ìmary of literatu¡e review rvill be discussed and the gaps in the lite¡ature will be

intloduced.
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6.2.1. Appoitxment Scheduling Problem

The objective of outpatìent scheduling is to find an appointment system for which a

particular measure of performance is optimized in a clinical environment. The underlying

problem applies to a wide variety of enviromnents, such as general practice patient

scheduling, scheduling patients for hernodialysis, radiology scheduling, etc.

outpatient clinics can be regarded as queuing systems, which represent a unique set of

conditions that must be considered when designing AS. The simplest case is when all

scheduled patients arrive punctually at their appointrnent times and a single doctor serves

them with stochastic processing tirnes. The fonnulation becol¡es more cornplìcate<1 as

rnultiple doctors and multiple services are considered. presence of unpunctual patients,

no-shows, walk-ins, and/or emcrgencies may Interuene to upset the schedule.

Furthermore, doctors may be late to staf a clinic session or they may be interrupted

during the course of the day due to activities not directly related to consultatio'.

The rnost related objective function which can incorporate rnultiple objectives is the cost

function. For the simplest case (single-serr;er, single-type patients) with cost objective

fur.rction, a mathematical formulation can be discussed as the followings:

Assume that the arrival time of patient i is nonnally clistributed with rnean A¡ and

standard deviation of l. Let i¡¡ be the Ìength of seruice tirne, ò¡ be start of service time, e¡

be end of seruice time. Moreover, assurìte that A¡:b,-g. Therefore, bi : max ç4i,ei.t)

where e¡:b¡+î¡ . Consequently, patients' idle time rvill be equal to p, : max (0,bi _ A¡).
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On the other hand, physician idle tir¡e rvìll be. M¡ :nrut (0,A, e¡.1). The objectrve rs to

minin.rize the total cost of both patients' idle time and physìcian's idle tlme: In other

words; rrinimizing E(C):rx E(P)+ sx E(M), where r is the unit idle cosr ($/Unit time)

for patients and "s " is for Physician. The constraints for this problerr will include the

clinic opening hours and the other logical constraints.

In the general fon¡ of the outpatient (or appointment) scheduhng, the above simple

assumptions will be changed to f'ollowing complex ones:

. Patients waiting tirre:Waiting time of the paticnts in the line+ Waiting time

between seruices (another tem in Cost objective function)

. Patients have due date lor the next stage of their flow through the system.

(another term in Cost objective function)

. Each patíent go through different services, dependìng on his/her type.

o Staffare not available all the time (Shifts are assigned to staff)

o Service tirne of every staff member is dependent upon patients' type, staff skill,

and patients' age,

. Presence of "No shows" ofthe patients with a predefined distribution.

. Considering several resourccs, such as number of roorns, beds, instruments, etc.

. Presence of "Walk-ins"

In the general fomi of appointrnent scheduling, having the nathematical fonnula for the

linear programming or queuìng system will be almost impossible to achieve. Therefore,

seve¡al n¡les of scheduling have been proposed in thc literature and they have been
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colnpared to each other using the simulation model for any specific clinic. Literature

review related to this problem and several rules ofpatient scherluling will be discussed in

the next section.

6.2.2. Literature reviex, on Appoitrtment Scheduling

As it r.vas discussed in the previous section, scveral rules have been pointed our as

scheduling rules for appoinhnent scheduling. Most of the studies compare these rules lor

specific clinics based on the simulation rnodcls. Appointrnent scheduling rules can be

categorized with three features as the following:

o Block size (nl): The number ofpatients scheduled to the i'h block

o Begin-block (ri), also called the initial block, is the 
'u'rber 

of patients given an

identical appointlnent time at the stafi of a session.

. Appointment interval (a¡) is the interval between two successive appoinhnent

times, also called 'Job allowance".

Evcry combination ofabove three characteristics makes an appointment rlle. In the

sequel, the doninant ¡ules found in the literature will be mentioned:

l. Single-block rule assigns all patients to arrive as a block at the beginning of the

clinic session. For exarnple, all mornrng patients are schedulcd for 9:00 a.m. and

they are seen on a first-conre, first-served basis. As one can see, most of the

earlier studies praise the advantages of individual appoinhnents, pioneering the

shif'l from single-block to individual-block systems (Lindley (1952), Bailey
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(1952)). Single-block systems are still used, rnostly ín public clinics, probably

because they require the least adrninistrative effort. Babes et al. (1991)

investigated a public clinic in Algeria that uses a single-block AS.

lndlvidual-block/Fixed-interval n:le assigns each patient unique appornttnent

tilnes that are equally spaced throughout the clinic session. A number of studies

investigate this type of an appointn-rent rule ( Klassen et al. (1996), Rohleder et al.

(2000)).

3. lndividual-block/Fixed-interval rule with an inltial block is a combinatron of the

previous ru1e with an initìal group of ir7" patients (n7 > 1) callerl at the start of the

cli'ic session. The goal is to keep an inventory ofpatients so that the doctor,s nsk

of staying idle is mìnimized if the first patient arrives late or fàils to shorv up.

Bailey (1952) is the first to suggest an individual-block system with t'"vo patients

assigned at the begìnning of the session and the rest scheduled at intervals equal

to the mean consultation ttne (n¡ = 2, n ¡ - l, a¡ : t /t l, /t is the mean

consultation tirre.)

4. Multiple-block/Fixed-interval rule is one in which groups of /,, patients are

assigned to each appointlnent slot with appointment intervals kept constant.

Soriano (1966) studies an appointlnent systern where patients are called two-at-a-

tinre wrlh interuals set equal to twice ihe mean consultation time ¡n, : 2, a, :
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6.

2[ /l]). Cox et al. (1985) fìnd that rnultiple-block rules perform the best in their

particular environments.

Multiple-block/Fixed interval rule r.vith an initial block is simply a variation of tl.re

above system wìth an initial block (n¡> m). cox et al. (19g5) is one of the studies

that investigated this particular type ofrule.

variable-block/Fixed-interval rule allows different block sizes during the clinic

session, while keeping appointment intervals constant. Liu et al. (199g) and Bosch

et al. (1999) investigated this rule in their studies.

Individual-block/Variable-interval rule is one in which custoû.ìers are scheduled

individually at varying appointrnent intervals. Ho et al. (1992) intro<lucecl a

numbe¡ of variable-interval rules and test thei¡ perfonnance against traditional

ones using simulation. They lound that, among the rules they testcd, increasing

appointment intervals toward the latter part of the session improves performance

the most. Some recent analyical studies show that, for i.i.d. (identically

distrìbuted) service times and unìform waiting costs lor all patients, optinial

appointment intervals exliibit a cor]]rron pattern where they initially increase

toward the middle of the session and then decrease. This is refèrred to as the

"dome" shape, studied by Denton et al. (2001) . In addition, Bosch et al. (2000)

analyzed individual-block/variable-interval rules.
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In the rnajority of the studies, patients are assumed to be homogeneous and they are

scheduled on a first-call, first-appointment (FCFA) basis. When there are pattent groups

(classes) that are known to be distinct in terms of varjous attributes (e.g., service tin.re

characteristics, arrival patterns, costs of waiting, etc.), then this raises the issue whethe¡

an AS can be improved by recognízíng such differences.

In outpatient scheduling, patient classification can be usecl for two pury)oses: to scquence

patients at the time of booking; and/or to adjust the appoinhnent intervals based on the

distinct service time characteristics of difïèrent patient classes. Since tl.re schedule has to

be ready in advance and the arriving requests a¡e handled dynamically, the use ofpatient

classification in outpatient settings is somewhat limited. A realistic application requires

that the patients are classified into a rnanageable number of groups and that they are

assigned to pre-marked slots when they call for appoinhnents. In the literature, some of

the classification schemes used for scheduling purposes include new/retum, variability of

service times (i.e., low/high-variance patients), and type of procedure. These facto¡s are

discussed in studies by Cox et al. (1985) and Bosch et al. (2000). In an application to a

radiology deparlment, Walters (1973) investigated the possrbility of improving the AS by

dividing patients with similar exarn tin-res into different sessions. It is found that

examination times depend on fàctors such as patient's age, physical rnobility, an<1 type of

service. For example, older patients wrth limited mobility (trolley, wheelchair) require,

on average, considerably more time than the younger and walking patients.

As it was discussed above, in order to fìnd the best rule lor a general outpatienl

schedulíng, several researche¡s clainred that there is no specific rule that detennines the
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optimal or even near optimal solution. ln fact, there is no algorìthrr.r that can be used for

any outpatient clinic. Most of the queuing models studied in the literature dominantly

represent single-server, single-phase systems and most studies analyze the environment

of a specific clinic. Thus, theìr findings lack generalized applicability, i.e. Multi-stage,

Multiple-server considering all the reallife situations. In this thesrs, a meta-heuristic

algorithm is proposed to solve this problem. This algonthm uses several AS-¡ules and

incorporates a simulation model which can be implemented in complex real life scenarios

of a general outpatient clinic.

ln the next section, the operations and characteristics of pre-admìssion clinic of HSC

hospital will be discussed- The pre-Admission clinic (pAC) can be classified as a general

clinic since it has rnultiple-server and several patients who go through tlifferent routes

based on their types. ln Section 6.5, the AS-MPS algorithm will be discusse<i which has

been used for hnding the optìmal scheduling of PAC.

6.3 Pre-admission clittic (PAC)

The Pre-Adrnission clinic (PAC) is a clinic that elective surgery patients atrend prior to

surgery. The purpose of PAC is to assess a patient's rnedical fitness for surgery and

anesthesia. ìt is also an opportunity for the patient, and their family, to be provided with

infon¡ation about what to expect before and after surgery. All this ensures that patients

are well prepared for their operation. Also, this clinic allor.vs the patient to stay at home

until the surgery day, instead ofbeing admitted one or two days ahead.
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At PAC, patients will be asked about their health and rnedìcal history, as well as having

the necessary investigations needed before surgery can be oarried out. Nurses evaluate

and educate the patient, while an anesthetist assesses the patient's medical condition,

determines fitness for surgery, and discusses anesthesia options. old charts are reviewed

and discharge planning is confimed. other professionals rnay also need to see the patient,

such as a physiotherapist. As it is shown in Figure 6-1, the rnain steps (physrcal and

infonnational) which every elective surgery patient should follow are as the followings:

Step 1- Receiving Inputs: Data for the patients comes lrom physicians' offices to the

PAC clinic in two ways, patients Booking card and phone.

Step 2 - Patient Scheduling: In the second step, another record is added to the

patient database which is his,&er PAC appointment.

Step 3- Clinical Processes: Wher.r patients come for PAC appointment, based on

his/her typc of disease, it could go through different processes. Service tirne for these

processes is related to different factors, such as category and patients' age.
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Figure 6-1. Information and physical flolv of patients in PAC

ln Figure 6-1, boÌd arrows show the flow of patient on the day of the surgery. Dashed

arrows show the flow of information and the folder shows the booking card of the patient.

As it is shown in Figure 6-1, step 2 is the step which patient travels fiom his/her home to

PAC departrnent, days before hìs/her surgery. As it is shown in Figurc 6-2, folders are the

booking card of the patient, which is being cornpleted during the patient's joumey in the

hospital. Darker folder shows llore complete booking card of the patient. In Section 6.3.1,

J will discuss the characteristics ofthe PAC deparlment.
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6.3.1 Characteristics of PAC

Hours of operation of PAC are 9:00am-5:00prn everyday with one hour lunch time from

l2:00-l:00 pln, except on Tuesdays and Thursdays the hours are 8:30 am-5:00prn and are

allocated to "cardiac" patients. ln this study, one regular work day of PAC (9:00 arn-

5:00pm) will be studied. Staffs of PAC department are as follows:

. Admission desk clerk

. Nurse: 2 full tirne nursc. I parl tirne

. Full time physician ( anesthetic)

. Physiothelapist

. Blood Nurse

. Women's nurse (Nurse fon¡ the wornen departnent)

o Surgeon's nurse

Patients who come to PAC will be seen by a variety of hospital staff, depending on the

nature of their surgery. Table 6-l shows the different categories of patients and the

people they lnust see. Figure 6-2 shows the main steps of PAC with tlie flow of patients

inside PAC.

Table 6-1. Different câtegories of patients and their required resources of P,\C

Patient Type
Nurse

Anaesthetist
Cardiac Surgery

NursePAC Women

Cardiac Surgery

Thoracic

Vascular

Women

Other
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Figure 6-2. Main steps in PAC

Figure 6-2 shows the informational and physical process related to PAC in HSC lrospital.

Step I of this figure shows the booking of a patient in PAC which is done through the

phone flom the Physicians' office. Step 2 denotes that clerks of PAC infomthe patient of

his,/her appointment. Step 3 shows the physical travel of patients fonn his,¡her hor¡e to the

PAC department which is followed by visiting several staff in the PAC department

depending on patients' type. Figure 6-2 also shows how other departmcnts in the hospital

arc related to the PAC departrnent.

PAC (Clinical)

ÃÃÃ
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6.3.2 Simulation of PAC depañment

As it was discussed in section 6.1, the clinical procedure of pAC has been simulatecl

with witness 2004. The inputs and outputs of the sìmulation model will be discussed in

the following section. It should be discussed that the distributions of seruice times of

several staff and their parâmeter values have been approximated basecl on the data

gathcred during the visits to the PAC department of HSC hospital in fall 2006.

-Inputs of the simulation model:

o Arrival of patients: Normal distribution with the 
'rea 

of their scheduled time

and standard deviation of l

o Patients type: (C: Cardiac Surgery, T: Thoracic, V: Vascular, W: Women, O:

Others).

o Service time of staff: Depending on patients' type and staff, it has an

"Erlangl'distribution with pararneter "2" and the mean of the service which

has been examined during the hospital visits.

Table 6-2 service time distribution matrix for each patient type ând the specific clinicians

T able 6-2 shows the service tíme drstribution matrìx.

Nurse(l ) Doctor(2) Physio(3) Blood_N(4) Surgery N(5)

c(l) Erl(10.2) Erl(12,2) Erl(l 1,2) Erl(7,2) Ert(8,2)

r(2) Erlt6,2) Erl(l0,2) Erl(1 1,2)

v(3) Erl¡6,2) Erl(l0,2) Erl(1),2)

w(4) Erl(6,2) Erl(7,2)

o(s) Erl(s,2) Erl(6,2)
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Table 6-2 shows the service time distribution matrix.

o Session stafls at 9am and finishes at l2 p.m. Then, thcre is an hour break for

thc lunch and the stalf will r.vork lrom lpm-5prn.

o Assigning shift to staff

' Nurse (l): There are 2 full time nurses, one part time.

' Doctor (2): There is one full time doctor.

' Physiotherapist (3): There is one full time physiotherapist.

' Blood Nurse (4): There is one full tirne blood nurse.

. Surgery Nurse (5): There is one fuIl time surgery nurse.

It should be noted that having a physiotherapist, blood nurse and surgery nurse

always available is not realistlc, but for this study I assurne they are available. ln

reality there are specific days when these clinicians dedicate their tirre for PAC.

o Hourly cost of patients' waiting time in the line: I assume a l$ cost f'or every

patìent waiting in the line. Also, 2$ cost for patients waiting in the roorn for

the next clinician.

o Cost of each staff-s idle tin-re per minute: Table 6-3 shows the cost of ser\,/ice

1'or each clinician per rninute.

Table 6-3. Cost of clinicians per minute of servicc

Nurse( l) Doctor(2) Physio (3) Blood Nurse Surgery
Nurse

Cost of
sen'ice
per minute

4S 8S 7S 4.$ 5S
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Table G4. Number of patients and their types to be scheduled for one day ofPAC
depârtment

Patients'tlpe Number of
patients to be
scheduled

c(l) -)

r(2)

v(3) 2

w(4) 2

o(s) 2

Outputs of the simulation model:

o Patients waiting tine in the line

o Patients idle tin.re between the services (waiting lor next clinicìans)

o Idle time of each staff

It should be noted that the objective function is the summatiolr of above idle times

multiplied by the appropriate cost which is defined as input.

o ldle time of all the patients: After every run of the simulation, all the patients'

idle time which is needed for calculating the objective function is reported by

the simulation r.lodel. The patient witb the highest idle time will be used by

the optimization function as the bottleneck and will be changed its position in

the sequence for the neighborhood generation of the current optima of every

agent. Other patients' idle tin-re will be used in updating the global memory G2.
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6.4 AS-MPS algorithnt

AS-MPS algorithrn is a meta-heuristic simulation-based optirnization algonthm. It is a

version of Co-MPS algorithrn which has been previously discussed in Chapter 4. The

main scherne of the algoritlrm is depicted in Figure 6-3.

Feasible solutions

Discrete iEvent Simulation

F'igure 6-3. Main structure of AS-MPS algorithm

The flowchart ol the optimizatron algorithm is the sarne as one which was discussed in

Chapter 4 fòr Co-MPS algorithrn. The objective value will be evaluated by the simulation

model in AS-MPS. Main diffcrenccs of AS-MPS and Co-MPS include thc different

classes of agents, diffèrent neighborhood gcnerating mechanism (Section 6.5.1), and

drfferent ways of updating global rr.rernory which will be dìscussed in Section 6.5.2.

As described in Section 6.4, the simulation part of the algorithm has been done in

WITNESS environment. Tlie optirnization procedure has been implemented in MATLAB.

Here, the optin.rization procedure of AS-MPS wiìl be discussed. AS-MPS is composed of

()utpùt:

Schedule of
patients
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"K" agents who stafl from one seed as an initial schedule of patients and then lnove to

better schedules during the optirnization mn-time.

Agcnts are categonzed in "C, " classes, where "Ç " is the parameter of AS-MpS. Each

class of agents follows one specific appoilitment scheduling rule. Figure 6-4 shows a

typical fìorvchart ofsteps ofany agent at any iteration.

Figure 6-4. Typical flowchart of tasks of an agent in AS_MpS algorithm

6.4.I Tasks of an agent

Evcry agent in the AS-MPS follows a specific appointrnent scheduling rule. Therefore,

any agent has a specifìc structure for the biock-size of the schedule and a timeline which

shows the allowabie interval olthe schedule. In the in.rplementation of AS-MPS for pAc,

threc classes of agents have been used:

l. Single block, 2 initials, fixed interval: every 30 r¡inutes. (First four agents)

Assign
approximation
values to
neighborhoods

Generate
neighborhoods

5-t-3-4-2
t-5-3-4-2
l-3-5-4-2

t-2-4-5-3
t-3-2-5-4
2-3-4-5-lReplaco tlìe seed ii'

neighbor h¡s bener
obiL'.tive v¡lue

2.9
4.2
3.t

5.6
'7.2

4.8

Select
two
neighbor

Find the
objective
values

5-1-3-4-2

l-2-4-5-3
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So the structure of the schedule ls I * I 7 matrixes, with the first element can have up

to two patients. The reason ofhaving maxinrum of two initial patients is because of

flie scheduling rule rvhich is followed by this class of agents. An example of structure

and timeline of first four agents is shown bclorv:

r Structure: [ 2] t3l l4l tl tsl | [ I ] t6l ljl t8l

tet t] t10l tI t] tl
I Timeline:0 30 60 90 120 150 180 210 240 270 300 330

360 390 420 450 480

2. Multiple block-fixed interual: 2 patients, every hour ( agents 4 to 8).

The structure ofagents 4 to agent 8 is a I *9 matrix, which every element can get up

to two patients. An example of the mentioned str-ìlcture and timeline is as follows:

I structure: [1 2] t3 4l [s 6] tl [7 8] Ie tOl | | t l

I Tirne line: 0 60 90 120 180 240 300 360 420 490

3. Multiple block-variable intervals: every l5 minutes, 4 pâtients (f-or all tlie new-bom

agents). The structure ofall the new-bom agents is a l *33 r¡atrix, which every

element can get up to four patieÌ.ìts. An example of the structure and timeline of a

ne'"v-bom agent is as f'ollows:

I Structure: tll t23l [4s6] tl tl t7 89 101....[]

I Tirne line:O l5 30 45 60 75 ...480

It should be noted that the simulation won't allow any patient during the lunch time

which is between the " 1 80-240" period of every day schedule.
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As it is depicted in Figure 6-4, at any itcration, all the agents start to generate

neighborhood around their current seed, which is a current optimum ofa specific agent.

Neighborhood generation is done by "insert" and "exchange" rnoves of a selected patient.

As it was describcd in Section 6.4.2, c:ne of the outputs of the simulation modcl is the idle

time f'or every patient. Patient with the highest idle time will be used in generating

neighborhood, other patrents idle tirne will be used in updating G2. ln fàct, patient 'i"

with the highest idle time is chosen to be exchangcd or inserled in previous positions of

the seed for generating new schedules.

It should be noted that, generating neighborhood solutions is restricted by (s;, b,/ which

shows the rnaxinum distance which the chosen patient 'j " can be exchangcd or inserletl

with other patients. In fact, (s¡,b) restricts the neighborhood generation. (s;,ó) are

denoted by the global memory Gi, which shows the degree of freedom with rvhich any

patients can be "inserled" or "exchanged" for generating new-neighborhood. At any

jteration, two neighborhood zs and ¿B âre constructed based on two controllers S ancl B.

respectively.

LS and LB are 2*¡, double matrixes in which evcry element has the same structure of the

agent' seed. If 1-.1 and LB are being constnÌcted by the agent of a specifìc class, the

tin.reline and stmcture of that class will be inherite<i by Z.s and LB. The first rorvs of rs
and LB are dedicated to insert moves for generating neighborhood from rhe curent seed

ofthe agent, and the second row is for exchange moves.
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Here, generatrng neighborhoods will bc illustrated by an exarnple:

Assuming that for the current iteration, Agent I has the follor.ving secd:

Agentl, Seed:{ [ 2] t3l t4l tl tsl | ! ! 16l ljl t8l tel I l

lrot t] I t]i.

The tir¡eline of agent I is: [0 30 60 90 120 150 180 210 240 270 300 330

360 390 420 450 4801.

The timeline is every halfhour, which means thjs agent will schedule patients cvery haJf

hour, with two patients at the beginntng of the clinic session.

Figure 6-5 shows the data for G¡ in the cunent iteration olthe ASMPS algorithm.

PatientÏIime 0 15 30 120 4g0

1 (20,30) (23,31) (2s,21) (1s,21) (32,1t)
2 (t7,1s) (te,22) (30,1e) (17,25) (\5,32)
3 (20,31) (12,14) (t 8,3 1) (1 e, I 1) (17 ,20)
4 (t8,32) (12,14) (11,10) (1e,22) (23,2e)

s (12,18) (1e,2e) (14,17) t(6,il (1e,s)

6 (8,12) (12,30) (23,12) (12,20) (1e,23)

1 (t2,11) (19,20) (13,16) (13,4) (t0,20)

8 (13,18) (18,10) (13,19) (13,12) (1e,18)

9 (1 5,I 8) (1e,r7) (20,21) (1 0, I 1) (20,23)
i0 (te,29) (30,31) (12,20) (20,23) (22,31)

Figure 6-5. Data for G¡ in ASMpS algorithm

As it can be seen for every patient, tlìere r's vector oflength 33. This is due to the fact that

the resolution ofscheduling in our study is l5 r¡inutes. ln fact tl.re sequencing ofpatients

is done based on the l5 minutes rcsolution.



Assurning that patient 5 which is in the "120" position has been reported as the hìghest

idle time patient from the simulation model. This means tl.ìat patient "5" lvhich is

scheduled at time 1l arn, is the bottleneck in the schedule of agent 1.Now, for generating

new neighborhood of agent 1, patient "5" will be inserted or exchanged with previous

patients in the range which is allowable by the (5,120) element in G7. As can be seen in

the matrix for G7, element (5,120): (6,7). Tlle first value in every elernent of Gi is

controlled by the behavior of controller S and will be used for generating ncighborhood

ÍÌon.r the seed of agent I in I.l. The sccond value of G: is controlled by controller B and

will be used to generate neighborhood in l,B.

In the above example, the first value of elenent (5,120) is 6. So, the neighborhoods

which are generated in ZS can have a maximum of "6" distance fonn the curent seed of

agent l. 8y "6" distance, I mean 6xl5 minutes fom its curent position, which ìs at the

I 20 minute position,

The lìrst row of ZS is for inserl lÍìoves, so one of the neighborhoods of agent I 's seed in

the first row ofZS could be:

{tl2l tsl t3l t4l il t] t] n t6l t7l t8l tel n tt0l U t] U}

As it can be seen frorn the new neigl.rbor of the agent 1 's seed, the patieut "5" is inserted

in tlre second place which is 90 mjnutes before tl.re 120 lninute posrtion. (i-e. 6t I 5

minutes moverlent).
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The same procedure of tnserting patient "5" within the maximum distance ol 5 will be

rcpeated 'rz " times. Also, the second row of LS is dedicated to the neighborhood

constructed from the exchange rnoves of patient "5" within the rnaximum distance of 5.

One of these exchange neighborhoods can be:

{tr2lI3lt5lt]t4t il il tI t6l t7t I8l tel il t10l t] n Ill
As it can be seen from the new neighbor of agent l's seed in LS, patient "5" is moved 60

minutes before its current position, which is allowed by 6*15 rnínutes reported from the

first value of the (5,1 20) element of G7.

"nr,, " neighbors will be created based on the exchange moves in the second row of LS.

The same procedure which was described for 1.9, will be repeated for ZB, based on the

value "7" which is the second elernent of(5, 120) from the patients ''5" in the 120 rninute

position in G7.

After gcnerating neighborlioods around their current seeds, evcry agent assigns an

approxirnation value to all the neighborhood solutions based ot.r the global rnernory (G¡).

Assur¡e tl.ìat G: has the following structure in the current iteration of the algoritllri:
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Palientvlime 0 15 30 120 480

1 4.1 5.6 8.1 1.4 3.2

2 4.5 3.7 8.1 9.1 5.6

3 9.2 9.4 5.4 1.5 6.5

4 8.4 7.5 9.5 4.3 8.5

5 7.4 3.5 6.4 8.5 1.5

6 1.5 6.5 4.3 6.2 4.3

1 1.3 4.6 1.1 9.5 5.',1

8 6.s 5 .4 7 .5 4.3 8.4

9 6.5 6.8 4.3 1.5 5.6

10 3.4 4.3 2.5 1.5 5.4

Figure 6-ó. Data for G, in ASNIPS algorithm

If one of the neighborhoods of the seed of agent

lollowing:

{tr 2t tsl t3l t4l t] t] t] n t6l I7l

With the assumed timeline of this class:

l0 30 60 90 120 150 180 210

The following calculation will assign an

G::

I in the first rorv of ZS, is as the

t8l tel Il [r0l il t] ilÌ

210 2't0 300 330 360 390 420 450 4801

approxirnation value to this nerghbor based on

{Gr( 1,0)+Gr( I ,I 5)}+ {cr(2,0)+cr(2, t s)} +{cls,30)+c2(s,4s)+c2(5,15)l+ {cr(3,60)+G2

(3,4s)+G2(3,75)) +{G2(4,90)+cr(4,10s)+Gr(4,7 5)}+ {Gr(6,240)+c r(6,2ss)+C2,6,22s)}+

lGr(7 ,210)+Gr(1,28s)+Gr(7,2ss))+ {cr(8,300)+c2(8,31s)+c2(8,28s)} +{c19,330)+cr(

9,34s)+G2(9,3 I 5))+{Gr( 10,390)+G2( 10,405)+c2( I 0,375))-



{4. I+5.61 . {1.5- J.1i+16.4 r...+1.5, ,...

As the calculation shows, f'or every patient at tilne '/" in the neighborhood matrix of /-s

or LB, the weiglrt which is assigned is composed of threc elements. Tlie first element is

the related (patient, scheduled time) in 6r matrix. The second and third element are the

scheduled time less and plus l5 rninutes in G2 matrix, The reason that these two elements

are being added is because of the tirne resolution of I 5 minutes and the fact that diffèrent

agents have different tirne ljne, but G2 is the global mcÌnory fòr all the agents.

Adding two neighbor elements of G2 in addition to the related element has not been used

in Co-MPS or TSP-MPS, since they were sequencing problems without a timeline.

After assigning an approximation value to all their neighbors, every agent perf'onns thc

selection to choose "rn" " new-solution fiom IS and. "m¡," new solutions from ZB. The

higher the approximation weight, the more chances the neighbors will be selectetl. The

selection procedure is the sanre as co-MPS algorithm which',vas discussed in chapter 4.

6.4.2 Updating the global ntenrory

Global n.remory of AS-MPS algonthm consìsts of two matrices: Gt ¡Lnd, Gt. Both of them

are n- by- /,,, where /7 denotes the number of patients and l, is the tirne resolution. /,, rvas

fixed to I 5 minutes for implementation of AS-MpS for pAC.
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Every element of G7 consists of two value (s¡, b), where each of them dcnotes the

restnctìon for generating neighborhood. The value of (s¡, b) is changed based on the

DSM (Double sphere rnethod) which has also been used in Co-MPS algorithrn.

. Firsl cotlrportent of global mentotlt: Ç ,

ln each iteration, If the new selected neighbor ( o- *) improves the current opttlnâ of any

agent, (s¡,b¡) for all patients "i " in position '7" in the new selected neighbor will be

updated. "s,7 " which is controlled by controller S will be inc¡eased in the case of

improvemcnt, to allow for more exploratìon. On the other hand, "r5,¡ " for all patients "i "

in the 7'l' position will be decreased for allowing rnore exploitation. Hence. ilthcre are

consecutive improvements reported froln the simulation rnodel which has patient "i" at

position 'j", generating neighbors in Z-B will have a small degrce of freedom around

patient "i " at position 'i". In this case, the neighborhood search will have the same task

as a local search.

In addition to the increase for patients "¡" at positton 'i" in the sequence of new

selected neighbor, close positions around patients "i" wlll be also updated. Following

fonnulas shor.v the update procedure for Gr, in the case of ilnprovelrent:

Ilquation 6-l

Eqùation 6-2

lsi'i.+a, þr(i. j*)eo*
.s -<
' ' li:: +@"t+l(i - i*) þr rest of i's,titl i - i* -T

lU l.-"" fot'\i. jxteo*

lU-,'-(a,\+(j-j*l fot'resr qf i's.till j j+=T
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Iti'i. - o, for(i.j*l e o*
S :l Eouâtion 6--l

" ["ii -kx")+ ( j - j*\' þt' resr of j's.rilt j - j*:T

" ü ^" is the parameter of the AS-MPS algorithm which denotes the degree of

aggressiveness in G ¡. "7" is another parameter of AS-MPS algorithm which shows the

distance which the neighborhood rvill be affected by G7,

If any agent repofts t?" iterations rvithout improvernent, G7 will be updated as follows

lb*. a fot'(i, i*|, o*
h" I ' - Equation6-4
" lø:: - 1a") +l(i - j*) ./òr resr of j' s,t¡tt i - i+ - T

ln fact, controller "S" will expJoit around the cunent solution which has not been

improved after l?. iterations, while controller "B " will explore the solution space.

Herc the updating procedure of G7 will be descnbed by an example:

Assume that the r.rew seed of agent I ( o. x 
) which irnproved the objective function of this

agent is as the following:

{tr2lI3ltslIt4l II il U t6l tit t8l tel t] ttol t] t] Il}
Since agent I beìongs to the first class ofagents, its timeline would be:

[0 30 60 90 120 r50 180 210 240 270 300 330 360 390 420450 480]
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Assume that CI ^:l and I:-1. As it was described in Equation 6-1, s4's of the entire

patients "i " in position 'j" which is in the o' * will bc changcd as the followings:

o 
{ s 1,¡-s ¡ ,¡* I , s2.6-S2,¡* I , si..¡¡=s3.3¡* I , S5.ó0:s-5,60+ I , sa. ¡2¡-sa, ¡ 29* | ,56.:+o:so.z¡04 I ,

57,27¡:S7.27¡*1, 56,36¡-56,36¡|1,59.130=59,jj0+1, S10.39¡:S16.39¡|l )

o {b1,¡:b1.¡-1, b:,0:bz,o-1, b:,¡o=b¡.:o-1, bs,¡,0-bs.oo-1, ba,12¡:ba,12¡-1, b6.2a¡:b6.2a6- l,

b7.21¡-b1 ;¡¡-l , bs.3¡¡-bs.366- I , be.33¡:be.3¡e- I , b r0.¡ qo:b r o.¡qo- I Ì

Also, patient "i " which is in otl.rer positions will be changed as the followings:

. {s1,15:s1,¡5*l+l;s2,15-s?.ls+l+l;s3.qs-sl,1s+1+1,s3,¡5-s3.¡5*lll;ss,75-s5,75*l*1,

ss,as-s5,as+l+l;s+,135-s4.¡35*l*1,5+,¡¡s-sa.¡¡51-l*l;s6.255:s6.255*l*l,5o.u:s-so.zzs*lll;

57,2¡5:S7,2s5*l*1,S7.255:S7.255*l1l,Ss.3¡5:Ss.3i51l*1,

s¡.2¡5-ss.2s5*l*l;59,315-s9.3¡51111,s9,285:s9,285+l+l;s9,3a5-S9,3a5*l ll,s9,3¡5:S9,3¡5*ltl;5¡

0,a05-slu,,lus* I * l.s¡¡,3-5-s¡¡.r-r I I I I )

o {b1,;5:b¡,¡5-l+l;b2.¡5:b2.¡5-1+l;b¡,¡s:b¡.+s-l+l,b¡.ls=b¡.ts-l+l;b5,75:b_5,7.5-l+1,

bs,+s:bs.+s 1+l;b+.1:s:b¡.1:s-1*l,b¡,ro:b+.ros-l+l;bo.:ss:be.zss I + I ,bo.z:s:be .u zs- I + I ;

bz,zss:b;,2¡s- l + l,br.zss:br.::s- I + I ;bs.¡ r s:bs.¡ rs l+l,bs.zgs:b¡-zss-l+l;

b9.2g5-be,2¡5,be,3a5:be.3a5+ l + 1 ,þe.315-be.3 ¡ 5t l + l ;þ,¡,¿os-b ro.¿os* l l 1 ,br o,:rs=b ro.¡rs+ 1+ l ì

. Second component of global tnemon,: G,

G: is another pafi of global memory which consists of /7*1 elements, same as Gi. Every

element (ij) ofGr denotes the approximation value ofjob 'i" being in the time slot "/".

The value of elements on Gr is being updated based on the lelative value of the current
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optima of every agent and the sumlnation objective values of the elite list. Elite list

consjsts of the "P best solutions (e¡, i= I , P) ( "P " is the parameter of the AS-MPS

algorithrn).

As it was discussed in section 6.4.1.1, the simulation model r.vill retum all the patients'

idle time. For updating G:, the idle time of all the patients in the curent seed of the agent

rvill be used. Suppose 04 denotes the elements of the Gt matnx in row "l" and column

'j", after each iteration if the objective flrnction ol the current seed of the agent

"u '( o:, ) does not improve the global optirna, the value of /,i. which shows the

updating value for agent '¿¡ '' at itcration " er" and lbr patient I ". Then f l'"',' wtll I:e

added to the O'rd¡; which result in o""'";;:

t:: = 0 - !9J N - +\), f (i) = tcn e rin e of ¡xtiatr " i" ;cï.,, - 4,,, * î:: Equ a tion 6-s

Zfte,t Íq'\

ìf the objective value of O'j irnproves the global optima, the fcrllowing value of "F;1","

will be calculated and then it will be added to the correspondrng element in G2.

-tt-1-fto'") I ltr-( !''! , t .o: -o: +l +A.Equarionó-''Llt.-,1 'lto"tF,,,
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6.4.3 New-born agents

In every iteration of AS-MPS, a nerv-bom agent is being generated based on the

infomation received liom all the agents. The way of generating a new-bom agent is the

same as the Co-MPS algorithrn, rvìth considering the fact that the tjme-line of every new-

bom agent is the samc as the time-line of the global memory. For this reason,

oonstructing "N,, " lnatrix is different from the Co-MPS. Here, the difference will be

discussed by an exarnple:

Assulr.rc, one of the elìte list solutions is as the followings:

Structure: {[l 2l t3,11 ls 6l l] 17 8l 19 l0l l]il|t

Tirneline: 0 60 90 120 180 240 300 360 420 480

Fìgure 6-7 shows the structure of the Nn n.ratrix.
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Figure 6-7. Structure of N" matrix for ,{SIVIPS algorithm

For the abovc cxample, f'ollowing changes will be done for "Nu" n-ratnx:
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2. iN"(1,ts)),{N,(2,t5)},{N,(3,4s),N"(3,75)},{N"(4,45),N.(4,75)},{N"(s,7s),N"(5,10s

)),{N,,(6 t0s),N"(6,7s)},{N,(7,r6s),N,(7,1es)},{N"(e,2s5),N"(e,22s)},{N,(10,255),

N,(l0,225)] will be added by one.

It sliould be noted that second type of new-born agent generation method ìn co-MpS

won't be used in the AS-MPS algorithm, since several classes of agents are beìng uscd in

AS-MS algoríthn corrpared to one type of agents in Co-MpS.

6.5 Results of AS-MPS algorithm for PAC tlepartment

As it was dlscussed in section 6.4, at any iteration of the AS-Mps algoritlr_rn, one .,.bat',

fìle is generated by thc optirnization algorithm which calls the simulation model. Also,

another ".txt" fìle is generated for the input to the simulation. Alier the simulation ¡.rodel

is being perfonned, the output will be written in another ".txt" fìle. Next, the optimization

algorithm wrll read tlìat text file for the next iteration. Figure 6-8 shows the relation of

optimization procedure, simulation procedure, and the files as the interlace between them.

Figure 6-8. Relationship offiles, optimization procedure and simulation procedurc

lnput filc (.txt)

Oufput file(.txt)
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The hypothetical data which have been used in this implementation are given in section 6.3.2

The input text file which has been used in the implementation is shown in Table 6-5. Table 6-

6 shows a typical output file fioln the simulation model.

Table 6-5. Input text fìle for the implementâtion

Patient's name Scheduled arrival
time

Patient's type Flag for the lasl
patient

Patient l 0 3 e:0

Patient 2 0 3 e:0

Patient 3 l0 e:0

Patient 4 60 4 e:0

Patient 5 120 e-0

Patient 6 240 5 e:0

Patient 7 270 e:0

Patient 8 300 5 e:0

Patient 9 330 4 e:0

Patient I0 390 2 e:l

Flag for the last patient in Table 6-5 send the infonr.ration to simulation model so that it

will start generating the output afìer the last patient leave the model.

As it was discussed in Section 6.5.1, the AS-MPS algorithrn has been run with 8 initial

agents, îìrst four fiom class 1 and the second from class 2. AII the new-bom agents

follow the class three's structure. The initial parameters of AS-MPS set for all the l0 runs

are: (K, m, u , tl.r, mh,. m.. P,T, Maxiter)=(8, 10, 1,2,3,3,10,2,8). Table 6-7 shows the

result of the best run for AS-MPS.
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Surnmation of idle tirne of the patients
in waitìng line.

3592

Summation of idle time of patients
between ser-vices

2898

Summation of idle time of nurses ,+85

Doctor's ìdle tirne (2) 212

Physio idle time (3) 103

Blood nurse idle time(4) 149

Surgery-nurse ldle time ut

Patient I idle time 260

Patient l0 idle time 206

Doctor's idle tirne (2) 212

Table 6-6. Output text file for the implementâtion

Table 6-7. Iìesults of AS-MPS algorithm for one-day operâtion ofPAC (Cost)

Each row shows the current optima or seed ofevery agent and every colulnn shows the

results ofan iteratìon. As it can be seen lroln the table, the algorithm starts with eight

agents and at any iteration a new-born agent is added to the current nurnber ofagents.

The global optirna found by the AS-MPS algorithm is 9123 which rneans 9123 $. This

Iter I Iter 2 Iter:i Tler 4 Iter 5 Iter 6 Iter ller ll
Al,cl 4'17 X 7t0 1t989 I t 7tì5 10561 l0rt0 95 60
A2.c I r495 5 2845 r2843 t2844 tt707 u 693 to'120 10484
A3 cl ri846 9'77 10'15',7 10,106 95 65 9564 95 60 9532
A4.c I 142 972 11876 l'14? I t732 622 620 t1322
45.c2 53205 46088 46088 24425 I72fl0 2841 620 r040t
A6 c2 5 r900 4890.5 46086 44'7 64 20'7 60 622s 6220 16t25
A7 -c2 52.105 46083 207 62 20'7 5 t284-5 2832 li 6t) r 064l
48.c2 53 r67 12106 42104 41375 33 t08 33101 29860 r 6?03
A9 clì 0 52204 10102 35765 'l0i02 26t22 9860 9266

Al0.c3 0 0 3 8901 t107 991 I 9'793 9640 9123
Al l.c3 0 0 0 222t5 221t0 1]]20 9860 9120
A I 2.c3 0 0 0 0 t1720 91 t1 9706 910l
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idle time. It should be noted that a maximum of twelve agents was allowed to be

generated, because of the cornputation cost. The optir.r.ral solution which has been found

by agent 10 is as follows:

{t7 3l t I t I trl t I t I I I trOl t I t2l t I t I t I t I t I t I I I t I t4 8l t I t I t I t6l t I t I t I t5 l

tI tI tIt9 I t I tI tlÌ. With the time line of all class 3 agents:

{0,15,30, 45,60,15,90, 105, 120, 135, 150, 165, 180, 195,210,225,240,255,270,285.

300, 3 I 5, 330, 345, 360, 37 5, 390, 405, 420, 43 5, 450, 465, 480\j.

As it can be seen from the optirral solution, it does not follow a specifìc rule of

scheduling, since it is a new-bom agent. In fact, it is a combinatjon of two other rules in

the rvay that makes the solution near-optin.ral for PAC. The optimal schedule rvhich has

been generated by agent l0 is summarized in Table 6-8.

It should be noted that the results are for a regular day, without considering special days

for cardiac surgery. The input data for patients is based on the assumption and it is not

from the PAC clepartrnent. In futu¡e srudies, the real data can be gathered fiom the pAC

depaúment f'or making the model close to the reality.
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Table 6-8. Optimal result of AS-NIPS algorithm for one day simulation ofPAC department
(Timetable)

Scheduled time

9:45 am

1l:l5am

9:00 arn

I :30 prr

3:30 prn

2:30 pm

9:00 am

l:30 pm

4: 15 pm

l0:45 am

Table 6-9 shows the result of 10 runs of the AS-MPS algorithrn for the PAC-deparlmenl

at HSC hospital in Winnipeg.

Tablc 6-9. Results of AS-MPS algorithm for one day of PAC department (Cost)

Run No Objective
value

Number of
function eval

CPU.
time(second)

9354 5 6 612.3

2 9123 5 6 628.8

3 9110 5 6 640.5

4 9650 5 6 6t2.2

5 r0l2 5 6 640.7

6 96t1 516 6t0 I

7 9196 516 619.6

8 9218 516 625.3

9 9808 516 618.2

l0 9621 516 614.9

Patients'name

Patient I

P atienl2

Patient 3

Patient 4

Patient 5

Patient 6

Patient 7

Patient 8

Patient 9

Patient l0
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6.6 Summaty

A rneta-heuristic sinulation-based optin.rization algorìthm has been proposed in this

report which has been irnplemented for P¡e-admission department at HSC hospital in

winnipeg, The proposed algorithm composed of several agents which interact with each

other lor finding the global optirna of patients' schedule. In AS-MpS algorithm, every

agent belongs to a class. Each class of agents follows one specifìed appointrnent

scheduling rule. Also, every selected sequence ofpatients by agents is being evaluated by

the simulation r¡odel rvhich is used as a black-box fur.rction. ln this sense, the AS-MpS

algorithn can be used f'or any outpatrent clinic scheduling problen.r, without dependency

on any cornplex assurnption.

The new-bom agents of the AS-MPS algorithm are being constructed based on the

interaction of previous agents and they havc a free structure in the sense that no specific

rule is used for their schedule. Hence, they incorporate the combination ofother rules for

constructing their schedule.

Results of AS-MPS algorithm have been reported for one-day operation of pre-admission

clinic at HSC centre in winnipeg. Future research will be focused on the schedule ofone-

week and the comparison between the cur¡ent schedule used in pAC and the output of the

AS-MPS algorìthm.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

A major challenge in r.nodem optimization is to develop methodologies for problems with

(often expensive) black-box objective functions. In rnechanical design optimization

problen.rs, one of the main challenges is to develop n.rethodologies that minimize the

nurnber of calls to expensive sirnulation programs. In combinatorial optimization

problerns and specially ploduction scheduling, search proce<lures which intelligently

move toward the interesting solutions have been studied recently due to the huge solution

space of these problems. ln the real situations of any complex scheduling system, having

an explicit objective function is almost impossrble, so optilnization methodologies that

are suitable f'or simulation models are preferable for practical situations. In healthcare

scheduling problems, the main challenge is to dcvelop algorithrns which can be used in

any complex system. Discrete-event sir¡ulation can be used to simulate these types of

complex systerns, and it is of great interest to develop an optimization methodology that

uses the simulation as an objective function and optimizes the performance of the systern.

This research ailred at developing practical optimization algorithns and their software

tools to help design and systern engineers solve their related optirrization algonthms.

Four separate algoritluns have been developed with a common origin fro'r the Mps

(Mode Pursuing Sarnpling) proposed by Wang et al. (2004a). MpS is basically an

optimization concept which tries to evolve the approximation of the objective function
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around its mode. MPS can be categorized as a direct, non-g¡adient, and simulation-based

optrmizatton concept.

7.1 Contributions

The main contnbutions of thrs tliesis can be categorized from both tl.reoretical and

practical perspectives.

1.1.1 Theoretical cotttributions

1. Gencralization ol the Mode Pursuing Sampling (MpS) concept into the discrete

don.rain and combinatorial optìrnization. Tlie core of the MpS concept is the

integration of rnetamodeling and discriminative sarnpling. MpS sample points in

tbe solution space and fits an approximation curve to the sample points. Then, at

any iteration, it discriminatively selects points based on the goodness of

approximated points and the¡e1'ore sanples more points on the mode of the

function and less in other areas. The accuracy of approximation progressively

improves around those interesting regions. In their original work, Wang et al.

(2004a) proposed the MPS concept for contjnuous black-box optirnization

problerns. ln this thesis, the c-MPS method is generalized fo¡ discrete domain,

Later, the concept has been generalized to combinatorial optirnization domains,

rvhlch instead of having a linear function to fit the samples, a global memory

ranks all the activities and their positions based on the information received from

the objectrve function. In fact, instead ofhaving the approximation or linear spline
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f-unction evolves around the mode of the function, the lnoves which generate

better sequences will be r¡ore focused in the combinatorial version of MPS.

2. DSM (Double Sphere Method): One of the main contnbutions of this thesis is

introducing the DSM method. Applying the pure MPS concept to discrete domain

would not gcnerate good results rvjthout the DSM method. DSM is composed of

double spheres whose radii enlarge or shrink with regard to infonnation ÍÌom

previous iterations and provide the domain for generating sarrples. Depending on

the improvencnt or non-improvenrent of the objective function reported frorn

previous iterations, one c¡f tlre spheres shrinks to provide rnore exploitation around

the cu¡rent local optirna while the other expands to avoid being trapped into local

optirna. ìn the colnbinatonal version of MPS, DSM again controls the domain of

generating ncighborhoods for next iterations. ln the corrbinatorial version, there

are no spheres, since one rs dealing with the combinatorial solution space. Instead

two controllers B and S control the degree of freedom for generating next

neighborhood of current local optirra. lt is believed that the DSM could be

extcnded and incorporated into other direct search mcthods for better efficiency

and effectiveness.

l.1.2 PrtcÍical conÍributions

In this thesis, a number of optirr.rization r.nethodologies and software tools have been

provided that can be used to solve problems in mechanical design, con-rbinatorial job

sequencrng, and healthcare scheduling optimization.
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In specifìc, four versions of MPS-bascd optin.rization algorithrrs have been developed in

this rcsearch:

l. D-MPS (Discrete Vanable Mode Pursuing Sampling): D-MPS is a novel

approach for dìscrete domain design problems. Approxìmation evolves while the

DSM (Double Sphere Method) d¡.namically moves the search towa¡d the mode of

the objective function when it is necessary. D-MPS has bcen described in Chapter

J.

2. Co-MPS (Cornbinatorial Mode Pursuing Sampling): Co-MPS is a vanation of D-

MPS for cor¡binatorial problelns, with application to the single rnachinc total

tardiness problem. Sevcral agents search fbr an optimal solutìon based on the

infonnation fiom global melnory. Global memory (approxirnation) which is a

memory of jobs being in specific posjtions evolves through the run-time.

Moreover, two controllers dlnamically control the neighborhood generation. Co-

MPS have been described in Chapter 4.

3. TSP-MPS (Traveling Salesman Problem-Mode pursuing Sampling): TSp-MpS is

a version of Co-MPS for TSP instances. Thc main difïerence of TSP-MPS and

Co-MPS is on generatìng neighborhood and initial solutions. The results on srnall

and medium size instances ol TSP-MPS are cornparable to cunent best methods

of solving TSP. TSP-MPS has been described in Chapter 5,

4. As-MPS(Appoinhnent Scheduling-Mode Pursuing Sampling): AS-MPS is a

variation of Co-MPS f-or appoinhrent scheduling in healthcare, where several

classes of agents search for the optirnal appointment scheduling of patients in a

clinic, aud each of them f'olloq's a dlstinct rule of appointmetìt scheduling. ',New-
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bom" agents, created at each iteration, cornbine the characteristics of other classes

of agents. Discrete-event sin.rulation l¡odels are used as a black-box function of

the optimization in AS-MPS. AS-MPS has been descnbed in Chapter 6.

All of the four versions of the MPS-based optimization algorithms can be used in real-

world applications and they all use a black-box function as an objective function. In D-

MPS algorithm, black-box function can be finite-element analysis software, e.g. crash-

sirnulation software. In Co-MPS, black-box functions can be a discrete event simulation

if thc processing time and anival time of the jobs are stochastic. In TSP-MPS, black-box

function can be a simulatjon of TSP type of problerns such as the VRP (Vehicle Routing

Problerr). In AS-MPS, the objective function can be a discrete-event sìmulation for a

clinic inside a hospital.

All the four versions of MPS-based optimization algontluns are promising in tenns of the

total number of function evaluations and finding good solutions in a relatively srralì

number of iterations. One useful feature of the MPs-based algorithms is their pÌug-and-

play characteristic. Integrating the MPS-base algorithrns with real-world application

systerns should be able to signifìcantly enìance the perfonnance of the systens.

7.2 Future ll'ork

Future work t-or the D-MPS will be focused on using the algorithm along with a real

world application of a discrete domain mechanical design problem. For cornbinatorial

mode pursuing sarnpling, the future work will be on generalizing the algontlln for job-
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shop scheduling problems and rmplenrenting the algorithm with r¡ore complex discrete

event simulation programs. ln the healthcare dornain, the AS-MpS algorithm will be

generalìzed for surgery scheduling r.vith historical data. combining the solìware tools

with more user friendly interfaces will be another area of future research.
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Appendix A

Data for TSP

Table A-1. Data for Bunnal4

City Latitude Longitude
0 16.4',7 96. l0

16.47 94.44

2 20.09 92.54

3 22.19 93.31

4 25.23 01 't,t

5 22.00 96.05

6 20.47 91.02

7 17.20 96.29

8 t6.30 97.38

9 t4.0s 98.12

10 16.53 91 .38

ll 21.52 95.59

12 19.4t 91.13

t3 20.09 94.55



Table A-2. Data for Gr2l

I 2 3 4 5 6 '7 8 9 l0

I 0

2 5l 0

3 635 355 0

4 9l 415 605 0

5 3 8.5 585 i90 350 0

6 t55 475 .195 120 240 0

,] |0 480 570 78 320 96 0

8 130 500 540 9',7 285 36 29 0

9 490 605 29s 460 120 150 425 190 0

l0 370 320 700 280 5S0 365 350 J70 310 0

il 155 380 640 63 430 200 t60 I'Ì 5 535 240

t2 68 140 s75 2'7 320 9l 48 67 430 300

l3 610 160 705 520 8:l5 605 590 6r0 865 250

t4 655 235 585 555 750 615 625 64: 775 2

t5 4li0 8Ì 435 313 0 575 440 455 465 600 245

l6 265 480 420 235 125 t25 200 165 230 4'15

t7 255 440 '7 55 235
650 3',70 320 350 680 150

t8 450 210 625 345 660 430 420 410 690 1'7

t9 170 445 750 t60 495 265 220 240 600 235

20 240 290 590 r40 480 255 205 220 515 150

2l ,80 1 ,195 2 8{J 480 310 350 370 505 185
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Table A-2 (Continued)

I 2 3 4 5 6
,7

8 9 l0

0

2 -5 l0 0

3 635 355 0

4 91 4t5 605 0

5 385 585 390 350 0

6 155 475 495 120 24rJ 0

7 ltt) 480 5'70 78 320 96 0

8 130 500 540 9',Ì 285 l6 29

9 190 605 295 460 tzrJ 150 390 0

l0 ]70 320 100 2 tì0 590 365 350 i?0 i'70 0

t1 r55 380 640 63 430 200 160 t75 240

t2 68 440 5'7 5 2',7 320 9I 48 61 430 300

l3 6Ì0 360 705 520 835 605 590 610 8 6.5 250

14 655 235 585 555 750 615 62s 645 775 285

15 480 8l 435 380 575 440 600 245

l6 265 480 420 235 200 t65 230 4'7 5

t'7 440 755 235
650 370 320 ì50 680 150

18 450 270 625 345 660 430 420 440 ó90 '77

l9 1',70 445 750 r60 4 220 240 600 235

20 740 290 590 140 480 255 205 220 5Ì5 Ì50

2t 380 140 495 280 480 340 350 1'70 505 185
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Table A-3. Data for Gr96

City Lâtitude Longitude City Latitude Longitude City Latitude Longit
ude

23.31 I14.55 23 5.3 6 32.32 14 12.22 1.31

2 28.06 15.24 21 3.1 r 30.1 3 45 I 1. J I 2.07

J t6.54 25 3.3 8 25.21 46 12.00 8.3 0

1 3l 38 -8.00 26 r5.20 3 8.53 4'7 ll 5l 13.10

5 33.39 7.35 27 9.00 38.s0 48 12.07 15.03

ó 34.02 -6.51 lo 36 43.09 49 6.27 3.24

7 34.05 -4.57 29 8.06 15.57 50 6.27 1.21

8 35,48 5.,15 30 4.40 11.26 5t 0.20 6.44

9 35.43 -0.43 31 3.28 16.39 52 J 4) 8.41

10 36.17 3.03 32 .51 15.35 53 3.52 It.3t

ll 22.56 5.3 0 -)) 6.46 3.0 t 54 4.22 18.35

t2 36.22 6.31 2.39 8.00 55 0.23 9.27

l3 36.48 t0.1 I 35 10.23 9.18 56 -4.16 t5.l7

t4 31.41 r0.46 36 9.31 13.4i 57 -4.18 15.18

l5 32.54 I3 il 31 8.30 13.15 58 0.04 18.16

l6 32.01 20.04 6.18 t0.41 59 -5.54 22.25

t1 1I .12 29.54 39 5.1 9 4.02 60 0,30 25.12

I8 31.16 32.l8 40 6.41 1.35 6l -J.IJ 29.22

l9 29.58 )L.)) 4t 5.33 0.13 62 1.57 30.04

20 30.03 31.15 42 6.08 r.l3 63 0. l9 32.25

21 ¿4.\)J 32.53 43 6.29 7.37 64 1.17 36.49



Table A-3 (Continued)

City Latitude Longitude City Latitude Longitude City Latitude Longitude

65 2.01 45.20 86 -26.15 28.00 96 -4.38 55.21

66 -4.03 39.40 87 -29.12 26.01

67 -6. l0 39.1 I 88 -29.55 30.56

68 -6.48 39.17 89 -33 00 27.55

69 -8.48 11.14 90 33.58 25.40

70 12.44 15.41 9t 33.5 5 18.22

11 I 1.40 27.28 92 23.21 41.40

72 t2.49 28.13 93 18.55 41 .31

73 t5.25 28.17 94 -12.16 49.17

l4 -20.09 28.36 95 -20.10 57 .10

75 11.50 3l .03 96 -4.38 55.21

76 15.47 35.00 86 -26.15 28.00

77 -19.49 34.52 87 -29.12 26.07

78 -25 58 32.3s 88 -29.55 30.56

79 15.57 -5.42 89 33.00 27.55

80 -37.15 t2.30 90 33.58 25.40

8l -22.59 14.11 9l 3 3.55 t8.22

82 -22.34 17.06 92 23.21 43.40

83 -26.38 15.t0 93 - I 8.55 41.31

84 -24.45 25 55 94 -12.16 49.1'7

85 -25.45 28 l0 95 -20.10 51.30



Appendix B

CD Contents

Directory Filename Descriptions

Readme CD User readme file for CD instruction

D-MPS

. Readme.txt Instructions on how to use D-MPS

' drnps.m Main file for D-MPS method

' Inputfìle.rn Function for inputting the data

' fx I .m Objective function to be optimized

. constgr.m Constraints of the function

. approx.m Function f'or approxirnation in D-MpS

. spheregr.m Function for DSM method

' samplingnew4.m Function for sarnpling new solutions

. dlvdz.m Functjon for preventing division by zero

. rr.txt, gt.txt, pv.txt Example input files for SC function, Cear

train problem and Pressure vessel problern, respectively.

Co-MPS

' Readme.txt

. CompsRun.rn

. cofrps-Final.m

' objavtardy.rr

lnstrlction on how to use Co-MPS

Main file for executing Co-MPS

Function which contains the main code

Function which computes the objective
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¡ salnplingc.m Function for sampling new solutions

' swap2.m Function for generating new neighborhood

t assigrunentsuboptinial2.m Function for solving the assignment prolrlem

' edd.m, wspt.m, rm.m Function for generating initial solutions

. tnyrandint.m Function for generating random numbe¡s

' Input.txt Inut data file

r data.txt Data file for the input file

I Output,txt Output data file

' wt¿+0.txt,wt50.txt,wt I 00.txt Data file for Single rnachine problen.r

r wtopt4O.txt,wtopt50.txt,wtopt l00.txt Data for the optimal solution of

Single machine problem

TSP-MPS

t Readme.txt lnstruction on how to use TSp-MpS

' TSPRun.m Main file for executing TSp-MpS

. TSP_Final.ln Function which contains the main code

' objtsp.m Function which computes the distance

matrix

. objtsprnain.m Function which cornputes the cost of every

tour

I inserttsp.m Function for generating lnitial solutions for

TSP

Function for sampling new solutions

20s

' sarnplingc.n.r



¡ stvap4.m Function for generating new neighborhood

. assignmentsuboptìrnal2.rn Function fòr solving the assigmr.rent problem

I mlrandint.m Function for generating random numbers

I Input.txt Input data file

' data.txt Data file for the input file

¡ Output.txt Output data file

¡ Bunna l4.txt,gr2l .txt,gr96.txt Data file for three instances of TSp

AS-MPS

I Readlne.txt

¡ telnppac4.avi

¡ pac4.mod

I ascornpsn.m

' pacr.v2.m

' sarnplingc.n.r

¡ swap3.m

r wrt.lfÌ

' nyandint.rn

' p.par

. Rep.txt

r output.txt

' probat.wcl

Instruction on how to use AS-MPS

Video file of the sìn.rulation model

Simulation fìle of PAC in Witness

Main file of AS-MPS algorithm

File for creating "probat.wcl"

Function for sampling new solutions

Function for generating new neighborhood

Functiol for generating "p.par"

Function for generating random numbers

Input frle for simulation model

Output file from simulation r¡odel

Output file of the AS-MPS algorithrn

File for executing "witness.exe"
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